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General synthesis 

1 Introduction 

This work was performed at the Institut de Radioprotection et de Surete Nucleaire (IRSN). The skill 

fields of IRSN cover all risks related to ionizing radiation, used in industry or medicine, or natural 

radiation. Specifically, IRSN carries expertises and conducts research in the domain of nuclear safety, 

protection against ionizing radiation, control and protection of nuclear materials and protection against 

malicious acts. An essential part of the safety analysis consists in studying the different situations that 

a nuclear reactor can face, from normal operation conditions to severe accidents. Many flows of interest 

in this context are compressible, either monophasic (hydrogen combustion, deflagration or detonation in 

the reactor containment in the late phases of severe accident scenarii, explosion of gaseous mixtures in 

industrial environment, ... ) or multi-phasic (primary accident depressurization, bubbling pools generated 

by the interaction between the molten structures of the vessel and the core and the concrete floor of the 

containment, once again in severe accidents late phases, ... ) . 

Our aim here is to contribute to the development of a class of schemes for the computation of compres

sible flows. The considered systems of governing equations are coupled and strongly nonlinear, and the 

(industrial) applications in view involve complex geometry and flows, possibly combining quasi-steady 

states with quick transient phases, with strong physical properties (in particular, density or compressi

bility) contrasts. Accordingly, the algorithms are developed so as to realize a compromise between two 

main requirements : preserve the stability in a wide range of Mach numbers and introduce sufficient 

decoupling to facilitate the resolution of discrete algebraic systems. Pressure correction methods seem 

to be a good choice to address these requirements. This class of schemes was first introduced in the 

framework of incompressible flows a long time ago [8, 67], and such algorithms are now quite widespread 

and well understood in this context (see, for example, [55] for an introduction and [29] for a review of 

1 



2 General synthesis 

most of the variants). Pressure correction schemes are less popular in the context of compressible flows, 

even though their application to compressible Navier-Stokes equations may also be traced back to the 

late sixties, with the seminal work of Harlow and Amsden [35, 36], who developped an iterative algo

rithm (the so-called ICE method) including an elliptic corrector step for the pressure. Later on, pressure 

correction equations appeared in numerical schemes proposed by several researchers, essentially in the 

finite-volume framework, using either a collocated [62, 15, 46, 64, 43, 56] or a staggered arrangement 

[7, 41, 42, 44, 3, 10, 69, 73, 74, 70, 72] of unknowns; in the first case, some corrective actions are to be 

foreseen to avoid the usual odd-even decoupling of the pressure in the low Mach number regime. Some 

of these algorithms are essentially implicit, since the final stage of a time step involves the unknown at 

the end-of-step time level; the end-of-step solution is then obtained by SIMPLE-like iterative processes 

[71, 44, 15, 46, 64, 43, 56]. The other schemes [41, 42, 62, 3, 10, 75, 69, 74, 70, 72] are predictor-corrector 

methods, where basically two steps are performed sequentially: first a semi-explicit decoupled prediction 

of the momentum or velocity (and possibly energy, for non-barotropic flows) and, second, a correction 

step where the end-of step pressure is evaluated and the momentum and velocity are corrected, as in 

projection methods for incompressible flows (see [8, 67] for the original papers, [55] for a comprehensive 

introduction and [29] for a review of most variants). The Characteristic-Based Split (CBS) scheme (see 

[60] for a recent review or [77] for the seminal paper) was developed in the finite-element context and 

belongs to this latter class of methods. 

In this work, implicit-in-time discretizations are addressed for their (relative) simplicity in view of the 

theoretical studies; however, non-iterative pressure correction schemes are our main concern for practical 

computations. We consider here staggered~in~space discretizations, with the aim to build schemes which 

are stable and accurate at all Mach numbers and, in particular, boil down to a usual algorithm for 

incompressible flows (or, more generally, for the asymptotic model of vanishing Mach number flows [54]) 

when the Mach number tends to zero. This last requirement also implies that, if we implement upwinding 

techniques (and we will have to for stability reasons), upwinding may have to be performed for each 

equation separately and with respect to the material velocity only. This is in contradiction with the most 

common strategy adopted for hyperbolic systems, where upwinding is built from the wave structure of 

the system (see eg. [68, 4] for surveys and [34, 33, 14] for analysis of these schemes at low Mach number), 

and yields algorithms which are used in practice (see, eg., the so-called AUSM family of schemes [53, 52]), 

but sarcely studied from a theoretical point of view. One of our main concerns here will thus be to 

bring, as far as possible, theoretical arguments supporting our numerical developments. Let us first recall 

a (possible) common skeleton of convergence studies in the finite volume context [16]. The proof may 

usually be decomposed into three steps : 

( i) The first step is to get the existence and some a priori estimates on the approximate solution, or, 

in other words, to obtain stability results for the scheme. 

( ii) Next, up to the extraction of a subsequence, compactness arguments yield the existence of a 

(possibly weak) limit to a sequence of discrete solutions obtained with a sequence of discretizations 

the space step and, for unsteady problems, the time step of which tend to zero. At this point, a 

priori estimates may imply some regularity of the limit. 

( iii) Finally, the fact that the limit is a solution to (a weak form) of the continuous problem is proven 

by passing to the limit in (a weak formulation of) the scheme. 
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For the problems studied here, namely the compressible Navier-Stokes or Euler equations, the realization 

of the complete program seems out of reach, due to the lack of control (Step ( i)) of space translates 

of the unknown; hence we obtain a convergence of sequence of discrete solutions (Step ( i)) in a sense 

too weak to allow the passage to the limit in the scheme (Step ( iii)). There is thus no hope at the 

present stage to prove the convergence of the schemes in the general cases (i.e. except for the barotropic 

viscous Navier-Stokes equations, see [51, 19, 61] for theoretical analysis of the continuous prolem and 

[21, 18, 17] for scheme convergence analysis in the simplified case of the steady Stokes problem), and our 

theoretical analyses are then necessarily somewhat incomplete. However, in both the barotropic and the 

non-barotropic cases, and at least for most variants of the schemes, we do get the following results : 

(i) We show that the discrete solution satisfies discrete analogues of the estimates known in the 

continuous case : positivity of the density and, in the non-barotropic case, of the internal energy, 

decrease of the total energy, and, for the viscous barotropic flows, control of the velocity in the 

U(H1 ) norm. These estimates allow to prove the existence of at least one solution to the scheme, 

by topological degree arguments. 

( ii) Supposing the convergence of the scheme in strong enough norms, we then show that the limits of 

sequences of solutions are weak solutions to the continuous problem, which may be seen (and is 

refered to hereafter) as a consistency property of the schemes. 

Finally, we confort these theoretical experiments by numerical tests, performed with the open-source 

software ISIS [40], developed at IRSN on the basis of the software component library and programming 

environment PELICANS [63]. 

This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the considered space discretizations (Section 2). 

Then we turn to the barotropic Navier-Stokes equations (Section 3), to the "complete" Navier-Stokes 

equations (Section 4), and, finally, to the Euler equations (Section 5); for each case, we present the 

schemes, summarize the theoretical results and the numerical tests. 

In several theoretical developments, we are lead to use a derived form of a discrete finite volume convection 

operator (for instance, typically, a convection operator for the kinetic energy, possibly with residual terms, 

obtained from the finite volume discretization of the convection of the velocity components) ; an abstract 

presentation of such computations is given in the Appendix of this thesis. 

This organization closely follows the thesis one : barotropic flows are adressed in the first two chapters 

(numerical tests, focussed on the inviscid case, then theory), then a scheme for Navier-Stokes equations is 

presented and its stability is proven; finally, we show how to adapt it to compute discontinuous solution 

of Euler equations. 

2 Meshes and unknowns 

Let the computational domain Sl be an open polygonal subset of JR.d, d::; 3, and M be a partition of Sl, 

supposed to be regular in the usual sense of the finite element literature ( eg. [9]). The cells may be : 

for a general domain Sl, either convex quadrilaterals ( d = 2) or hexahedra ( d = 3) or simplices, 

both types of meshes being possibly combined in a same mesh, 
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for a domain the boundaries of which are hyperplanes normal to a coordinate axis, rectangles 

(d = 2) or rectangular parallelepipeds ( d = 3) (the faces of which, of course, are then also necessarily 

normal to a coordinate axis). 

ByE and E(K) we denote the set of all ( d-1 )-faces er of the mesh and of the element K E M respectively. 

The set of edges included in the boundary of Sl is denoted by Eext and the set of internal ones (i.e. E\ Eext) 

is denoted by Eint; a face er E Eint separating the cells K and L is denoted by er = KIL. The outward 

normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· ForK EM and erE E, we denote by IKI the measure 

of K and by I cri the ( d- 1 )-measure of the face cr. For 1 ::; i ::; d, we denote by £(i) C E the subset of the 

faces of E which are perpendicular to the ith unit vector of the canonical basis of JR.d. 

The space discretization is staggered, using either the Marker-And Cell (MAC) scheme [37, 36], or non

conforming low-order finite element approximations, namely the Rannacher and Turek element (RT) [65] 

for quadrilateral or hexahedric meshes, or the Crouzeix-Raviart (CR) element [11] for simplicial meshes. 

For all these space discretizations, the degrees of freedom for the pressure, the density and the internal 

energy are associated to the cells of the mesh M, and are denoted by : 

Let us then turn to the degrees of freedom for the velocity. 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations The degrees of freedom for the velo

cities are located at the center of the faces of the mesh, and we choose the version of the element 

where they represent the average of the velocity through a face. The set of degrees of freedom 

reads : 

{ u",i' erE E, 1 ::; i ::; d}. 

MAC discretization The degrees of freedom for the ith component of the velocity, defined at the 

centres of the face er E £(i), are denoted by : 

{ (i) } u",i' er E E , 1 ::; i ::; d . 

For the definition of the schemes, we need a dual mesh which is defined as follows. 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations For the RT or CR discretization, the 

dual mesh is the same for all the velocity components. When K E M is a simplex, a rectangles 

or a cuboid, for er E E(K), we define D K," as the cone with basis er and with vertex the mass 

center of K. We thus obtain a partition of Kin m sub-volumes, where m is the numbers of faces 

of the mesh, each sub-volume having the same measure IDK,"I = IKI/m. We extend this definition 

to general quadrangles and hexahedra, by supposing that we have built a partition still of equal

volume sub-cells, and with the same connectivities; note that this is of course always possible, but 

that such a volume D K," may be no longer a cone, since, if K is far from a pallelogram, it may not 

be possible to built a cone having er as basis, the opposite vertex lying in K and a volume equal 

to IKI/m. The volume DK," is referred to as the half-diamond cell associated to K and cr. 

For erE Eint, er= KIL, we now define the diamond cell D" associated to er by D" = DK," U DL,"; 

for an external face erE Eext n E(K), D" is just the same volume as DK,ri· 
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MAC discretization - For the .:VIAC scheme, the dual mesh depends on the component of the 

Yelocity. For each of them, its definition differs from the RT or CR one only by the choice of the 

half-diamond cell, which, forK E M and er E E(K), is now the rec tangle of basis er and of measure 

ID K,o- I ec1ual to half the measure of K. 

\Ve denote by I Do- I the measure of the dual cell I Do- I, and by s = Do- I Do-' the face separating two diamond 

cells Do- and Do-' (see Figure 1). 

F lG. 1 - Primal and dual meshes for the Rarmadwr-Turek and Crouzeix-RaYiart elements. 

3 Compressible barotropic N avier-Stokes equations 

The addressed problem in this section reads : 

OtP -1- div(pu) = 0, 

Dt(pu) + div(pu @ u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

p = p(p), 

(la) 

(lh) 

(le) 

where t stands for the time, p, u and pare the density, yelocity, and pressure in the flow, T(u) stands 

for the shear stress tensor, and the function p is the ectuat,ion of state. The problem is supposed to be 

posed owr Sl x (0, T), where (0, T) is a finit e time interyal. This system must. he supplemented by suitable 

boundary conditions, and initial conditions for p and u, the initial condition for p being supposed positiYe. 

The closure relation for T( u) is assumed to he : 

t '2ft 
T(u) = ft(Vu + Vu)- 3 divuJ, 

where ft stands for a non-negatiye parameter, possibly depending on x. \Vhen the Yiscous term T( u) 

yanishes, the system (1) becomes hyperbolic. 
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Let us denote by Ec the kinetic energy Ec = ~ p lul 2. Taking the inner product of (Ib) by u yields, after 

formal compositions of partial derivatives and using (la) : 

(2) 

This relation is refered to as the kinetic energy balance. 

Let us now define the function P, from (O,+oo) to JR., as a primitive of s f---+ SJ(s)/s2, where SJ = SJ-l; 

this quantity is often called the elastic potential. Let H be the function defined by H(s) = sP(s), Vs E 

(0, +oo) ; it may easily be checked that pH' (p)- H(p) = SJ(p) ; therefore, by a formal computation detailed 

in the appendix (see Equation (A.l)), multiplying (la) by H'(p) yields: 

at (H(p)) + div(H(p) u) + p div( u) = 0. (3) 

Let us denote by S the quantity S = Ec + H(p). Summing (2) and (3), we get : 

8tS+div((S+p)u) -div(T(u) u) = -T(u): Vu. (4) 

This shows that, in the hyperbolic case, S is an entropy of the system, and an entropy solution to (I) is 

thus required to satisfy : 

lT l [ -S8tcp- (S + p) u · Vcp] dx5t 

-LS(x,O)cp(x,O)dx::;o, VcpEC~(rlx[O,T)), cp~O. (5) 

Then, formally, if we suppose that the velocity is prescribed to zero at the boundary (the normal velocity, 

in the hyperbolic case), integrating ( 4) yields, since the viscous dissipation term T( u) : Vu is non

negative : 
d r 1 
dt Jo [2 p lul2 + H(p)] dx::; 0. (6) 

Since the function P is increasing, Inequality (6) provides an estimate of the solution. 

We study two schemes for the numerical solution of System (I) which differs by the time discretization : 

the first one is implicit, and the second one is a non-iterative pressure-correction scheme introduced in 

[20]. This latter algorithm (and, by an easy extension, also the first one) was shown in [20] to have at least 

one solution, to provide solutions satisfying p > 0 (and sop> 0) and to be unconditionally stable, in the 

sense that its (their) solution(s) satisfies a discrete analogue of Inequality (6). The results presented in 

this section complement this work in several directions. For the implicit scheme : 

- We first derive discrete analogues of (2) and (3), the first (local) balance equation, i.e. the discrete 

kinetic energy balance, being obtained on dual cells, and the second one, i.e. the elastic potential 

balance, on primal cells. 

These equations are used a first time to obtain the stability of the scheme by a simple integration 

in space (i.e. summation over the primal and dual control volumes). 

- Second, in one space dimension and for the hyperbolic case, we prove that the limit of any 

convergent sequence of solutions to the scheme is a weak solution to the problem (in fact, sa

tisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, and thus exhibits "correct" shocks). 
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- Finally, passing to the limit on the discrete kinetic energy and elastic potential balances, we show 

that such a limit also satisfies the entropy inequality (5). 

For the pressure correction scheme, the results are essentially the same : the scheme is unconditionally 

stable, and the passage to the limit in the scheme shows that, in case of convergence, the predicted and 

end-of-step velocities necessarily tend to the same function, and that the limit is still a weak solution to 

the problem, satisfying the entropy inequality. 

Numerical tests, performed with the pressure correction scheme, confort these theoretical results. 

We first summarize in this section the obtained theoretical results (Sections 3.1 and 3.2.c). which are 

detailed in Chapter 2 of this document. Then we show results of a numerical test (Section 3.2.d), extracted 

from a more comprehensive study also addressing an extension of the scheme to two-phase flows, presented 

in Chapter 1 of this document. 

3.1 An implicit scheme scheme 

3.1.a The scheme 

Let us consider a uniform partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < tN = T of the time interval (0, T), and let 

5t = tn+l - tn for n = 0, 1, ... , N- 1 be the constant time step. 

We begin with the discretization of the mass balance equation (la). For both the MAC and RT or CR 

discretizations, let us denote by u~+l · nK," the outward normal velocity to the face er of K, which is 

computed, for the RT and CR elements, by taking the inner product of the velocity at the face with the 

outward normal vector (as implied by the notation) and which is given, for the MAC scheme, by the 

value of the component of the velocity at the center of the face (up to a change of sign). The discrete 

equations are obtained by an upwind finite volume discretization and read : 

VKEM, IKI ( n+l n ) """' F _ O Tt PK - PK + L.J K,ri- ) 

riE£(K) 

with F = lcrl un+l . n -np +l K,cr er K,cr er ' (7) 

and where p~+l is the upwind approximation of pn+l at the face er with respect to u~+l · nK,ri· This 

approximation ensures that pn+l > 0 if pn > 0 and if the density is prescribed to a positive value at 

inflow boundaries. 

For both MAC and RT or CR discretizations, for 1 ::; i ::; d and er E £(i), we denote by ( divT( un+l) )",i 

an approximation of the i-th component of the viscous term associated to er, and we denote by (Vpn)",i 

the i-th component of the discrete pressure gradient at the face cr. With these notations, we are able to 

write the following general form of the approximation of the momentum balance equation : 

(8) 

for 1 ::; i ::; d, and for er E E \ E D in the case of the RT or CR discretizations, and er E £( i) \ E D in the case 

of the MAC scheme. In this relation, p~+l and p~ stand for an approximation of the density on the face 
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er at time tn+l and tn respectively (which must not be confused with the upstream density p" used in 

the mass balance), F;;J 1 is the discrete mass flux through the dual faces outward D", and u~J 1 stands 

for an approximation of u~+l on s which may be chosen either centred or upwind. 

The finite element discretization of the i-th component of the pressure gradient term reads : 

with <p~) reads <p~) = cp"e(i), where cp" is the finite element shape function associated to er and eCi) 

stands for the ith vector of the canonical basis of JR. d. Since the pressure is piecewise constant, using the 

definition of the RT or CR shape functions, an easy computation yields for an internal face er = KIL : 

ID I(T7 n+l) I I (pn+l -pn+l) n . e(i) 
(I V p ri,i = er L K K,ri ) 

and, for an external face erE E(K) n Eext \ ED : 

These expressions coincide which the discrete gradient in the MAC discretization. 

The finite element discretization of the viscous term ( divT( un+l) )",i' associated to er and to the component 

i, reads : 

The MAC discretization of this same viscous term is detailed in [2]. 

The main motivation to implement a finite volume approximation for the first two terms in (8) is to 

obtain a discrete equivalent of the kinetic energy balance (see next section). For this result to be valid, 

the necessary condition is that the convection operator vanishes for a constant velocity, i.e. that the 

following discrete mass balance over the diamond cells is satisfied [I, 20] : 

ID(II +1 
(p~ - p~) + 

5t 
""' pn+l = 0 L...,.; cr,c · (9) 

EE£(Da) 

This governs the choice for the definition of the density approximation p" and the mass fluxes FCI,E· The 

density p" is defined by a weighted average: \/erE Eint, er= KIL, ID"I p" = IDK,"I PK + IDL,"I PL and 

\/er E Eext \ ED, er E E(K), p" = PK· For a dual edges included in the primal cell K, the flux FCI,E is 

computed as a linear combination (with constant coefficients, i.e. independent of the edge and the cell) of 

the mass fluxes through the faces of K, i.e. the quantities (F~-:;/ )"E£(K) appearing in the discrete mass 

balance (7). We do not give here this set of coefficients, and refer to [I, 38, 25] for a detailed construction 

of this approximation. 

3.1.b Kinetic energy balance, elastic potential identity and stability 

We begin by deriving a discrete kinetic energy balance equation. Let 5up be a coefficient defined by 

5up = 1 if an upwind discretization is used for the convection term in the momentum balance equation 
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(8) and 5up = 0 in the centered case. With this notation, the momentum balance equation reads : 

~ wn+11 (un+1- un+1) +ID I (Vpn+1) . -ID l(diVT(un+1)) . = 0 2 cr,c cr,z cr',z er cr,z er cr,z · 

E=DaiDa' 

Taking the inner product of this equation with the corresponding velocity unknown, i.e. u~r, yields 

Tconv + Tup + Tp,T = 0, with : 
cr,z cr,z cr,z 

Lemma A.0.2, applied on the dual mesh, yields : 

Let us define R~,t 1 by the sum of T:X and the last term of T~~nv : 

(Ill) 

With this notation, we thus obtain the following relation : 

+ID I (V'pn+1) . un+1 -ID l(divT(un+1)) . un+1 = -Rn+1 (11) er cr,z cr,z er cr,z cr,z cr,z · 

We recognize at the left-hand side a discrete kinetic energy balance, i.e. a reasonable discretization of 

Equation (2), with a conservative finite volume discretization of the kinetic energy convection terms. The 

right-hand side consists in a numerical residual, the sign of which will be studied later. 

We now turn to the elastic potential balance. Multiplying the discrete mass balance equation (7) by 

H'(PK) and invoking Lemma A.O.l yields, 'ilK EM : 

1~1 (H(p?.:+1)- H(pf<:)) + L lo-1 [H(p~+ 1 ) + PK] u~+ 1 · nK,IT = -R']/\ (12) 
~TE£(K) 

with: 

R']/1 = ~ I~IH"(p~n+1)(pr;;+1- lkY- ~ L lo-1 u~+1. nK,IT H"(p~+1)(p~+1- P?.:+1)2, 
~TE£(K) 
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where the quantity p?;_n+l E [min(p';/\ p']( ), max(p';/\ p']( )] and, for any face er E E(K), p~+l E 

[min(p~+l' P?.:+l ), max(p~+l' P?.:+l) ]. 

Equation (12) is a finite volume discretization of the (non conservative) elastic potential balance (3), 

with a non positive residual term, thanks to the fact that the function H is convex and that an upwind 

approximation of the density is used in the mass balance. 

The stability of the scheme is then obtained by summing : 

( i) Equation (11) over the components i and the faces er E E for the RT or CR discretizations, and 

over i and erE £(i) for the MAC scheme, 

(ii) Equation (12) over K EM, 

( iii) and, finally, the two obtained relations. 

Let us suppose that the velocity vanishes at the boundary, and let us then invoke three arguments. First, 

the discrete gradient and divergence operators are dual with respect to the U inner product, in the sense 

that: 

LID()" I (V'pn+ 1 )<T,i u~r + L PK L lcrl u~+ 1 
· nK,<T = o, 

i,£ KEM <TEE(K) 

where the notation l::i,£ means that we sum over the component index i and on er E E for the RT and 

CR discretizations, and on i and er E £(i) for the MAC scheme. Second, we suppose that (see Section 4) : 

LID()" I (diVT(un+l))<T,i u~r ~ 0. 
i,E 

Third, reordering the summations yields, for the part of the remainder of the momentum balance equation 

associated to the upwinding : 

"Tup =()liP " ~ IFn+ll (un+l- un+l)2 > 0 .L...,.; cr,z .L...,.; 2 cr,c cr,z cr',z - ' 

i,£ (E=DaiDat) i,E 

where the notation l::i,£ (E=DaiDa,) means that we perform the sum over i and the faces of the dual mesh 

associated to the component i of the velocity, and that, for a face s in the sum, the two adjacent dual 

cells are denoted by DO" and D~. Finally, since the conservative fiuxes vanish in the summation, we thus 

get: 

~ L I~; I [P~+l(u~r)2- P~(u~,i)2] + L 1~1 (H(pr;;+l)- H(p']())::; o, 
i,£ KEM 

(13) 

which is a discrete analogue to (6). 

3.1.c Passing to the limit in the scheme (ID case) 

We focus in this section on the inviscid ID form of Problem (1), and show that, if a sequence of solutions 

is controlled in suitable norms and converges to a limit, this latter necessarily satisfies a (part of the) 

weak formulation of the continuous problem. 

Let (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time steps, such that the time step 5t(m) and the size 

h(m) of the mesh M(m), defined by: 

sup diam(K), 
KEM(=) 
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tend to zero as m---+ oo. 

Let p(m), p(m) and uCm) be the solution given by the scheme with the mesh M(m) and the time step 

5t(m), or, more precisely speaking, a ID version of the scheme which may be obtained by taking the 

MAC variant, only one horizontal stripe of meshes, supposing that the vertical component of the velocity 

(the degree of freedom of which are located on the top and bottom boundaries) vanishes, and that the 

measure of the faces is equal to 1. To the discrete unknowns, we associate piecewise constant functions 

on time intervals and on primal or dual meshes, so the density pC m), the pressure pC m) and the velocity 

uCm) are defined almost everywhere on Sl x (0, T) by : 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' 

n=O KEM 
N-1 

u(m)(x, t) = L L(u(m))~ XDa X(n,n+1), 

n=O riE£ 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' 

n=O KEM 

where XK, XDa and Xcn,n+1) stand for the characteristic function of K, D" and the interval (tn, tn+ 1
) 

respectively. 

We suppose a uniform control on the translates in space and time of the sequence of solutions, which we 

now state. For discrete function q and v defined on the primal and dual mesh, respectively, we define a 

discrete U((O,T);BV(Sl)) norm by: 

N N 

llqiiT,x,BV = L 5t lq£ - q}(l, llviiT,x,BV = L 5t 

and a discrete U (Sl; BV( (0, T))) norm by : 

N-1 N-1 

llqiiT,t,BV = L hK L lq~+ 1 - qKI, llviiT,t,BV = L h" L lv~+ 1 - v~l, 
KEM n=O <IE£ n=O 

where, for er = KIL, h" = (hK + hL)/2. We suppose the following uniform bounds of the sequence of 

solutions with respect to these two norms : 

(14) 

and: 

llu(m) IIT,t,BV ::; C, V m E N. (15) 

A weak solution to the continuous problem satisfies, for any cp E C~ ([0, T) x Sl) 

- { [Patcp+pu8xcp]dx5t- { p(x,O)cp(x,O)dx=O, (16a) 
lox(O,T) Jo 

- { [pu8tcp+(pu 2 +p)8xcp]dx5t- { p(x,O)u(x,O)cp(x,O)dx=O, (16b) 
lox(O,T) Jo 

P = SJ(p). (16c) 

Note that these relations are not sufficient to define a weak solution to the problem, since they do not 

imply anything about the boundary conditions. However, they allow to derive the Rankine-Hugoniot 
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conditions ; so, if we show that they are satisfied by the limit of a sequence of solutions to the discrete 

problem, this implies, loosely speaking, that the scheme computes the right shocks, which is the result we 

are seeking. It is stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM .3.1 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R Let (M(m), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time 

steps such that h(m) and 5tCm) tend to zero as m tends to infinity. Let (pCm) p(m) uCm)) be the 
' "' ' ' mEN 

corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence satisfies (15) and (14) and converges 

in U((O, T) x 0)
3

, for 1::; r < oo, to (p, p, u) E L00 ((0, T) x ot 
Then the limit (p, p, u) satisfies the system (16) and the entropy condition (5). 

Proof The passage to the limit in the equations of the scheme is technical, but invokes rather standard 

arguments. 

Obtaining the entropy condition is more intricate. We need to pass to the limit in the kinetic energy 

balance (11) and in the elastic potential balance (12) simultaneously. To this purpose, for cp E C~ ([0, T) x 

s.t), we define two interpolates: one is defined over the dual cells and is used as a test function for (11) 

and the second one is defined over the primal cells, and is used as a test function for (12). We then pass to 

the limit in the "differential terms" of these discrete equations, and disregard the non-negative residuals 

(at the left-hand side). A problem is posed by the residual associated to the upwinding, which reads : 

RI]"= [ "' ~ IFn+ll (un+l _ un;t-l)] un+l .L...,.; 2 cr,c cr,z er ,z cr,z ' 

E=DaiDa' 

and the sign of which is unknown. To get an intuition of how to deal with this term, let us remark that 

it may be seen as a discrete analogue to a diffusion term - 1-L !::,.u u with a numerical viscosity 1-L tending 

to zero as the space step. Let us now compare this term to f-LIVul 2 , in the sense of distributions. For 1/J a 

regular function with a compact support, remarking that -1-Lu!::,.u- f-LIVul 2 = -div(/-Lu Vu), we get: 

faT fo[-f-Lu!::,.u-f-LIVui
2
]1/Jdx5t= faT fof-LuVu·V1/Jdx5t::;C'</J lluiiL= llullw'·'f-L, 

and therefore, if lluiiL= and llullw'·' are bounded, the difference between -f-LU !::,.u and f-LIVul 2 behaves like 

f-L· Returning at the discrete level, this computation suggests that RI]" behaves at the limit as a dissipation 

term (i.e. a discrete equivalent of i-Ll Vu 12 ), the sign of which is guaranteed. The same argument is used in 

a different way in the non-barotropic case : the "viscous term" RI]" is compensated in the internal energy 

balance by a "dissipation term" (see Section 5.1). D 

Remark 1 (Control of the translates) 

In the assumptions of the theorem .3.1, we can sharpen (14) and (15). Indeed, to prove that the limit is 

a weak solution, it is sufficient to have : 

In addition, this estimate may be proven (and not supposed) by adding to the scheme a numerical diffusion 

scaled by (h(m))f3, with 0 < f3 < 2. To obtain that the limit is the entropy weak solution, the following 

assumption is sufficient : 

lim 5t [llu(m) IIT,t,Bv] = 0. 
m---t+CXJ 
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3.2 A pressure correction scheme 

3.2.a The scheme 

In this section, we derive the pressure correction scheme from the implicit scheme. The first step, as usual, 

is to compute a tentative velocity by solving the momentum balance equation with the begining-of-step 

pressure. Then, the velocity is corrected and the other variables are advanced in time, in the so-called 

correction step. For stability reasons, or, in other words, to be able to derive a kinetic energy balance, we 

need that the mass balance over the dual cells (9) holds; since the mass balance is not yet solved when 

performing the prediction step, this leads us to do a time shift of the density at this step. 

In the time semi-discrete setting, the proposed algorithm reads : 

1 - Pressure renormalization step Solve the following elliptic problem for pn+l : 

d . [ 1 T7-n+l] -d· [ 1 T7 n] 
lV pn V p - lV (pn pn )1/2 V p (17) 

2- Prediction step Solve the following semi-discrete linearized momentum balance equation for un+l: 

(18) 

3- Correction step Solve (simultanuously) the following non linear equations for pn+l, un+l and 

pn+l : 

(19a) 

n+l n 
P 5t-p +div(pn+lun+l)=O, (19b) 

pn+l = SJ(pn+l). (19c) 

The solution of Step 3 is performed by combining equations (19a) and (19b), therefore obtaining a non

linear elliptic problem for the pressure, which reads in the time semi-discrete setting : 

The fully discrete equations are obtained from the implicit scheme by a mere change in time levels, except 

for Equations (17) and (19a), which are new. The first one is obtained by using the discrete gradient and 

divergence operators already introduced, and reads : 

VKEM, 

Relation (19a) is discretized similarly to the momentum balance (8), i.e. a finite volume technique is 

used for the unsteady term in both the MAC, RT and CR discretizations : 

ID()" I pn (un+l- un+l) +ID I [(vpn+l) . - (Vp-n+l) ·] = 0 (5t er cr,z cr,z er cr,z cr,z , 

for 1 ::; i ::; d, and for er E E \ ED in the case of the RT or CR discretizations, and er E £(i) \ ED in the 

case of the MAC scheme. 
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3.2.b Stability and kinetic energy balance equation 

We repeat the process that we followed for the implicit scheme, to prove the stability of the scheme and 

derive a discrete kinetic energy balance equation. To this purpose, we multiply the velocity prediction 

equation by the corresponding degree of freedom of the predicted velocity u~r, to obtain : 

(pnun+l- pn-lun ·) un+l + ~ pn un+l un+l 
er cr,z er cr,z cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z cr,z 

EEE(Da) 

+ ID<TI CV'J3n+ 1 )<T,i u~r -ID<TI(diVT(un+1 ))<T,i u~r = o. (20) 

We then write the velocity correction equation as : 

and square this relation, sum with (20) and get, applying Lemma A.0.2 (again on the dual mesh) to the 

first two terms of (20) : 

~ ID<TI [pn(un+l)2 _ pn-l(un .)2] + ~ 
2 5t <T <T,~ <T <T,~ 2 

where R~r takes the same expression as in the implicit case (i.e. is given by Equation (10)), replacing 

un+l by un+l. Summing Relation (21) over the components and edges, Relation (12) over the cells and 

finally the two resulting equations together yields : 

~ L I~; I [p~+l(u~tl)2 _ p~(u~,i)2] + L 1~1 (H(pr;;+l) _ H(pK)) 
i,£ KEM 

which would be a discrete analogue to (6), up to a detail : to obtain a difference of the same quantity 

taken at two consecutive time steps, we need to change p~ ICV'pn+l)<T,il 2 to p~-l I(Vpn)<T,il 2. This is the 

purpose of the pressure renormalization step, which was already introduced in [28]; we finally get : 

~ L I~; I [P~+l(u~r)2 _ P~(u~,i)2] + L 1~1 (H(pr;;+l) _ H(pK)) 
i,£ KEM 

Note that this inequality yields a control on (5t times) a H 1 discrete semi-norm of the pressure, conforting 

the robustness of the scheme, but also increasing its dissipation. In our numerical experiments, the 

pressure renormalization step did not appear to have a significant influence on the results, and was then 

systematically omitted. 
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3.2.c Passing to the limit in the scheme (ID case) 

We obtain for the pressure correction scheme results which are similar to the implicit scheme ones. They 

are stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM .3.2 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R Let (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time steps, 

such that h(m) and 5tCm) tend to zero as m tends to infinity. Let (pCm) p(m) uCm) uCm)) be the 
"' ' ' ' mEN 

corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence satisfies the control over the time 

and space estimates given by (14), (15) and: 

llu(m) IIT,x,BV ::; C, V m E N. 

We assume in addition that it converges in U ( (0, T) x Sl) 
4

, for 1 ::; r < oo, to (p, p, u, u) E L 00 
( (0, T) x 

ot 
Then we have u = u, and the triplet (p, p, u) satisfies the system (16) and the entropy condition (5). 

3.2.d Numerical experiments 

We now describe the behaviour of the pressure correction scheme for a Riemann problem, i.e. an in viscid 

monodimensional problem, the initial condition of which consists in two uniform left (L) and right (R) 

states, separated by a discontinuity, located by convention at the origin x = 0. The two initial constant 

states are given by : 

and the equation of state is given by p = p. The problem is posed over the interval ( -2, 3). The solution 

of this problem consists in a rarefaction wave travelling to the left and a shock travelling to the right. 

The problem is solved with a one dimensional scheme, which may be obtained from the previous exposition 

by taking one horizontal stripe of meshes (of constant size) with the MAC discretization, and applying 

perfect slip boundary conditions at the top and bottom boundary. 

On Figure 2, we show the solution at t = 1 obtained with various meshes and time steps. These latter 

parameters are adjusted to have C F L = 1, taking as reference velocity the sum of the maximum velocity 

v = 1 and the speed of sound a = 1. In these computations, we use a centred discretization of the convec

tion term in the momentum balance equation, surprinsingly without observing any spurious oscillations. 

However, note that results obtained with the CR and RT discretizations (not shown here) differ in this 

respect : the introduction of a residual viscosity (either physical or by upwinding) is necessary to avoid 

the odd-even decoupling phenomenon, as usually observed with centred approximations of the convection 

operator. 

We then report, on Figure 3, the obtained numerical error as a function of the time and space step. The 

observed order of convergence is close to 0.9, for both the velocity and the pressure. 
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4 Compressible N avier-Stokes equations 

\Ve now address the compressible Nayier-Stokes ec1uations (22). 

Otp + div(pu) = 0, 

Dt(pu) + div(pu@ u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

Dt(pE) + div(pEu) + div(pu) div(q) = div(T(u) · u), 

p = p(p, e), 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(22d) 
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where E and e are the total energy and internal energy in the flow, and q stands for the heat conduction 

flux, assumed to be given by : 

q = ->.Ve, 

with A;:::: 0. We suppose that the equation of state may be set under the form p = f9(p, e) with f;J(-, 0) = 0 

and f9(0, ·) = 0. This system must be complemented by suitable boundary conditions and initial conditions 

for u, p and e, which we suppose positive for the two latter unknowns. 

Let us suppose that the solution is regular. Subtracting the kinetic energy balance equation from the 

total energy balance, we obtain the internal energy balance equation : 

8t(pe) + div(peu) + pdiv(u) = T(u): Vu. (23) 

Since, 

(i) the viscous dissipation term T(u): Vu is non-negative, 

( ii) thanks to the mass balance equation, the first two terms may be recast as a transport operator : 

8t(pe) + div(peu) = p [8te + u · Ve], 

( iii) and, finally, because, from the assumption on the equation of state, the pressure vanishes when 

e = 0, 

this equation implies that e remains non-negative at all times. 

In the framework of incompressible or low Mach number flows, the natural energy balance equation is 

the internal energy one (23), so discretizing (23) instead of the total energy balance (22c) is a reasonable 

choice in view to get an algorithm valid for all the flow regimes. In addition, it presents two advantages : 

- first, its allow to avoid the space discretization of the total energy, which is rather unatural for 

staggered schemes since the velocity and the scalar variables are not colocated, 

- second, a suitable discretization of (23) may yield, "by construction" of the scheme, the positivity 

of the internal energy. 

However, integrating (22c) over Sl yields a stability estimate for the solution, which reads, if we suppose 

for short that u is prescribed to zero on the whole boundary ao, and that the system is adiabatic, i.e. 

V q · n = 0 on 80 : 

d 11 dt ,/2P lul2 + pe] dx::; 0, (24) 

and we would like (an analogue of) this stability estimate to hold at the discrete level. 

In fact, the bridge between the discretization of (23) and this latter inequality is once again the kinetic 

energy balance equation, and the tools developped in the previous sections will readily yield the desired 

stability result, if, at the discrete level,we are able : 

( i) to identify the integral of the dissipation term at the right-hand side of the discrete counterpart 

of (23) with what is obtained from the (discrete) L 2 inner product between the velocity and the 

diffusion term in the discrete momentum balance equation (22b). 

( ii) to prove that the right-hand side of (23) is non-negative in order to preserve the positivity of the 

internal energy. 
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Both properties are quite natural for finite element discretizations, but may be not so easy to obtain for 

the MAC scheme; for this latter case, a way to build an approximation of the viscous and dissipation 

terms to get this property is proposed in Chapter 3 ( see also [2]). 

Two unconditionally stable schemes for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations are built, on the basis of 

these arguments (Chapter 3) :the first one is implicit, and the second one, used in practice, is a pressure 

correction scheme. We only describe here this latter, which reads : 

Pressure renormalization step Solve for pn+ 1 : 

VKEM, (25a) 

Prediction step Solve for un+ 1 
: 

\/er E £(i) in the MAC case, 
For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

\/er E E otherwise, 

ID<TI (pnu-n+1 _ pn-1Un ·) + "' pn -n+1 ID I (T'7-n+1) 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z L.__,.; cr,cuc,i + er V P cr,i 

EEE(Da) (25b) 

Correction step Solve for pn+ 1, pn+ 1, en+1 and un+ 1 : 

\/er E £(i) in the MAC case, 
For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

\/er E E otherwise, 

ID()" I pn (un+1- un+1) +ID I [(Vpn+1) . - (Vp-n+1) ·] = 0 (5t er cr,z cr,z er cr,z cr,z , (25c) 

VKEM, j!g ( n+ 1 _ n ) + "' pn+ 1 = 0 5t PK PK L.J K,<T ) (25d) 
<TE£(K) 

VKEM, 

(25e) 

VKEM, (25f) 

The construction of this scheme relies on the same ingredients as in the barotropic case, in particular the 

time shift of the densities. 

The equation (25e) is a approximation of the internal balance over the primal mesh K, which ensures 

the positivity of the internal energy, thanks to two essential arguments : 

first, the approximation of the convection operator e f--+ 8t(pe) +div(peu) is upwind (i.e. e~+ 1 = 
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er;;+l if F~;;} ;:::: 0 and e2+ 1 otherwise) and this operator satisfies a consistency property with the 

mass balance 8tp + div(pu) = 0 which may be stated as the fact that it vanishes if e is constant. 

This property is, of course, necessary for an operator to satisfy a discrete maximum principle 

(constants are necessarily solutions to an equation obeying a maximum principle ... ) ; it is also 

classically shown [50] to be sufficient. 

second, the internal energy balance is coupled to the algorithm in such a way that the pressure in 

the discretization of the term p divu obeys the equation of state, and thus, in particular vanishes 

when e < 0 (see [58] for another pressure-correction algorithm using the same coupling). 

The technique used to obtain this result is to define : 

IKI (pn+l divun+l) K = SJ(pr;;+l) ( er;;+l )+) L 10"1 u~+l . nK,ri, 

riE£(K) 

(26) 

where ( er;;+l )+ stands for the positive part of er;;+l, i.e. ( er;;+l )+ = max( er;;+l, 0). Testing then the internal 

energy balance by the negative part of er;;+l, designed by ( er;;+l )- = - min( er;;+l, 0), and summing over 

K EM. Supposing, for short, that the normal velocity vanishes on the boundaries, Lemma A.0.2 yields: 

L [1~1 (pr;;+ler;;+l_p?.:e?.:) + L F~~~;_le~+l] (er;;+l)-;:::: 
KEM riE£(K) 

~tl L er;;+l [(er;;+l)-]2- I!K [(eK)_]2, 
KEM 

while, 'ilK EM, (pn+l divun+l)K (er;;+l)- = 0 and the right-hand side is non-negative, which yields 

the result. A topological degree argument, applied to the algebraic system corresponding to the whole 

correction step, yields the existence of at least one solution and, since, for this solution, e ;:::: 0, ( er;;+l )+ = 

er;;+l and the discretization (26) is consistent. 

The obtained stability result is stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM .4.1 

There exists a solution to the scheme which satisfies p > 0, e > 0 and for all n < N, the following 

inequality holds : 

where, for any discrete pressure q : 

5 Euler equations 

For solutions with shocks, Equation (23) is not equivalent to (22c); more precisely speaking, one can 

show that, at a shock location, a positive measure should replace T(u) : Vu (which formally vanishes 
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since 1-L = 0) at the right-hand side of Equation (23). Discretizing (23) instead of (22c) may thus yield a 

scheme which does not compute the correct weak discontinuous solutions, the manifestation of this non

consistency being that the numerical solutions present shocks which do not satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot 

conditions associated to (22c). The essential result of this section is to provide solutions to circumvent 

this problem. 

This study is closely related to the analysis performed in the barotropic case. Indeed, it may be checked 

that the entropy of the barotropic problem takes an expression similar to the total energy E (in fact, if 

the equation of state in the barotropic case is derived by supposing that the flow is isentropic, we have 

the exact equality H = pe) ; the elastic potential balance (in the barotropic case) plays the same role as 

the internal energy balance (in the non-barotropic case). The only difference is that the entropy condition 

is an inequality while the total energy is an equality : in other words, while, for the barotropic case, we 

just checked that residual terms were non-positive, we now have to ensure that they vanish with the 

discretization steps. To this purpose, we thus follow a strategy quite similar to Section 3 : 

Starting from the discrete momentum balance equation, with an ad hoc discretization of the convec

tion operator, we derive a discrete kinetic energy balance; residual terms are present in this relation, 

which do no tend to zero with space and time steps (they are the discrete manifestations of the 

the above mentioned measures). 

These residual terms are then compensated by source terms added to the internal energy balance. 

We provide a theoretical justification of this process by showing that, in the ID case, if the scheme is 

stable enough and converges to a limit (in a sense to be defined), this limit satisfies a weak form of 

(22c) which implies the correct Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. Then, we perform numerical tests which 

substantiate this analysis. Two different time discretizations are proposed in Chapter 4 : first, a fully 

implicit scheme (a solution to which may be rather difficult to obtain in practice) and, second, a pressure 

correction scheme (the algorithm indeed used in the tests presented here); we only present here the latter 

algorithm. 

5.1 The discrete kinetic energy balance equation and the corrective source 

terms 

We derive here a slightly different discrete kinetic energy balance than in Section 3.2.b. Our starting 

point, however, is still the velocity prediction step which we multiply by the corresponding unknown, i.e. 

Equation (20), which now reads, since, in the present algorithm, we omit the pressure renormalization 

step: 

ID()" I ( nun+l- n-lun ·) un+l + ~ pn un+l un+l +ID I (V n) . un+l = 0 
(5t Per cr,z Per cr,z cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z cr,z er P cr,z cr,z · 

EEE(Da) 

The next step is to multiply the velocity correction equation by u~f and use the identity 2a( a - b) = 

a 2 + (a - b) 2 - b2 to get : 
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Invoking Lemma A.0.2 for the first two terms of the first of these relations and summing with the second 

one yields : 

~ ID<TI [pn(un+1)2 _ pn-1(un .)2] + ~ 
2 5t 0" <T,~ 0" <T,~ 2 

+ID I (V n+1) . un+1 = Rn+1 
er P cr,z cr,z cr,z ' (27) 

with: 

We recognize at the left-hand side a conservative discrete kinetic energy balance. The next step is now to 

deal with the residual terms at the right-hand side, or, more precisely speaking, to somewhat compensate 

them by some source term which we introduced in the internal energy balance. Let us denote by s;~+ 1 

the source term in the balance over the cell K. We choose : 

(28) 

The coefficient aK,E is fixed to 1 if the faces is included inK, and this is the only situation to consider 

for the RT and CR discretization. For the MAC scheme, some dual edges are included in the primal cells, 

whereas some lie on their boundary; for s on a cell boundary, we denote by NE the set of cells M such 

that M n s # 0 (the cardinal of this set is always 4), and compute aK,E by : 

For a uniform grid, this formula yields aK,E = 1/4. 

The expression of the terms (SK )KEM is justified by the passage to the limit in the scheme (for a 

one-dimensional problem) performed in Section 5.2. Let us just here remark that : 

""' sn+ 1 + ""' Rn+ 1 = o L...,.; K L...,.; cr,z ' 
KEM £,i 

which shows that the introduction of this term allows to recover the total energy balance over the whole 

computational domain Sl. Note however that, the term s~+ 1 may be negative, which we have indeed 

observed in computations, and so the above proof of the positivity of the internal energy is not valid 

here; however, even in very severe cases (as, for instance, Test 3 of [68, chapter 4]), at least with a 

reasonable time step, we still obtained e > 0. 
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Remark 2 (Form of the corrective source terms) 

Comparing with the source term of the continuous internal energy balance (23), it is easy to identify in the 

last part of SK the viscous dissipation associated to the numerical diffusion introduced by the upwinding. 

In fact, this analogy also holds for the first two terms : they are dissipation and antidissipation terms 

associated to the diffusion and antidiffusion introduced by the semi-implicit time discretization. 

Note by the way that only a dissipation term is obtained for the implicit case (i.e. the corrective terms 

s~+ 1 are non-negative, see Chapter 4), and thus, for this time discretization, the positivity of the internal 

energy is ensured. 

Remark 3 (On the necessity of the corrective source terms) 

Let us consider a sequence of discretizations (M (m), 5tCm) )mEN, the space and time steps of which tend to 

zero, an associated sequence of discrete velocities ( u (m) )mEN, and the corresponding sequence of (piecewise 

constant functions associated to the) corrective term (sCm))mEN· It may be checked that sCm) tends to 

zero in U(Sl x (0, T)) as soon as the time and space derivatives of the functions (uCm))mEN are bounded 

in a strong enough norm, and in particular stronger than the BV norm (for instance, suppose that the 

jumps between two consecutive time steps and adjacent cells are bounded by 5t and h respectively), i.e. 

everywhere the solution is regular. On the opposite, for a sequence (uCm))mEN obtained by projecting a 

discontinuous function u, sCm) does not tend to zero. 

5.2 Passing to the limit in the scheme 

As for the barotropic equations, we now pass to the limit in the scheme. 

We suppose given a sequence of meshes and time steps (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN, such that the time step and 

the size h(m) of the mesh M(m), defined by : 

h(m) = sup KEM<=> diam(K), 

tend to zero as m ----+ oo. 

Let p(m), p(m), eCm), uCm) and uCm) be the associated solution of the pressure correction scheme (25) 

with the mesh M(m) and the time step 5t(m) (or, more precisely speaking, as in the barotropic case, a 

ID version of the scheme). To the discrete unknowns, we associate piecewise constant functions on time 

intervals and on primal or dual meshes : 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

e(m)(x, t) = L L (e(m))K XK X(n,n+1), 

n=O KEM 
N-1 

u(m)(x, t) = L L(u(m))~ XDa Xcn,n+1)· 

n=O riE£ 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

u(m)(x, t) = L L(u(m))~ XDa X(n,n+1), 

n=O riE£ 

We suppose that the sequence of discrete solutions (pC m)) p(m)) eCm)) uCm)) uCm)) mEN is uniformly bounded 

in L=((O, T) x s.t), i.e.: 

I(P(m))KI + I(P(m))KI + l(e(m))KI::; C, VK E M(m), for 0::; n::; N(m), Vm EN, (29) 
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and: 

(30) 

In addition, we also suppose the following uniform control on the translates in space and time : 

and: 

(32) 

As in the barotropic case, we are not able to prove the estimates (29)~(32) for the solutions of the scheme, 

but such inequalities are satisfied by the "interpolation" of the solution to a Riemann problem, and are 

observed in computations (of course, as far as possible, i.e. with a limited sequence of meshes and time 

steps). 

A weak solution to the continuous problem satisfies, for any cp E C~ ([0, T) x Sl) 

-1 [P 8tcp + p u 8xcp J dx5t -1 p(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, (33a) 
Ox(O,T) 0 

-1 [pu 8tcp + (pu 2 + p) 8xcp] dx5t -1 p(x, 0) u(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, (33b) 
Ox(O,T) 0 

-1 [PE 8tcp + (p E + p) u 8xcp J dx5t -1 p(x, 0) E(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, (33c) 
Ox(O,T) 0 

p=f9(p,e), (33d) 

Once again, since the test function cp vanishes at the boundary, these relations do not imply anything 

about the boundary conditions, but imply the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. The scheme consistency 

result that we are seeking for is stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM .5.1 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R Let (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time steps, 

such that h(m) and 5tCm) tend to zero as m tends to infinity. Let (pCm) p(m) eCm) uCm) uCm)) be the 
"' ' ' ' ' mEN 

corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence satisfies (29)~(32) and converges in 

U((O, T) x 0) 5
, for 1::; r < oo, to a limit (p, p, e, u, u) E L=((O, T) x s.tt 

Then u = u and the limit (p, p, e, u) satisfies the system (33). 

5.3 Numerical tests 

We now assess the behaviour of the scheme on a one dimensional Riemann problem. We choose initial 

conditions such that the structure of the solution consists in two shock waves, separated by the contact 

discontinuity, with sufficiently strong shocks to allow to easily discrimate between convergence to the 

correct weak solution or not. These initial conditions are those proposed in [68, chapter 4], for the test 

referred to as Test 5 : 

r 
5.999241 
19.5975 

460.894 
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The problem is posed over Sl = ( -0.5, 0.5), and the discontinuity is initially located at x = 0. 

Since numerical experiments addressing barotropic flows (see Section 3.2.d) show that, at least for one 

dimensional computations, it is not necessary to use upwinding in the momentum balance equation, we 

only employ a centered approximation of the velocity at the dual faces. 

The density fields obtained with h = 1/2000 (or a number of cells n = 2000) at t = 0.035, with and 

without assembling the corrective source term in the internal energy balance, are shown together with the 

analytical solution on Figure 4. The density and the pressure obtained, still with and without corrective 

terms, for various meshes, are plotted on Figure 5 and 6 respectively. For these computations, we take 

5t = h/20, which yields a CFL number, with respect to the material velocity only, close to one. The 

first conclusion is that both schemes seem to converge, but the corrective term is necessary to obtain the 

correct solution. In this case, for instance, we obtain the correct intermediate state for the pressure and 

velocity up to four digits in the essential part of the corresponding zone : 

(analytical) intermediate state : 

numerical results : 

= for x E (0.028, 0.428) 
[
p*] [1691.65] 
u* 8.68977 

p E (1691.6, 1691.8) 

u E (8.689, 8.690) 
for x E (0.032, 0.417) 

One can check that the solution obtained without the corrective term is not a weak solution to the Euler 

system. 

We also observe that the scheme is rather diffusive, specially at the contact discontinuity, where the 

beneficial compressive effect of the shocks does not apply. 

6 Conclusion and perspectives 

We developed a class of schemes for barotropic and non-barotropic flows, based on staggered space 

discretizations and on a fractional time-stepping technique falling in the class of pressure correction 

methods. Upwinding is performed in an equation-by-equation way, and only with respect to the material 

velocity; for non-barotropic equations, the energy equation is the internal energy balance. All of these 

characteristics ensure that the schemes boil down to usual incompressible flow solvers for a vanishing Mach 

number; therefore they are hoped to be stable and accurate in the whole incompressible to compressible 

range. Numerical tests performed here focus on compressible flows, and assess the fact that weak solution 

to inviscid problems are correctly computed; they are supported by theoretical arguments. These tests 

will be continued, adressing complex multi-dimensional geometries. 

From an algorithmic point of view, let us first mention that, for high Mach number flows, explicit versions 

of these schemes are now under development [59]; this would provide efficient algorithms (in particular, 

with an immediate construction of the fluxes at the cell faces), well suited to fast transient regimes, 

and offering, if necessary, the possibility of a partial implicitation without loosing any stability features 

(by the schemes studied in this work). In explicit schemes, less diffusive space discretizations, such as 

MUSCL-like or adaptative numerical viscosity [30, 31] techniques, are easy to implement; this will be 

done in a near future. 
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FlG. 5 Test 5 of [68, chapter 4]- Density obtained with yarious mcslws, with (left) awl without (right) 

corrcctiyc source terms. 

A lot of theoretical c1uestions arc suggested by the present study. First, the passage to the limit in the 

schemes in the multi-dimensional case raises only technical problems, which should not he so difficult to 

fix. A more intricate c1ucstion is that of the boundary conditions, which was not addressed here (except 

through some 1muwrical experiments described in Chapter 1) : the dccoupling of pressure correction 

schemes is known to produce inherent spurious boundary conditions, the effect of which is cxtcnsiycly 

discussed for incmnprcssihle flows; for cmnprcssihlc problems, this question seems to remain largely open, 

awl should dcserw to he studied in the future. \Vc did not proyc in this work that the solutions obtained 
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for nmt-barotropic Euler ec1uations, if they conyerge, tend to the entropy weak solution; this is another 

issue to he addressed in the near future. Yet another topic is to analyse more indepth the hehayiour 

of the proposed schemes in the low lVIach 1mmher regime. In particular, since these algorithms satisfy 

stability estimates, it seems possible, at least with a fixed mesh awl using the norm ectuiyalence property 

of finite dimensional problems, to pass to the limit for a yanishing lVIach 1mmher. This is interesting both 

theoretically awl from an engineering point of yiew, to get some insight in what physical model is indeed 

solyed by the code in such situations. Last hut not least, we performed here some parts of the conyergence 

analysis; this should he continued as far as possible, in particular for harotropic Yiscous flows. 
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w e assess in this paper the capability of a pressure correction 

scheme to compute irregular solutions (i.e. solutions with 

shocks) of the homogeneous model for barotropic two-phase 

Bows. This scheme is designed to inherit the stability properties of the conti

nuous problem : the unknowns (in particular the density and the dispersed 

phase mass fraction y) are kept within their physical bounds, and the entropy of 

the system is conserved, thus providing an unconditional stability property. In 

addition, the scheme keeps the velocity and pressure constant through contact 

discontinuities. These properties are obtained by coupling the mass balance 

and the transport equation for y in an original pressure correction step. The 

space discretization is staggered; the numerical schemes which are considered 

are the Marker-A.nd Cell (MA.C) finite volume scheme and the nonconforming 

low-order Rannacher-Turek (RT) finite element approximation; in either case, 

a finite volume technique is used for all convection terms. Numerical experi

ments performed here address the solution of various Riemann problems, often 

called in this context "shock tube problems". They show that, provided that 

a sufficient dissipation is introduced in the scheme, it converges to the (weak) 

solution of the continuous hyperbolic system. Observed orders of convergence 

as a function of the mesh and time step at constant CFL number vary with the 

studied case and the CFL number, and range from 0.5 to 1.5 for the velocity 

and the pressure; in most cases, the density and mass fraction converge with a 

0.5 order. Finally, the scheme shows a satisfactory behaviour up to large CFL 

numbers. 
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1.1 Introduction 

We address in this paper the following homogeneous two-phase flow model, describing for instance the 

flow of a mixture between a liquid phase and a gas phase : 

8tp+div(pu) = 0, 

8tz + div(zu) = 0, 

8t(pu) + div(pu ® u) + \lp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where at is the time derivative, p, u and pare the (average) density, velocity and pressure in the flow, z 

stands for the partial density of the gas phase. The first two equations, (1.1) and (1.2), are the mixture 

and the gas mass balance equations respectively, and the third equation (1.3) is the mixture momentum 

balance equation. The tensor T is the viscous part of the stress tensor, given by the following expression: 

t 2 
T(u) = p, ('V'u +Vu)- 3 p, (divu) I. (1.4) 

The viscosity p, is supposed to be constant (in space), so this relation yields : 

div(T(u)) = p, [ ~u + ~ Vdivu] . (1.5) 

The problem is defined over an open bounded connected subset Sl of JR.d, d ::; 3, and over a finite time 

interval (0, T). We suppose that suitable initial and boundary conditions are provided for p, u and z; in 

particular, the prescribed values for p and z are supposed to be positive, and p, u and z are supposed to 

be prescribed at the inflow boundaries. 

To close the problem, we need an additional relation, which results from the combination of the mixture 

equation of state and of phasic equations of state, i.e. relations satisfied by the density of each phase. 

Let us begin with the latter ones. The liquid density pe is supposed to be constant, and the gas density 

e9 is assumed to depend on the pressure only : 

Pg = (}g(p), (1.6) 

where e9 is defined and increasing over [0, +oo), e9 (0) = 0 and lims--++oo e9 (s) = +oo. Such a flow (i.e. a 

flow where phasic densities are functions of the pressure only) is usually referred to as a barotropic flow. 

Finally, the mixture equation of state is usually written : 

p = (1- a) pe +a p9 , z = ap9 = py, 
1 

or p= -----c;--
y 1- y) 
-+--
Pg Pe 

(I. 7) 

where a is called the void fraction (the volume of gas per specific volume), and y = z/ pis the gas mass 

fraction (the gas mass per specific mass). Note that Relation (I. 7) may be recast as : 

p= [1- (}g~P)J pe+z, 

which shows that it indeed provides a closure relation to the system (1.1)-(1.3), i.e. an additional relation 

involving only variables initially present in (1.1)-(1.3). 
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We now recall some estimates which are satisfied, at least formally, by the solution of System (1.1)-(1.3). 

Equation (1.1) shows that p remains non-negative at all time. Replacing z by py in the gas mass balance 

equation (1.2) and using the mass balance equation (1.1), we get : 

8t(py)+'V·(pyu)=p (8ty+u·'Vy) =0. 

Let us suppose that p does not vanish (which is not necessarily true at the continuous level, since divu is 

not bounded in L 00 (Sl), but will be true at the discrete level). Then this relation implies that y satisfies 

the transport equation 8ty + u · \ly = 0, and thereby it follows a maximum principle. Specifically, if the 

initial and boundary conditions for p and z are such that y E [s, 1] at t = 0, where 0 < s ::; 1 (which 

excludes purely liquid zones at the initial time), we obtain that y remains in the interval [s, 1] at all times. 

From the second form of (1.7) and the fact that p > 0, we can deduce that p E [min(pe, p9 ), max(pe, p9 )] 

and, now from the first form of (1. 7), a E (0, 1], so p9 > 0 and, since e9 is one-to-one from (0, +oo) to 

itself, there exists a positive pressure p such that p9 = e9 (p). 

Let us now define the function P, from (O,+oo) to JR., as a primitive of s f---+ rp9 (s)/s 2
, where rp9 = e;1 . 

Then, if we suppose that the velocity is prescribed to zero at the boundary, the solution to System 

(1.1)-(1.3) satisfies : 
d r 1 
dt Jo [2 p lul

2 + zP(e9 (p))] dx::; 0. (1.8) 

The quantity zP(e9 (p)) is often called the Helmholtz energy, ~ p lul 2 the kinetic energy and their sum is 

the total energy of the system. Since the function P is increasing, Inequality (1.8) provides an estimate 

on the solution. 

When 1-L = 0, the viscous term T( u) vanishes and the system (1.1)-(1.3) becomes hyperbolic, with a 

simple wave structure (see [32] for a comprehensive presentation). The solution to the Riemann problems 

always involves a contact discontinuity and two additional waves, which are either shock or rarefaction 

waves. Through the contact discontinuity, the pressure and velocity are kept constant, and z, p or y 

are discontinuous. The existence of this wave may be inferred by just checking that, provided this is 

consistent with initial and boundary conditions, a solution to the system with constant velocity and 

pressure exists : indeed, from the first form of (1. 7), it may be seen that p and z are linked by an affine 

relation with constant (for a constant pressure) coefficients ; (1.1) and (I. 2) then boil down to the same 

transport equation (with a constant velocity) and (1.3) is trivially satisfied. 

Finally, note that, since y satisfies a transport equation, if y = 1 at the initial time (everywhere in domain) 

and at inflow boundaries (at all time), the solution satisfies y = 1 for all x E S.1 and t E (0, T). In such 

a case, System (1.1)-(1.3) boils down to the governing equations of barotropic monophasic flows; for the 

particuliar equation of state e9 ( s) = s112 , we recover in one or two dimensions the usual shallow-water 

equations. 

The use of pressure correction schemes for compressible single phase flow seems to be widespread, see eg. 

[36] for the seminal work and [75] for a comprehensive introduction. Indeed, pressure correction schemes 

are often partly implicit, thereby ensuring some stability with respect to the time step together with 

introducing a decoupling of the equations which helps the numerical solution of the nonlinear sytems. 

Extensions to multi-phase flows are scarcer and seem to be restricted to iterative algorithms, often similar 
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in spirit to the usual SIMPLE algorithm for incompressible flows [66, 57, 47]. In this paper, we perform 

a numerical study of a non-iterative pressure-correction scheme introduced in [26], based on a low order 

finite element and a finite volume discretization, which enjoys the following properties : 

(i) the scheme has at least one solution, and any solution satisfies the above listed "discrete-maximum

based" estimates: p > 0, the gas mass fraction y satisfies a discrete maximum principle (so 0 < y ::; 1), 

andp > 0. 

(ii) the scheme is unconditionally stable, in the sense that its solution(s) satisfies a discrete analogue of 

Inequality (I. 8), 

( iii) the pressure and velocity are kept constant through contact discontinuities. 

In addition, the scheme is conservative for p and z. As in the continuous case, thanks to the fact that y 

is kept constant if it is consistent with the initial and boundary conditions, it also cope with monophasic 

barotropic flows, a particuliar case of which may be formally identified to the shallow water equations. 

Finally, the scheme boils down to the usual projection scheme for incompressible flows (obtained in the 

present framework when y = 0 or, asymptotically, when the function e9 becomes constant), and is indeed 

routinely used for the computation of low Mach number flows, as, for instance, classical bubble columns 

of chemical engineering processes or diphasic flows encountered in nuclear safety studies. Its accuracy 

was assessed for smooth solutions in [26], and the aim of the present paper is to check its convergence 

and accuracy in non-diffusive cases, for weak solutions with discontinuities. 

The paper is organized as follows. We first present the scheme (Section 1.2). Then we study several 

Riemann problems, first monophasic (y = 1) (Section 1.3.1) then biphasic : in this latter case, we first 

address a flow which involves only a contact discontinuity and shocks (Section 1.3.2.a), and finally a flow 

with rarefaction waves (Section 1.3.2. b). Finally, we assess in Section I.4 the behaviour of the scheme on 

two-dimensional test cases. 

1.2 The pressure correction scheme 

1.2.1 Time semi-discretization 

Let us consider a partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < tN = T of the time interval (0, T), which is supposed 

uniform. Let 5t = tn+l - tn for n = 0, 1, ... , N- 1 be the constant time step. In a time semi-discrete 

setting, denoting by p- 1 and u 0 initial guesses for the density and velocity, the algorithm proposed in 

this paper is the following. 

0- Initialization Compute p0 by solving the following semi-discrete mass balance equation : 

(1.9) 

Then, for n ;::: 0 : 

1 - Prediction step Solve the following semi-discrete linearized momentum balance equation for un+l : 

(1.10) 

2- Pressure correction step Solve (simultanuously) the following non linear equations for pn+l, un+l, 
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(1.11a) 

(1.11b) 

(1.11c) 

(1.11d) 

Step I is the usual prediction step for the velocity, which consists in solving the momentum balance 

equation (1.3) with the beginning-of-step pressure. Step 2 is the pressure correction step. Its resolution is 

performed by combining equations (1.11a) and (1.11b), therefore obtaining a non-linear elliptic problem 

for the pressure, which reads in the time semi-discrete setting : 

(1.12) 

Note that, for a given space discretization, this equation must be established at the algebraic level, 

with the discrete equivalent manipulations which were necessary to derive it at the continuous level (i.e. 

multiplying the first equation by pn+l / pn, taking its divergence and substracting to the second relation) 

[26]. 

Two features are unusual in this algorithm. The first one is the time-shift of the densities in the prediction 

step : thanks to this time-shift, the densities satisfy (1.11 b) of the preceding correction step and therefore 

the convection operator vanishes for constant velocities (i.e. un+l = 1), which ensures the conservation 

of the kinetic energy [20, I]. Second, the pressure correction step couples the mixture and dispersed phase 

mass balance equations (1.11 b) and (1.11c) ; this coupling preserves the affine relation between pn+ 1 and 

zn+l through the equation of state (1.11d), with coefficients only depending on the pressure (taken at the 

same time level). Thus, as in the continuous case, both equations boil down to only one relation when the 

pressure is constant; consequently, the arguments necessary to obtain solutions with constant velocity 

and pressure (i.e. contact discontinuity waves) still hold at the discrete level. 

1.2.2 Discrete spaces and unknowns 

The scheme has been developed (and actually works) with unstructured (in particular simplicial) dis

cretizations, and for 2D and 3D cases. We shall restrict ourselves here to ID Riemann problems, and 

to L-shaped two-dimensional domains. Hence, for the sake of conciseness, we only describe here the 

case of structured meshes, using either a finite volume MAC or a Rannacher-Turek (RT) finite element 

discretization which we now present. 

Let Sl be a rectangular domain of JR.d, d = 2 or 3, and let M be a decomposition of the domain Sl into 

rectangles or rectangular parallelepipeds, supposed to be regular in the usual sense of the finite element 
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literature (e.g. [9]). ByE and E(K) we denote the set of all faces er of the mesh and of the element K E M 

respectively. The set of faces included in the boundary of Sl is denoted by Eext and the set of internal faces 

(i.e. E \ Eext) is denoted by Eint· For each internal face of the mesh er = KIL, nKL stands for the normal 

vector to er, oriented from K to L. The outward normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· For 

K EM and erE E, we denote by IKI the measure of K and by lerl the (d- I)-dimensional measure of 

the face er. For 1 ::; i ::; d, we denote by £(i) C E the subset of the faces of E which are perpendicular to 

the ith unit vector of the canonical basis of JR. d. 

For both MAC and RT discretizations, the degrees of freedom for the pressure, the density and the 

variables y and z are associated to the cells of the mesh M : the degrees of freedom are therefore 

Let us then turn to the degrees of freedom for the velocity. 

RT discretization. The velocity is discretized using the so-called Rannacher~ Turek (RT) ele

ment [65]. The approximation for the velocity is thus non-conforming (the discrete functions are 

discontinuous through a face, but the jump of their integral is imposed to be zero); the degrees 

of freedom for the velocities are located at the center of the faces of the mesh, and we choose the 

version of the element where they represent the average of the velocity through a face. The set of 

degrees of freedom reads : 

{ u",i' erE E, 1 ::; i ::; d}. 

We denote by r.p~) the vector shape function associated to u",i' which, by definition, reads r.p~) = 

cp" eCi), where cp" is the RT scalar shape function and eCi) is the ith vector of the canonical basis 

of JR.d, and we define u" by u" = L_~=l u",i eCi). With these definitions, we have the identity : 

d 

u(x) = L L u",i r.p~l(x) = L u" cp"(x), for a.e. x E Sl. 

MAC discretization. The degrees of freedom for the ith component of the velocity, defined at 

the centres of the face er E £(i), are denoted by : 

{ (i) } u",i' er E E , 1 ::; i ::; d . 

Let us now turn to the treatment of Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let E D C Eext be the set of faces 

located on the Dirichlet boundary, and let uD be the prescribed value of the velocity on these faces. For 

the RT discretization, as usual in the finite element framework, these Dirichlet boundary conditions are 

built-in in the definition of the discrete space : 

\/erE ED, for 1::; i::; d, Uri,i = ~~~ 1 UD,i, 

where uD,i stands for the ith component of uD. For the MAC scheme, the normal components of the 

velocity at the Dirichlet boundary are also prescribed : 

Uri,i = ~~~ 1 UD,i, 

while Dirichlet conditions for tangential components will be used, as usual for finite volumes, in the 

definition of the diffusion term. 
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1.2.3 Discrete equations 

We now describe the space discretization of each equation of the time semi-discrete algorithm. We choose 

to present the equations of the projection step in their original form, i.e. before the derivation of the 

elliptic problem for the pressure, which is thoroughly described in [26]. Indeed, this latter step is purely 

algebraic, in the sense that it transforms a nonlinear algebraic system into another nonlinear algebraic 

system which is strictly equivalent, and thus has no impact on the properties of the scheme (besides, of 

course, the efficiency issue). 

We begin with the discretization of the mass balance equations (I.llb) and (I.llc) of the projection step. 

For both the MAC and RT discretizations, let us denote by u~+l · nK," the outward normal velocity to 

the face er of K, which is computed, for the RT element, by taking the inner product of the velocity at 

the face with the outward normal vector (so exactly as said by the notation) and which is given, for the 

MAC scheme, by the value of the component of the velocity at the center of the face (up to a change of 

sign). Discrete equations are obtained by an upwind finite volume discretization and read: 

VKEM, IKI ( n+l n) ""' I I n+l n+l _ 0 Tt PK -pK + L.J er u" ·nK," p" - , 
riE£(K) 

J!g (zn+l- zn) + ""' lcrl un+l . n zn+l = 0 5t K K L.J " K,ri " , 
riE£(K) 

(1.13) 

where p~+l (resp. z~+l) is the upwind approximation of pn+l (resp. zn+l) at the face er, the definition of 

which we now recall for the sake of completeness. For an internal face er = KIL, p~+l (resp. z~+l) stands 

for P?.:+ 1 (resp. zr;;+l) if u~+ 1 ·nK," ;:::: 0 and for P2+1 (resp. z2+1) otherwise; for an external face er E E(K), 

p~+l (resp. z~+ 1 ) is equal to P?.:+ 1 (resp. zr;;+1) if the flow is directed outward Sl (i.e. u~+ 1 ·nK,";:::: 0) or 

given by the boundary conditions otherwise. This approximation ensures that pn+l > 0 if pn > 0 and if 

the density is prescribed to a positive value at inflow boundaries. In addition, if we set yr;;+l = zr;;+l / P?.:+ 1 

and YK. = zK./ pK., we may recast the second equation of (1.13) as: 

gg (pn+lyn+l- pn yn) + ""' lcrl un+l . n pn+lyn+l = 0 
5t K K K K L.J " K,ri " " , (1.14) 

riE£(K) 

where we recognize in y~+l the upwind approximation of yn+l at the face cr. This relation thus yields 

that yn+l satisfies a discrete maximum principle by standard arguments [50]. 

In the case of the MAC discretization, the velocity prediction equation is approximated by a finite 

volume technique over a dual mesh. For the RT discretization, the time derivative and convection terms 

are approximated by a similar finite volume technique, while the finite element formulation is used for 

the other terms. For each component of the velocity, a dual mesh of the computational domain Sl thus 

has to be defined : 

RT discretization. For the RT discretization, the dual mesh is the same for all the velocity 

components, and dual cells are chosen as follows. For any K EM and any face erE E(K), let DK," 

be the cone with basis er and with vertex the mass center of K. The volume D K," is referred to as 

the half-diamond cell associated to K and cr. For er E Eint, er = KIL, we now define the diamond 

cell D" associated to er by D" = DK," U DL,"; for an external face erE Eext n E(K), D" is just the 

same volume as D K,". 
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J( a' 

E=D"ID"' 

D" 

a=KIL 

L 

FlG. 1.1 - .:'{otations for control yohnncs and dual cells - Left : Finite Elements (the present sketch 

illustrates the possibility, implemented in the ISIS software, of mixing simplicial (Crouzeix-RaYiart) and 

c1uadrangular cells, eycn if only rectangular cells arc used in this paper) - Right : ~ 'lAC discrctization, 

dual cell for the y-compnenent of the wlocity. 

MAC discretization For the ~'lAC scheme, the dual mesh depends on the component of the 

yclocity. For each of them, its definition differs from the RT one only by the choice of the half

diamond cell, which, for K E M and er E E(K), is now the rectangle of basis er and of measure 

IDK,<TI ec1ual to half the measure of K. 

\Vc denote by s = D<TID<T' the face separating two diamond cells DO" and D<T' (sec Figure 1.1). 

In both cases, for 1 ::; i ::; d and er E £0), we denote by ( divT( u'1 + 1) )<T,i an approximation of the i-th 

component of the Yiscous tmm associated to er, and we denote by (V p 11 )<T,i the i-th component of the 

discrete pressure gradient at the face cr. \Vith these notations, we arc able to write the following general 

form of the approximation to the momenhnn balance ec1uation : 

ID<TI (p-n ii,n+ 1- p-n-1 un .) + ~ pn un-t 1 
6t er cr,·z, er cr,·z, .L...,.; cr,E E,·z, 

EEE(D") (1.15) 

this cc1uation being written for 1 ::; i ::; d, er E E \ E D in the case of the RT discrctization, and for 

1 ::; i ::; d, erE £0) \ ED for the ~ 'lAC scheme. In this relation, P';. and p~- 1 stand for an approximation of 

the densi ty on the face er at time t 11 and tn- 1 respect.iYely (which mus t no t he confused with the upstream 

dcnsit.y p~ used in bhe mass balance), F~',E is t,he discrete mass flux through the dual face s outward DO", 

and u~J 1 stands for an approximation of u.;-+ 1 
Oil s which may he chosen either centred or upwind. In 

the ccntered case, for an interior faces = D<TID<T'' we thus get u~,t 1 = (u~)' + ii,~~/)/2 while, in the 
.· l· . l -n+1 - -n+1·fpn >0 l-n+1 - -n+1 tl .· urn>·nH case, \\· e taYe uE,i - u<T,i r <T,E _ anc uE,i - u<T',i o . ten>·rse. 

The quantity (f 11+1)<T,i is a forcing term, which, for our purpose here, does not yanish only on external 

faces where Nemnarm conditions arc prescribed; if this latter read T · n- pn = f, we get : 
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The finite element discretization of the i-th component of the pressure gradient term reads : 

ID<TI(Vpn)<T,i =- L r pn div<p~) dx. 
MEMJM 

Since the pressure is piecewise constant, using the definition of the RT shape functions, an easy compu

tation yields for an internal face er= KIL : 

and, for an extermal face er E E ( K) n Eext \ E D : 

These expressions coincide which the discrete gradient in the MAC discretization. 

The finite element discretization of the viscous term ( divT( un+1) )<T,i, associated to er and to the component 

i, reads : 

The MAC discretization of this same viscous term is detailed in [2]. 

The main motivation to implement a finite volume approximation for the first two terms is to obtain 

a discrete equivalent of the kinetic energy theorem, which holds in the case of homogeneous Dirichlet 

boundary conditions and reads : 

"'"' [ID()" I (p-n un+1- p-n-1 un) + "'"' pn un+1] . u > 
~ 5t <T <T <T <T ~ <T,E E <T -

<TE£int EE£(Da) 

~ L I~; I [e~ lu~+112- e~-1 lu~l2]. 
aEEint 

(1.16) 

For this result to be valid, the necessary condition is that the convection operator vanishes for a constant 

velocity, i.e. that the following discrete mass balance over the diamond cells is satisfied [I, 20] : 

ID<TI (-n _ -n-1) + "'"' pn = 0 
5t PO" PO" ~ <T,E . 

EE£(Da) 

This governs the choice for the definition of the density approximation p<T and the mass fluxes F<T,E· The 

density p<T is defined by a weighted average: \/erE Eint, er= KIL, IDO"I p<T = IDK,<TI PK + IDL,<TI PL and 

\/erE Eext \ ED, erE E(K), p<T = PK· The flux F<T,E through the dual faces of the half diamond cell DK,<T 

is computed as the flux through s of a constant divergence lifting of the mass fluxes through the faces of 

the primal cell K, i.e. the quantities (lerlu<T · n<T p<T )<TEE(K) appearing in the discrete mass balance (I.I3). 

For a detailed construction of this approximation, we refer to [I, 38]. 

Equation (1.11a) is discretized similarly to the momentum balance (I.I5), i.e. a finite volume technique 

is used for the unsteady term in the RT discretization. Hence, for both schemes, the discretization of 

(1.11a) reads : 

ID<TI n ( n+1 -n+1) +ID I [(T7 n+1) (T7 n) ] _ 0 Tt PO" u<T,i - u<T,i <T v p <T,i - v p <T,i - ' 

this equation being written for 1 ::; i ::; d, er E E \ E D in the case of the RT discretization, and for 

1 ::; i ::; d, erE £(i) \ ED for the MAC scheme. 
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1.3 Numerical experiments : Riemann problems 

In this section, we assess the behayiour of the scheme for sewral ID Riemarm problems (often called also 

"shock tube problems") for the hyperbolic system (I.I)-(1.3) with ft = 0 in (1.4), for which an analytical 

expression of the solution is known. \Ve t,ake bmwfit of tJte fact, that the pressure correction scheme is 

able to keep y = 1 at any time, if the initial and boundary conditions allow, to first begin with a single 

phase flow, namely the solution of the so-called "Sod shock tube" problem. \Ve then turn to two-phase 

flows, namely "two-fluid shock tube" model problems. 

The computations presented here are performed with the ISIS code [40], built from the software com

ponent library PELICANS [63], both under deyclopment at IRS.:'{ and ayailablc as open-source softwares. 

The IS IS computer code is deyoted to the solution of 2D or 3D problems (as the scheme presented in 

preyious sections), so we are lead to define a fake 2D problem, designed to boil down to the addressed ID 

Riemann problem. The domain Sl is rectangular, and the mesh is composed of only one horizontal stripe 

of cells (see Figures 1.2 1.4). 

v. L..,.. 
p • 

p • 

y • 

F lG. 1.2 - Primal mesh and location of the unknowns for the Rarmacher-Turek element, for a mesh 

consisting of only one stripe of cells, with homogeneous Neumann conditions at the bottom and left 

boundary, and a Dirichlet boundary condition at the left side of the computational domain. 

' / ' / ' / 

' / ' / ' / A 

' / ' / ' / / ' "-/ "-/ "-/ DO" < > /"- ' /"-
/ ' ' / ' ' / 

/ ' ' / ' 
V 

/ ' ' / ' 

F lG. 1.3 Dual finite yohnne mesh for the Rannacher-Turek element, for a mesh consisting of only one 

stripe of cells. 

In order to define a one-dimensional problem on this two dimensional domain, we impose a synunetry 

condition to the yclocity at the top and bottom of the domain Sl (i.e. , with u = (u1, v.2), we set v.2 = 0 

and CJ,r 2 u1 = 0), which is satisfied by an horizontal flow inyariant with respect to the second coordinate. 

An easy computation shows that, with the chosen mesh and boundary conditions, we obtain a discrete 

problem which exadly coincides with a ID discretination for the lVIAC scheme; this is clearly not the 

case for the RT clement, since degrees of freedom for the horizontal Yclocity subsist at three different 

wrticallocations. 
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v . .... 

p • 

p • 

y • 

F lG. 1.4 Primal mesh and location of the unknowns for the .:VIAC discretization, for a mesh consisting 

of only one stripe of cells, with homogeneous Ncumarm conditions at the bottom and left boundary, and 

a Dirichlet boundary condition at the left side of the computational domain. 
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F lG. 1.5 Dual finit e yohnne mesh for the lVIAC discretization, for a mesh consisting in only one stripe 

of meshes. 

All the solutions computed in the following arc such that the flow enters the domain on the left and 

lcaycs it on the right. So, at the left side of the domain, we impose u = (v.L , 0), p = PL and z = Z£; a t 

the right hand side of the domain, we prescribe a Ncmnarm boundary condition, with a surface forcing 

term ec1ual to -PR n, where n is the unit outward normal yector to the boundary 80. 

As described aboyc, for the yelocity corwection term in the momentum balance equation, the approxi

mation of the yclocity at the faces of the dual mesh (sec Figures 1.3 and 1.5) may be chosen centred or 

upwind; we will refer to the firs t. op t.ion in the following as the centred yariant (alt-hough upwinding is 

always used in the discrete mass balance ec1uations), and to the second one as the upwind yariant. 

1.3.1 Sod shock tube problem 

In order to simulate the Sod shock tube test, the gas mass fraction is set to y = 1 (one-phase problem) ; 

we consider here the non-Yiscous homogeneous model resulting from Equations (1.1)- (1.3), with ft = 0, 

with an ec1uation of state where p is proportional to p (in fact, we take p = p), which corresponds to the 

isothermal Euler ec1uations. The (ID) continuous problem is posed oyer the interyal ( -2, 3) and, for the 

computation, we take 0 = ( -2, 3) x (0, 0.01). The two initial cons t.ant st.a tes are giw n by: 

vVith this initial condition, the solution consists in a rarefaction wayc trawlling to the left and a shock 

trayclling to the right. 

\Vc firs t address the resul ts obtained with the RT discrctization. The first outcome is that the scheme 

conycrges to the exact solution as soon as some diffusion is introduced in the momentum balance ec1uation, 
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either by adding a small artificial viscosity term to the centred approximation or by using the upwind 

scheme; otherwise, i.e. with 1-L = 0 and the centred variant, the usual (for a centred discretization 

of the advection operator) odd-even oscillations affect the computed velocity, and convergence is lost. 

More precisely, due to the particular structure of the mesh (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3), we observe in this 

latter case that the solution seems to result from the superposition of two different regular functions, 

one being associated to the degrees of freedom located at the intermediate elevation and the second one 

being associated to degrees of freedom located on the top and bottom boundaries ; surprinsingly, these 

two functions do not change when refining the mesh and time step with a constant CFL number. As 

an exemple of the numerical results obtained in convergent cases, the solution at t = 1 obtained with a 

mesh consisting of 2000 cells, 5t = 0.00125 and a residual viscosity of 1-L = 0.001 is presented in Figure 

1.6, together with the exact solution. Using v = 1.6 (which corresponds approximately to the velocity of 

the faster wave, namely the shock) as velocity range, these numerical parameters correspond to a CFL 

=V 5tjh = 0.8. 

Since combining a centred discretization of the momentum balance equation with the addition of an 

artificial viscosity may seem to be an appealing technique to avoid an excessive numerical dissipation (for 

instance, associated to an adjustment of 1-L as a function of the regularity of the solution, in the spirit 

of [30, 31]), we now investigate the influence of the value of 1-L on the accuracy of the centred scheme. 

We observe in Figure I. 7 and Figure 1.8 that taking a large viscosity yields inaccurate results, which is 

easily explained by the fact that the solved problem is too far from the original one. On the other hand, 

for too low values of the viscosity, oscillations appear, and the numerical error increases. In between, the 

error remains small, and one can remark that the optimal value for 1-L with respect to the L 1 norm of 

the error decreases with the time and space steps, as would be the numerical dissipation introduced by 

the upwinding technique. Comparing Figures I. 7 and 1.8, we note that the plateau is wider for CFL=9.6 

than for CFL=0.8, but the overall shape of the curves remains essentially similar for both CFL numbers. 

We end this study of the RT discretization by reporting the accuracy of the schemes as a function of 

the time and space step, with two constant CFL numbers. We study the centred scheme with 1-L = 0.001 

and the upwind scheme with 1-L = 0 (we shall always set 1-L = 0 for the upwind scheme hereafter). For 

the centred scheme, the observed orders of convergence (Figure 1.9) are about 0.5 at CFL=0.8 and 1 

at CFL=9.6 respectively, for both the velocity and the pressure. For the upwind variant, the order of 

convergence is 0.75 for any CFL. 

With the MAC discretization, the behaviour is quite different, since the scheme seems to be convergent 

in its centred as well as in its upwind version, without needing the addition of any artificial viscosity. 

The solution at t = 1 obtained with the same parameters as for the RT discretization (i.e. 2000 cells, 

5t = 0.00125, so CFL = v 5tjh = 0.8, and a residual viscosity of 1-L = 0.001) is presented in Figure 1.10. 

The influence of the addition of an artificial viscosity to the centred variant is shown in Figures 1.11 and 

1.12. Finally, we once again assess the accuracy of the schemes as a function of the time and space step, 

with two constant CFL numbers (Figure 1.13), all the computations being now performed with 1-L = 0. 

Results seem to indicate that the order of convergence does not depend on the CFL number, neither on 

the upwind or centred choice : in all cases, the order of the convergence is close to 0.8, for the velocity 

and the pressure. 
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FlG. 1.6 Sod shock tube problem Centred RT scheme .:'{umerical solution of the perturbed Yiscous 

problem a t t = 1 with ft = 0.001, 2000 cells, 5t = 0.0012.5 (i.e. CFL= 0.8). Velocity (left) and pressure 

(right). 
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FlG. 1.7 Sod shock tube problem Centred RT scheme L 1 norm of the error between numerical 

solution of the perturbed Yiscous problem and exact solut.ion of the inYiscid problem at t = 1, for three 

rneshes, as a function of the Yiscosity ft, with CFL = 0.8. Velocity (left.) and pressure (right). 
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F lG. 1.8 - Sod shock tube problem - Centred RT scheme - L 1 norm of the error between rmmerical 

solution of the perturbed Yiscous problem and exact solution of the inYiscid problem at t = 1, for three 

meshes, as a function of the Yiscosity ft, with CFL= 9.6. Velocity (left) and pressure (right). 
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FlG. 1.9 Sod shock tube problem Centred and upwind RT schemes L 1 norm of the error between 

numerical solution of the perturbed Yiscous problem and exact. solution of the inyiscid problem a t. t = 1, 

as a fundi on of the mesh (or time) step, for two fixed CFL rmmbers. In t.he centred case, the used artificial 

Yiscosity is ft = 0.001, i.e. a Yalue dose to the one which yields the more accurate results. Velocity (left) 

and pressure (right). 
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FlG. 1.10 Sod shock tube problem Centred .:VIAC scheme .:'{mnerical solution of the perturbed Yiscous 

problem at t = 1 with ft = 0.001, 2000 cells, 5t = 0.0012.5 (i.e. CFL= 0.8). Velocity (left) and pressure 

(right). 
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FlG. 1.11 Sod shock tube problem Centred lVIAC scheme L 1 norm of the error between rmrnerical 

solution of the perturbed Yiscous problem and exact solut.ion of the inYiscid problem at t = 1, for three 

rneshes, as a function of the Yiscosity ft, with CFL = 0.8. Velocity (left.) and pressure (right). 
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F lG. 1.12 Sod shock tube problem Centred .:VIAC sdteme L 1 norm of the error between rmmerical 

solution of the perturbed Yiscous problem and exact solution of the inYiscid problem at t = 1, for three 

meshes, as a function of the Yiscosity ft, with CFL = 9.6. Velocity (left) and pressure (right). 
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F lG. 1.13 - Sod shock tube problem - Centred and upwind .:VIAC scheme - L 1 norm of the error between 

the rmmcrical solution and the exact solution at t = 1, as a function of the mesh (or time) step, for two 

fixed CFL rmmbers. Velocity (left) and pressure (right). 
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1.3.2 Two-fluid shock tube 

We present here the numerical results for the two-fluid shock tube. The continuous problem is posed over 

( -3, 2) and we use a computational rectangular domain Sl = ( -3, 2) x (0, 0.01 ). The equation of state is 

given by (1.7), with the following phasic equation of state for the gas phase : 

p = 10 p9 . 

The constant liquid density is set to pe = 0.8. We perform two tests, where the initial left and right 

constant states are chosen in order to yield two different flow structures : a contact discontinuity (in both 

cases), propagating between two shock waves in the first case, and two rarefaction waves in the second 

one. 

1.3.2.a First case : shock contact discontinuity shock 

The two initial constant states are given by : 

With this initial data, the exact solution consists in two shocks, the first one travelling to the left and 

the second one to the right, separated by a contact discontinuity slowly moving to the right. 

The convergence behaviour of the schemes is quite similar to that of the one-phase case, namely conver

gence of the upwind scheme or of the centered scheme with a residual viscosity in both cases and non

convergence of the centered scheme with 1-L = 0 and the RT element. A numerical solution given by the 

centred scheme at t = 0.1 with 5000 cells, 5t = 4. 10-5 and 1-L = 0.002 is plotted in Figure 1.14 and 

Figure 1.15 for the RT and MAC discretization respectively, together with the exact solution. Taking 

v = 18.16 (the velocity of the fastest wave, namely the right shock), the CFL number for these numerical 

parameters is CFL=v 5tjh = 0.75. 

We then plot the solution obtained at t = 0.1 for various CFL numbers, with the centred schemes, 

2500 cells and 1-L = 0.002. We observe in Figure 1.16, that with the RT discretization, the solution is 

qualitatively correct up to a CFL of the order of 20, and then strongly deteriorates, showing in particular 

wild velocity and pressure oscillations at the contact discontinuity. On the contrary, we observe more 

reasonable profiles for the MAC discretization in Figure 1.17 : the oscillations only affect the pressure 

in the vicinity of the contact discontinuity for large CFL numbers (;:::: 80). Note that, in any case, the 

structure of the solution seems to remain correct, i.e. we do not observe the apparition of spurious waves 

(for instance, non-entropic shocks), as often happens with a scheme without any numerical diffusion .. 

We then assess the accuracy of the scheme as a function of the time and space step, with two constant 

CFL numbers, for the centred variants with 1-L = 0.002 and for the upwind variant. The observed orders of 

convergence for the centred RT scheme (Figure 1.18) are about 1.5 and 1. at CFL=0.75 and 9 respectively, 

for both velocity and pressure; for p and y, the order of convergence is 0.7 and 0.5 respectively, for both 

CFL numbers. For the upwind RT scheme, the order of convergence is 1 for both the velocity and the 

pressure and 0.5 for p and y, at any CFL number. Again, for the MAC scheme (Figure 1.19), the order 
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of conyergence does not seem to depend on the CFL rmmber nor on the upwind or centred choice : in all 

cases, the order of conwrgence is 1 for both the Yelocity and the pressure and 0 .. 5 for the density and the 

gas mass fraction. These behaviours arc consis tent with what is usually obscryed : the conycrgcncc order 

is about 1/2 for the yariables which jump at the contact discontinuity, while, for the other yariahles which 

yary only at shocks, the cornpressiYe effect of the shocks counterbalances the diffusion of the scheme and 

yields a conyergence order close to l. 
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FlG. 1.14 Two-phase test : shock / contact discontinuity / shock Centred RT scheme .:'{mnerical 

solution at t = 0.1, with .5000 cells, 5t = 4.10-5 (so CFL= 0.7.5) and ft = 0.002. Velocity (top left), 

pressure (top right), gas mass fraction (bottom left), density (bottom right). 
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FlG. 1.15 Two-phase test : shock/ contact discontinuity / shock Centred .:VIAC scheme Numerical 

solution at t = 0.1, with .5000 cells, 5t = 4.10-5 (so CFL= 0.7.5) and ft = 0.002. Velocity (top left), 

pressure (top right), gas mass fract.ion (bottom left), density (bottom right). 
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F lG. 1.16 Two-phase test : shock / contact discontinuity j shock Centred RT scheme .:'{mnerical 

solutions at t = 0.1 with 2.500 cells, {t = 0.002, for seyeral CFL rmmhers. Velocity (top left), pressure (top 

right), gas mass fraction (bottom left), density (bottom right). 
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FlG. 1.17 Two-phase test : shock / contact discontinuity / shock Centred .:VIAC sdwme Numerical 

solutions at t = 0.1 with 2.500 cells, ft = 0.002, for sewral CFL rmmbers. Velocity (top left), pressure (top 

right), gas mass fraction (bottom left), density (bottom right). 
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F lG. 1.18 - Two-phase test : shock I contact discontinuity I shock - Centred and upwind RT schemes 

L 1 norm of the error at t = 0.1 between the computed solution and the exact one, as a function of 

the mesh (or time) step, for two fixed CFL rmmbers. In the centred case, the used artificial Yiscosity 

is ft = 0.002, i.e. a Yalue close to the one which yields the more accurate results. Velocity (top left), 

pressure (top right), gas mass fraction (bo t tom left) and density (bottom right). 
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FlG. 1.19 - Two-phase test : shock / contact discontinuity/ shock - Centred and upwind .:VIAC schemes 

L 1 norm of the error at t = 0.1 between the computed solution and the exact one, as a function of 

the mesh (or time) step, for two fixed CFL rmmbers. In the centred case, the used artificial Yiscosity is 

ft = 0.002, i.e. the same Yalue as for the RT discretization. Velocity (top left), pressure (top right), gas 

mass fraction (bottom left) and density (bottom right). 
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1.3.2.b Second case : rarefaction-contact discontinuity-rarefaction 

\Ve conclude this study by the rmmerical simulation of a two-phase flow with rarefaction wayes. The two 

initial constant states are giwn by : 

The rmnwrical solutions at t = 0.1, obtained for .5000 cells, 5t = 0.0001 and ft = 0.002 with the RT and 

.:VIAC centred schemes, presented in Figure 1.20 (RT) and Figure 1.21 respectiwly, are in dose agreement 

with the exact solution. 
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F lG. 1.20 - Two-phase test : rarefaction waye / contact discontinuity / rarefaction waw - Centred RT 

scheme " .:'{mnerical solution at t = 0.1 with .5000 cells, 5t = 0.0001 and ft = 0.002. Velocity (top left), 

pressure (top right), gas mass fraction (bottom left), density (bottom right). 
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1.4 A two-dimensional test case 

We now turn to two-dimensional test cases. To this purpose, we use a "barotropic monophasic version", 

which we then extend to obtain a two-phase flow problem, of a test which is classical for (non-barotropic 

and monophasic) Euler equations [76, 31], and is often referred to as "the Mach 3 wind tunnel with step". 

The flow enters through the left boundary a L-shaped domain, with a forward facing step, with the 

following geometry : 

fl = (0, 3) X (0, 1) \ (0.6, 3) X (0, 0.2). 

All the conservative variables, i.e. p and pu for the monophasic flow and p, py and pu in the two-phase 

case, are prescribed at the inlet (i.e. left) section. The equation of state of the fluid is p = p and the 

inlet values are such that the Mach number is 3, which is obtained here by taking u = (3, O)t and p = 1. 

On the top and bottom wall, we use homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The flow is free at 

the outflow (right) section, which means, since the resulting Mach number at this boundary is greater 

than one, that the three eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the system are positive and therefore no 

boundary condition should be prescribed here; however, since our discretization of the pressure gradient 

is centered and, less importantly, because we use a physical-like diffusion term in the momentum balance 

equation, we need an expression for the force which exerts at this surface, which we suppose given by : 

T · n - p n = Po n, 

where po is given the same value than the inlet pressure, i.e. po = 1. We discuss later the effects of this 

boundary condition. The initial condition is u = (3, O)t and p = p = 1. 

The mesh is built from a regular 3n x n Cartesian grid of the rectangle (0, 3) x (0, 1), suppressing meshes 

at the right bottom part of the domain (i.e. (0.6, 3) x (0., 0.2)) to take the step into account. The 

computations presented in this section are performed with the centered MAC scheme, and we use an 

artificial viscosity fixed at 1-L = 0.01, which is in the range of what would be the numerical viscosity 

introduced by an upwinding technique, for the meshes used in this study. 

The pressure field obtained with n = 500 (i.e. from a 1500 x 500 grid) and 5t = 2.10-3 is shown in 

Figure 1.22. As in the non-barotropic case, we obtain a shock upflow the step, which propagates and 

reflects on the boundaries. Here, however, the shock moves slowly upward, while it is stationary in the 

non-barotropic case (so, contrary to this latter case, the flow is not steady at t = 4). 

Besides the fact that we use, for numerical reasons, a non-physical outflow boundary condition, the 

time-splitting of pressure correction methods is also known to introduce spurious pressure boundary 

conditions. It is indeed the case for the present scheme, even if it is derived by an algebraic splitting (i.e. 

by discretizing first the equations up to obtain an implicit fully discrete scheme and then splitting in 

time, instead of first \vritting a split time semi-discrete algorithm with (artificial) boundary conditions 

explicitely stated at each step) : we show in [12] that the elliptic problem solved at the correction step for 

the pressure increment takes the form of a finite volume diffusion problem, with homogeneous Neumann 

conditions at the boundary where the velocity is prescribed and homogeneous Dirichlet conditions when 

the velocity is free. In the present case, it means in particular that the pressure suffers from a numerical 

boundary condition at the outlet section which tends to fix it at the initial value. Note, however, that 
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F lG. 1.22 - vVind tunnel with step, monophasic case - Centred lVIAC scheme - lsolines of the pressure 

field obtained at t 4 with a 1.500 x .500 mesh and 5t = .5.10-4 . ~ Enimal yalue (blue) : p 0.8 - lVIaximal 

Yalue (red) : p= 9.48 
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F lG. 1.23 - vVind tunnel with step, monophasic case - Centred ~'lAC scheme - Pressure obtained at t 4 

along the line x 2 = 0.3, with an 300 x 100 mesh and yarious time steps, and with a 1.500 x .500 mesh and 

5t = .5. 10-4 . 

this boundary condition is only prescribed in the "finite yohnne way" (i.e. through the expression of the 

flux), which may be seen as a penalization process with a M/h coefficient, so this condition is relaxed 

when this latter ratio is small [12]. \Ve ohscrye in Figure 1.22 that this outlet condition indeed generates 

a pressure boundary layer. To inyestigate this phenomenon in more detail, we plot in Figure 1.23 the 

Yalue of the pressure along the x 2 = 3 line, for yarious meshes and time steps. \Ve obserw that the 

perturbation of the solution remains localized, and t.hat., as wellknown for incompressible flow problems, 

the extension of the affected zone decreases with the space step. Besides, we also see that the computation 

is at least c1ualitatiyely correct for rather coarse meshes and time steps (using v = lul + c = 4 with c 

the speed of sound at the inlet section, 5t = 0.1 (resp. 5t = 0.01) corresponds with n = 100 to CFL 40 

(resp. CFL= 4)); in particular, conyergence with respect to the time step seems to be reached, for this 

particuliar flow, for CFL rmmbers far greater than l. 

\Ve now turn to a two-phase case, which is obtained by initializing the gas mass fraction by y = 0.1 for 
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F lG. 1.24 - vVind tunnel with step, non-uniform y case - Centred lVIAC scheme - lsolines of the pressure 

field obtained at t 1.6 with a 1.500x.500 mesh and 5t = .5. 10-4 .. \Enimal yalue (blue) : p 0.095 -

lVIaximal Yalue (red) : p= 14. 

x 2 ::; 0.6 and y = 1 in the rest of the domain. \Ve choose p9 = p and pe = 10. \Vc recall [32] that the 

speed of sound is giyen, in the two-phase case, by : 

c2 = cfp(e9 ) pe z 
(pe + z-p)2' 

with z = py and, here, CJp(f.!g) = 1. This relation shows that the speed of sound is lower for y = 0.1 than 

for y = 1, and we adjust the inlet wlocity to keep the Yalue of the ~ 'lach rmmber at 3 in the two-phase 

zone. Inlet conditions arc then giyen by u = (3c(y = 0.1), O)t), y = 0.1 for x 2 E (0, 0.6) and y = 1 for 

x 2 E (0.6, 1), and p giwn by t.he ec1uat.ion of state of the mixture with the local Yalue of y and p = 1. 

As a first step, we only solw the cc1uations with y( x) fixed at its initial Yaluc and independent of time 

(doing so, we compute in fact a harotropic flow in a medium with a space-dependent cc1uation of state). 

As a consec1uence of this change of ec1uation of state, we ohserye that the shock moyes upward more 

rapidly, and interaction with the inlet boudary conditions occurs as soon as t ~ 2; conscc1uently, we 

restrict the time intcryal of computation, and stop at t = 1.6. The final time pressure, with a mesh built 

from the 1200 x 400 grid and 5t = 1.2.5 10-3 , is shown in Figure 1.24. \Ve ohserw that part of the pressure 

waycs reflects at the y transition, the reflected waye propagating in a direction almost parallel to the 

transition (i.e. horizontal), thus giYing a c1uite complicated structure. 

Finally, we perform the same computation with the whole set of ec1uations goycming the two-phase flow. 

The obtained pressure, still a t t = 1.6 and with the same grid, is shown in Figure 1.25. The fist part of the 

flow shows smne similarities with the preyious computat-ion, hut the pressure eyolution is quite different 

downstream, due to the fact that the lictuid phase is now transported by the flow. 
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F lG. 1.25 - vVind tunnel wit.h step, two-phase case - Centred .:VIAC scheme - lsolines of the pressure field 

obtained at t = 1.6 with a 1.500x.500 mesh and 5t = .5. 10-4 . ~ Enimal Yahw (blue) : p= 0.086 lVIaximal 

Yalue (red) : p= 13.8. 
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1.5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have assessed the capability of a scheme issued from the incompressible flow context, 

namely a pressure correction scheme, to compute discontinuous solutions of hyperbolic systems. Numerical 

tests show that, provided that a sufficient numerical dissipation is introduced in the scheme, it converges to 

the (weak and entropic) solution to the continuous problem; in addition, it shows a satisfactory behaviour 

up to large CFL numbers. Since the scheme boils down to a usual projection scheme when the density is 

constant, this approach yields an algorithm which is robust with respect to the flow Mach number, and 

the present solver is indeed now routinely used to compute viscous two-phase low Mach number flows, as 

bubble columns for instance. 

The present work may be extended in various ways. First, the observed convergence can be conforted 

by theoretical arguments; even if a complete convergence proof seems difficult at this time, because of 

the lack of compactness of sequences of discrete solutions due, in particular, to the absence of diffusion 

terms, it is possible to show, for monophasic flows, by passing to the limit in the scheme, that any limit 

of a convergent sequence is an entropy weak solution to the continuous problem (see next Chapter of this 

document). 

Second, several variants of the scheme may be envisaged. The time discretization may be changed to 

an explicit one, to compute highly transient flows where a time-step limitation is not too stringent in 

practice; such a scheme has been implemented, and first numerical result are promising. The extension of 

the above mentioned theoretical results to such a time discretization, under stability restrictions, seems 

possible. Third, in its present state, the scheme appears to be rather diffusive. Several directions exist 

to cure this problem. For instance, the artificial viscosity necessary for the scheme to converge could be 

monitored by a posteriori indicators, following the ideas developed in [30, 31]. Another route, especially 

for the explicit variant of the scheme, is to implement MUSCL techniques; this work is underway. 

Finally, let us mention that the present scheme has been extented to usual (i.e. non-batropic) Euler and 

Navier-Stokes equations, with a quite similar numerical behaviour and theoretical basis (see Chapters 3 

and 4 of this document). 
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n this paper, we analyse the stability and consistency of a time-implicit 

scheme and a pressure correction scheme, based on staggered space dis

cretizations, for the compressible barotropic Euler equations. We first 

show that the solutions to these schemes satisfy a discrete kinetic energy and a 

discrete elastic potential balance equations. Integrating these equations on the 

domain readily yields discrete counterparts of the stability estimates known for 

the continuous problem. Then, in one space dimension, we prove that if the 

solutions to these schemes converge to some limit, then this limit is an entropy 

weak solution of the continous problem. 
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11.1 Introduction 

The problem addressed in this paper is the system of the so-called barotropic compressible Euler equations, 

which reads : 

8tp+div(pu) = 0, 

at (pu) + div(pu ® u) + \lp = 0, 

p= p', 

(II.la) 

(ll.lb) 

(ll.lc) 

where t stands for the time, p, u and p are the density, velocity and pressure in the flow. The three 

above equations are respectively the mass balance, the momentum balance and the equation of state of 

the fluid; 1 ;:::: 1 is a coefficient specific to the fluid considered. The problem is defined over an open 

bounded connected subset Sl of JR.d, 1 ::; d ::; 3, of boundary 80, and a finite time interval (0, T). This 

system must be supplemented by initial conditions for p and u; the initial condition for p is assumed to 

be positive. It must also be supplemented by a suitable boundary condition, which we suppose to be : 

u·n=O, 

at any time and a. e. on 80, where n stands for the normal vector to the boundary. 

Let us denote by Ek the kinetic energy Ek = ~ p lul 2 . Taking the inner product of (ll.lb) by u yields, 

after formal compositions of partial derivatives and using (ILia) : 

(11.2) 

This relation is refered to as the kinetic energy balance. 

Let us now define the function P, from (O,+oo) to JR., as a primitive of s f---+ rp(s)/s 2 , where rp is the 

equation of state (precisely speaking, the function giving the pressure as a function of the density, so, 

here, rp(s) = s'); this quantity is often called the elastic potential. Let H be the function defined by 

H( s) = sP( s ), Vs E (0, +oo) ; it may easily be checked that sH' ( s) - H( s) = rp( s) ; therefore, by a formal 

computation detailed in the appendix, multiplying (II.la) by H'(p) yields: 

8t(H(p)) +div(H(p)u) +pdiv(u) = 0. (11.3) 

Let us denote by S the quantity S = Ek + H(p). Summing (11.2) and (11.3), we get: 

(11.4) 

This shows that S is an entropy of the system, and an entropy solution to (11.1) is thus required to satisfy, 

Vcp E C~(Sl x [0, T)), cp;:::: 0: 

faT l [ -S8tcp- (S + p) u · Vcp] dx5t -l S(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx::; 0. (11.5) 

Then, formally, if we suppose that the normal velocity is prescribed to zero at the boundary, integrating 

(11.4) yields : 

- [-plui 2 +H(p)]dx=0. d 11 
dt 0 2 

(11.6) 
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Since the function H is bounded by below and increasing, Inequality (11.6) provides an estimate of the 

solution. 

We study two schemes for the numerical solution of System (II.1) which differ by the time discretization: 

the first one is implicit, and the second one is a non-iterative pressure-correction scheme introduced in 

[20]. This latter algorithm (and, by an easy extension, also the first one) was shown in [20] to have at least 

one solution, to provide solutions satisfying p > 0 (and therefore also p > 0) and to be unconditionally 

stable, in the sense that its (their) solution( s) satisfies a discrete analogue of Inequality (11.6). The results 

presented in this paper complement this work in several directions. For the implicit scheme, these are : 

- A discrete kinetic energy balance, which is a discrete analogue of (11.2) is obtained on dual cells, 

while a discrete potential elastic balance, which is a discrete analogue of (11.3) is obtained on 

primal cells. 

These equations are first used to obtain the stability of the scheme by a simple integration in space 

(i.e. summation over the primal and dual control volumes). 

- Second, in one space dimension and for the hyperbolic case, the limit of any convergent sequence 

of solutions to the scheme is shown to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, and thus to exhibit 

"correct" shocks. 

- Finally, passing to the limit on the discrete kinetic energy and elastic potential balances, such a 

limit is also shown to satisfy the entropy inequality (11.5). 

For the pressure correction scheme, the results are essentially the same : the scheme is unconditionally 

stable, and the passage to the limit in the scheme shows that, in case of convergence, the predicted and 

end-of-step velocities necessarily tend to the same function, and that the limit is a weak solution to the 

problem, satisfying the entropy inequality. 

11.2 Meshes and unknowns 

Let M be a decomposition of the domain Sl, supposed to be regular in the usual sense of the finite element 

literature ( eg. [9]). The cells may be : 

for a general domain Sl, either convex quadrilaterals ( d = 2) or hexahedra ( d = 3) or simplices, 

both type of cells being possibly combined in a same mesh, 

for a domain the boundaries of which are hyperplanes normal to a coordinate axis, rectangles 

( d = 2) or rectangular parallelepipeds ( d = 3) (the faces of which, of course, are then also necessarily 

normal to a coordinate axis). 

ByE and E(K) we denote the set of all ( d-1 )-faces er of the mesh and of the element K E M respectively. 

The set of edges included in the boundary of Sl is denoted by Eext and the set of internal ones (i.e. E\ Eext) 

is denoted by Eint; a face er E Eint separating the cells K and L is denoted by er = KIL. The outward 

normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· ForK EM and erE E, we denote by IKI the measure 

of K and by I cri the ( d- 1 )-measure of the face cr. For 1 ::; i ::; d, we denote by £(i) C E and E~~t C Eext 

the subset of the faces of E and Eext respectively which are perpendicular to the ith unit vector of the 

canonical basis of JR. d. 
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The space discretization is staggered, using either the Marker-And Cell (MAC) scheme [37, 36], or non

conforming low-order finite element approximations, namely the Rannacher and Turek element (RT) 

[65] for quadrilateral or hexahedric meshes, or the lowest degree Crouzeix-Raviart (CR) element [11] for 

simplicial meshes. 

For all these space discretizations, the degrees of freedom (d. o.f.) for the pressure and the density are 

associated to the cells of the mesh M, and are denoted by : 

Let us then turn to the d. o.fs for the velocity. 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations The d.o.fs for the velocities are located 

at the center of the faces of the mesh, and we choose the version of the element where they represent 

the average of the velocity through a face. The set of d. o.fs reads : 

{ u<T,i, erE E, 1 ::; i ::; d}. 

MAC discretization The d. o.fs for the ith component of the velocity, defined at the centres of 

the face erE £(i), so the whole set of velocity d.o.fs reads : 

For the approximation of the time derivative and convection terms in the momentum balance equation, 

for the MAC discretization but also for the RT and CR discretizations, we need a dual mesh which we 

now define: 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations For the RT or CR discretization, the 

dual mesh is the same for all the velocity components. When K E M is a simplex, a rectangle 

or a cuboid, for er E E(K), we define D K,<T as the cone with basis er and with vertex the mass 

center of K (see Figure 11.1). We thus obtain a partition of K in m sub-volumes, where m is 

the numbers of faces of the mesh, each sub-volume having the same measure IDK,<TI = IKI/m. 

We extend this definition to general quadrangles and hexahedra, by supposing that we have built 

a partition still of equal-volume sub-cells, and with the same connectivities; note that this is of 

course always possible, but that such a volume D K,<T may be no longer a cone, since, if K is far 

from a pallelogram, it may not be possible to build a cone having er as basis, the opposite vertex 

lying inK and a volume equal to IKI/m. The volume DK,<T is referred to as the half-diamond cell 

associated to K and cr. 

For erE Eint, er= KIL, we now define the diamond cell DO" associated to er by DO"= DK,<T U DL,<T; 

for an external face erE Eext n E(K), DO" is just the same volume as DK,<T· 

MAC discretization For the MAC scheme, the dual mesh depends on the component of the 

velocity. For each component, the MAC dual mesh only differs from the RT or CR dual mesh by 

the choice of the half-diamond cell, which, for K E M and er E E(K), is now the rectangle or 

rectangular parallellepiped of basis er and of measure ID K,<T I = IKI/2. 

We denote by I DO" I the measure of the dual cell I DO" I, and by s =DO" ID<T' the face separating two diamond 

cells DO" and D<T'· 
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FlG. 11.1 - Primal and dual meshes for t.hc Rarmachcr-Turck and Crouzcix-RaYiart elements. 

Finally, we need to deal with the impcnncahility (i.e. u · n = 0) boundary condition. Since the d. o.fs 

for the yclocity lie on the boundary (and not inside the cells), these conditions arc taken into account in 

the definition of the discrete spaces. To ayoid technicalities in the expression of the schemes, we suppose 

throughout this paper t-hat, t-he boundary is a. e. normal to a coordinate axis, eycn in the case of the RT 

or CR discretizations, which allows to simple set to zero the corresponding yclocity d. o.f. : 

(i) for 0 ::; n ::; N- 1, Vcr E Eext' un+l = 0. 
cr,·z, (11.7) 

Extending this setting to general domains jus t. implies to redefine, through linear combinations, the d. o.fs 

at the external faces, to make the normal yelocity appear as a new d. o.f .. 

11.3 An implicit scheme 

11.3.1 The scheme 

Let us consider a uniform partition 0 = to < t1 < ... < tN = T of the time intcryal (0, T), and 

let 5t = tn+ l - tn for n = 0, 1, ... , N- 1 he the constant time step. \Ve consider an implicit-in-time 
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numerical scheme, which reads in its fully discrete form : 

VKEM, 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

j!g(pn+l _ pn) + """' pn+l = 0 
5t K K L.J K,O" ' 

O"E£(K) 

\/er E £(i) \ E~~t in the MAC case, 

\/er E E \ E~~t otherwise, 

ID!]" I (pn+lun+l _ pnun ·) + """' pn+lun+l _ID!]" I (t::,.T u)n+l +ID!]" I (V'p)n+l = 0 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z cr,z cr,z ' 

EEE(Da) 

VKEM, 

where the terms introduced for each discrete equation are defined herafter. 
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(11.8a) 

(11.8b) 

(11.8c) 

Equation (11.8a) is obtained by discretization of the mass balance over the primal mesh, and F~;;} stands 

for the mass flux across er outward K, which, because of the impermeability condition, vanishes on external 

faces and is given on internal ones by : 

\/erE Eint, er= KIL, pn+l = lerl p~n+l un+l . n 
K,cr er er K,cr· 

In this relation, the notation u~+l · nK,O" stands for the approximation of the normal velocity to the face 

er outward K. For the MAC discretization, this quantity is given (up, possibly, to a change of sign) by 

the velocity d.o.f. located at the face; for the RT and CR discretizations, it is computed by taking the 

inner product of the (vector valued) velocity on er, u~+l, and the outward normal vector nK,O" (i.e. doing 

exactly what the notation says). The density at the face er= KIL, p~+ 1 , is approximated by the upwind 

technique: 

otherwise. 

We now turn to the discrete momentum balance (11.8b). For the discretization of the time derivative, we 

must provide a definition for the values p~+l and p~, which approximate the density on the edge er at 

time tn+l and tn respectively. They are given by the following weighted average : 

\/er E Eint, er= KIL, (11.9) 

We now turn to the convection term. The first task is to define the the discrete mass flux through the 

dual edge s outward DO", denoted by F;;J1 ; the guideline for its construction is that a finite volume 

discretization of the mass balance equation over the diamond cells of the form : 

\/erE E, (11.10) 

must hold in order to be able to derive a discrete kinetic energy balance (see Section 11.3.1 below). For a 

dual edge s included in the primal cell K, this flux is computed as a linear combination (with constant 

coefficients, i.e. independent of the edge and the cell) of the mass fluxes through the faces of K, i.e. 

the quantities (F~~1 )0"E£(K) appearing in the discrete mass balance (11.8a). We do not give here this 
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set of coefficients, and refer to [I, 38, 25] for a detailed construction of this approximation. Let us note, 

however, that the flux across the dual faces which are located on the boundary, and which exactly match 

a primal face, is the same as for this latter, namely zero. So we need to provide an approximation for 

u~J 1 only at internal dual faces, which is chosen to be centered : 

The quantity (!::,.Tu )~r stands for a possible stabilizing diffusion term, which reads : 

hd-2 (un+l _ un+l) 
V c er er' ' 

where hE is a characteristic dimension of the faces, and v stands for a non-negative coefficient, possibly 

depending on a power of hE. Note that this term is usually (i.e. for general meshes) not consistent with 

a La place operator. Choosing : 

V hd-2 = ~ IFn+ll 
E 2 CT 1 E ' 

(11.11) 

which implies a dependency of v as hE, yields the usual upwind scheme. We prefer here to associate 

the diffusive effects of the scheme to a separate term for two reasons : first, we will suppose in the 

consistency analysis (Section 11.3.3) a particular behaviour of the coefficient v (precisely speaking, that 

v / h~ is bounded away from zero) which is not satisfied by the expression (11.11) ; second, this formalism 

may prepare for a stabilization strategy which could be less diffusive than the upwind choice, for instance 

choosing v on the basis of an a posteriori analysis of the local regularity of the solution [30, 31]. 

The last term (Vpn+l )cr,i stands for the i-th component of the discrete pressure gradient at the face er, 

and this operator is built as the transpose of the natural divergence operator defined by IKI div(u)K = 

l::crE£(K) lcrl Ucr · nK,cr· Consequently, because of the impermeability boundary conditions, the discrete 

gradient vanishes at the external faces. It reads for the internal ones : 

for CJ E Eint, CJ = KIL, (V'pn+l) =_M_ (pn+l -pn+l) n . e(i) 
er,~ IDcrl L K K,cr · 

Finally, the initial approximations for p and u are given by the average of the initial conditions p0 and 

u 0 on the primal and dual cells respectively : 

VK EM, /J.: = ~~~ i po(x) dx, 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, 
Vcr E £(i) \ E~~t in the MAC case, 

V er E E \ E~~t otherwise, 

(11.12) 

0 1 /, ucr,i = IDcrl Da (uo(x))i dx. 
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11.3.2 Estimates 

11.3.2.a The discrete kinetic energy balance equation 

Let us multiply equation (11.8b) by the corresponding velocity unknown u~t 1 , which yields T~~nv + T;:i + 
T;',i = 0, with : 

T;',i IDO"I (V'pn+l)<T,i u~r. 

The study of the properties linked to the finite volume discretization for the convection operator is 

performed in the Appendix. From the identity (A.5), we get : 

Let us define R~t 1 by the sum of T~i and of the last term of T~~nv : 
' "" ' ' 

(11.13) 

With this notation, we thus obtain the following relation : 

+ID 1 (V' n+l) . un+l = -Rn+l 
er P cr,z cr,z cr,z · (11.14) 

This equation may be seen as a discrete kinetic energy balance, with a remainder term at the right-hand 

side. 

11.3.2.b The discrete elastic potential balance equation 

Let P be the elastic potential, defined by P'(z) = rp(z)/z 2 , and H be the function defined over (O,+oo) 

by H(z) = zP(z). Let us multiply the discrete mass balance (11.8a) by H'(p?.:+ 1
). By Lemma A.0.1, using 

the fact that zH'(z)- H(z) = rp(z), we get: 

1~1 [pr;;+lp(pr;;+l)- P'KP(piU] + L p~+lp(p~+l) u~+l. nK,<T 
<TE£(K) 

with: 

Rn+l = ~@] H"(-n+l) ( n+l _ n )2 + ~ "' (un+l. n )- H"(-n+l) ( n+l _ n+l)2 K 2 5t PK PK PK 2 L.J 0" K,<T PO" PL PK ) 
<T=KIL 

(11.15) 

(11.16) 
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where 75?.:+ 1 E [min(p?.:+ 1
, p']( ), max(p?.:+ 1

, p']( )], 75~+ 1 E [min(p~+ 1 , P?.:+ 1 
), max(p~+l, P?.:+ 1 

)] for all er E 

E(K), and, for a E JR., a- ;:::: 0 is defined by a- = - min(a, 0). Note that, since the function His convex, 

RK is non-negative. 

11.3.2.c Stability estimates 

PROPOSITION 11.3.1 

Let 1 ;:::: 1, and let 'P be the elastic potential, defined by p' (z) = ~(z) I z2 = z'-2 , i.e. 'P(z) = z'- 1 I (r -1) 

if 1 > 1 and 'P(z) = log(z) if 1 = 1. Let H be the function defined by H( s) = s'P( s ). We suppose that 

the initial density is positive. 

Then there exists a solution (un)o<;n<;N and (pn)o<;n<;N to the scheme, the density satisfies p > 0 and, 

for 1 ::; n ::; N, the following inequality holds : 

L IKI H(p']() + ~ L ID<TI P~ lu~l 2 +Rn::; C, 
KEM <TEE;nt 

(11.17) 

where C E JR.+ only depends on the initial conditions, and nn is non-negative remainder which gathers 

some control of the space and time translates of the unknowns : 

n 

+ ~ L 5t L lcrl (P~,,)'- 2 1u~l IP'K- P£1 2
, 

k=1 <TEE;nt, <T=KIL 

with P~,, equal to either p'f.: or Pl and such that (P~,,)'- 2 = min((p'J.:)'- 2 , (pl)'-2 ). 

Remark 4 
Note that Proposition 11.3.1 yields an estimate on the unknowns also for 1 = 1, even if the function H is 

not positive, since H satisfies H( s) ;:::: -11 e, Vs E (0, +oo ). In fact, we may rephrase the inequality (11.17) 

by changing the expression of H to H( s) = max( slog( s), 0) and adding 101 I e to the constant C at the 

right-hand side. 

Proof The positivity of the density is a consequence of the properties of the upwind scheme [27, Lemma 

2.1]. Summing (11.14) over the edges and (11.15) over the cells, and finally summing over the time steps 

yields, using the fact that the fiuxes in these two equations cancel by conservativity : 

with C given by : 

Finally, the existence of a solution may be inferred by the Brouwer fixed point theorem, by an easy 

adaptation of the proof of [17, Proposition 5.2]. The essential idea of this proof is that the conservativity 

of the mass balance discretization, together with the fact that the density is positive, yields an estimate 

for pin the L1-norm, and so, by a norm equivalence argument, of the pressure in any norm; the discrete 

momentum balance equation then provides a control on the velocity. Therefore, computing 
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( i) p from the mass balance for fixed u, 

( ii) p from p by the equation of state, 

( iii) and finally u from the momentum balance equation with fixed p and p, 

yields an iteration in a bounded convex subset of a finite dimensional space. 

11.3.3 Passing to the limit in the scheme 

71 

D 

The objective of this section is to show, in the one dimensional case, that, if a sequence of solutions is 

controlled in suitable norms and converges to a limit, this latter necessarily satisfies a (part of the) weak 

formulation of the continuous problem. 

DEFINITION 11.3.2 (Regular sequence of discretizations, implicit case) 

We define a regular sequence of discretizations (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN as a sequence of meshes and time steps 

satisfying : 

(i) the time step 5t(m) and the size h(m) of the mesh M(m), defined by h(m) = sup diam(K), 
KEM(=) 

tend to zero as m---+ oo, 

( ii) there exists e > 0 such that : 

e < diam(K) < ~ 
- diam(L) - e' Vm E N and K, LE M(m) sharing an interface. (11.18) 

Let such a regular sequence of discretizations be given, and pC m), p(m) and uCm) be the solution given by 

the scheme (11.8) with the mesh M(m) and the time step 5t(m), or, more precisely speaking, a ID version 

of the scheme which may be obtained by taking the MAC variant, only one horizontal stripe of meshes, 

supposing that the vertical component of the velocity (the d. o.f. of which are located on the top and 

bottom boundaries) vanishes, and that the measure of the faces is equal to 1. To the discrete unknowns, 

we associate piecewise constant functions on time intervals and on primal or dual meshes, so the density 

p(m), the pressure pC m) and the velocity uCm) are defined almost everywhere on Sl x (0, T) by : 

N-1 N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' p(m)(x, t) = L L (p(m))K XK X(n,n+1)' 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

u(m)(x, t) = L L(u(m))~ XDa X(n,n+1)' 

n=O riE£ 

n=O KEM 

where XK, XDa and X(n,n+ 1) stand for the characteristic function of K, D" and the interval (tn, tn+ 1
) 

respectively. 

A weak sol ut ion to the continuous problem satisfies, for any cp E C ~ ( Sl x ( 0, T)) 

-faT fo[Patcp+pu8xcp]dx5t-lp(x,O)cp(x,O)dx=0, 

-faT l [pu 8tcp + (pu2 + p) 8xcp] dx5t -l p(x, 0) u(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, 

p= P'· 

(11.19a) 

(11.19b) 

(11.19c) 
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Note that these relations are not sufficient to define a weak solution to the problem, since they do not 

imply anything about the boundary conditions. However, they allow to derive the Rankine-Hugoniot 

conditions ; so, if we show that they are satisfied by the limit of a sequence of solutions to the discrete 

problem, this implies, loosely speaking, that the scheme computes the right shock velocities, which is the 

result we are searching for. It is stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 11.3.3 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval ofR We suppose that the initial data satisfies H(po) E U(Sl) (i.e. that 

po log(po) E U(Sl) for 1 = 1 and that po E L'(Sl) for 1 > 1) and that po u6 E U (Sl). Let (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN 

be a regular sequence of discretizations in the sense of Definition 11.3.2, and (pC m), p(m), uCm))mEN be the 

corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence converges in LP(Sl x (0, T) )3 , for 

1 ::; p < oo, to (p, p, u) E L00 (Sl x (0, T)) 3 . We suppose in addition that both sequences (pCm))mEN 

and (1/ p(m))mEN are uniformly bounded in L00 (Sl x (0, T)) and that the sequence of numerical diffusion 

coefficients (vCm))mEN satisfies : 

lim v(m) = 0, 
m---t+CXJ 

lim 
m---t+CXJ 

Then the limit (p, p, u) satisfies the system (11.19). 

Remark 5 (Sharper bounds and convergence assumptions) 

The convergence properties and bounds assumed for the solution have been chosen so as to match what 

may be observed in practice. However, examining the proof of this theorem, we observe that we really need 

is that p(m)u(m), pCml(uCm)) 2 , p(m)u(m) converge in the distribution sense to pu, pu 2 and pu respectively, 

that (pCm))' converge a.e. top!, and that the sequence (uCm))mEN be bounded in L3 (Sl x (0, T)). The 

required second assumption for (vCm))mEN is in fact: 

(h(m))2 
lim 11 (m)ll -0 

m--++oo vCm) p L=(ox(O,T)) - ' 

and may be verified, for instance supposing a relation between 5tCm) and h(m) and invoking inverse 

inequalities, with milder estimates of (pCm))mEN· Finally, the bound of (1/ p(m))mEN in L=(s.t x (0, T)) 

(which, loosely speaking, means that the appearance of void is excluded) is needed to obtain the weak-BY 

estimate : 

(11.20) 

from the "weighted weak-BY estimate" (11.17) : 

N 

2: 

where we recall that P~,, is equal to either pf.c or p£. This assumption is thus useless for 1::; 2. For 1 > 2, 

in the case of a non-vanishing viscosity, Equation (11.20) may perhaps be derived by using the density 

itself as test function in the discrete mass balance equation, and invoking a control of the divergence of 

the velocity (from the diffusion term), see [17, Proposition 5.5] for such a computation in the steady case. 
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Proof With the assumed convergence for the sequence of solutions, the limit satisfies the equation of 

state. The proof of this theorem is thus obtained by passing to the limit in the scheme, first for the mass 

balance equation and then for the momentum balance equation. Thanks to the assumption on the initial 

condition, the stability estimate of Proposition 11.3.1 is uniform with respect to m, and thus provides 

uniform bounds for some space translates of the solution, which are used all along the proof. 

Mass balance equation Let cp E c;;xo(O x [0, T)). Let mEN, M(m) and 5tCm) be given. Dropping for 

short the superscript (m), we define 'PM, an interpolate of cp on the primal mesh, by: 

N-1 

'PM= L L cp7<: XK x(tn,tn+l), 
n=O KEM 

(11.21) 

where, for 1::; n::; N, K EM and erE E, we set cp7<: = cp(xK,tn), with XK the mass center of K. We 

also define the time discrete derivative of this discrete function by : 

(11.22) 

and its space discrete derivative : 

(11.23) 

where the notation er = K < L means that er = KIL with the orientation XK < X£. Thanks to the 

regularity of cp, the piecewise constant functions 'PM, Ot'PM and Ox'PM converge in Lr(o x (0, T)), for 

r;:::: 1 (including r = +oo), to cp, 8tcp and 8xcp respectively. Since the support of cp is compact in 0 x [0, T), 

for m large enough, the interpolate of cp vanishes at the boundary cells and at the final time ; hereafter, 

we systematically assume that we are in this case. 

Let us multiply the first equation of the scheme by 5t cp7<:, and sum the result on n E {0, ... , N- 1} and 

K E M, to obtain T~m) + Tim) = 0 with : 

N N 

T~m) = L L IKI (p7<:+l - P7<:) cp7<:, Tim) = L5t L [ L F~:~;_l] cp7<:. 
n=O KEM n=O KEM riE£(K) 

Reordering the sums in T~m) yields : 

so: 

T~m) =-faT l p(m) Ot 'PM dx5t -l (pO)(m)cpo. 

Since, by assumption, the sequence of discrete solutions and of interpolates converge in U ( 0 x (0, T)) 

for r ;:::: 1, and by definition of the discrete initial conditions, we get : 

lim T~m) = - rT r p 8tcp dx5t- r p(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx. 
m~+= k Jo Jo 
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Using the expression of the mass flux F~;;/ and reordering the sums in Tim), we get : 

N 

Tim) =- L5t L 
n=O O"=K<L 

where dO" stands in this relation for lxK- xLI and we recall that p~+ 1 is the upwind approximation of 

pn+ 1 at the face cr. Using ID!]" I = (IKI + ILI)/2, we thus have Tim) =~(m)+ R~m) with : 

•y(m) = _ ~ 5t """' [@] n+1 + gj n+1] n+1 cp£ - 'PK 
2 L.J L.J 2 PK 2 PL u!]" dO" ' 

n=O O"=K<L 
N 

R(m) __ """'5t """' [5 @] ( n+1 _ n+1) + (1 _ 5 )gj ( n+1 _ n+1)] 
2 - L.J L.J !]" 2 PL PK !]" 2 PK PL 

n=O O"=K<L 

and 50" is equal to 0 or 1 depending on the sign of u~+ 1 . We get : 

and lim ~(m)=- rT 1 p U 8xcpdx5t. 
m---++oo } 0 0 

The remainder term R~m) is bounded as follows : 

< c h1/2 
- 'P 

N 

2:: 5t [ 2:: lu~+11 IP~+1- P2+112r/2 [ 2:: ID!]"IIu~+1f/2. 
n=O O"EE;nt, O"=KIL O"EE;nt, O"=KIL 

Therefore, thanks to the stability estimates, this term tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 

Momentum balance equation Let 'P£ be an interpolate of cp on the dual mesh, defined by : 

N-1 
'P£ = L L'P~ XDa X(tn,tn+I), 

n=O O"E£ 

(11.24) 

where, for 1 ::; n::; N, K EM and erE E, we set cp~ = cp(x!]", tn), with x!]" the abscissa of the face cr. We 

also define the time and space discrete derivatives of this discrete function by : 

N-1 n+1 n 

Ot'P£ = L L cpO" 5t- cpO" XDa X(tn,tn+')' 
n=O O"E£ 

N-1 
Ox'P£ = L 

n=O 

(11.25) 

where the notation K =< er, er' > means that K = (x!]", xO"' ), with x!]" < xO"' and, for er = KIL, dO" = 
(hK + hL)/2. The piecewise constant functions cp£, Ot'P£ and Ox'P£ converge in U(Sl x (0, T)), for r;::: 1 

(including r = +oo), to cp, 8tcp and 8xcp respectively. 
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Let us multiply Equation (11.8b) of the scheme by 5t cp~, and sum the result over n E {0, ... , N- 1} and 

CJ E Eint· We obtain T~m) + Tim) + Tim) + Tim) = 0 with : 

N-1 

T1(m) = L L ID()" I (p~+ 1 u~+ 1 - p~u~) cp~, 
n=O aEEint 

N-1 

T.(m) = """' 5t """' [ """' pn+1 un+1] rnn 2 L...,.; L...,.; L...,.; cr,c c r en 

n=O <TE£int EE£(Da) 

n=O <TE£int, <T=K <L 

N-1 

Tim) = L 5t L [ L :K (u~+1- u~;J-1)] cp~. 
n=O <TE£int K=(<T,<T 1

) 

Thanks to the definition of the quantity p<T, reordering the sums, we get for T~m) 

N 

T1(m) = - """'5t """' [@] n+1 + l£l n+1] L.J L.J 2 PK 2 PL 
n=O <TEE;nt, <T=KIL 

Therefore: 

and: 

cp~+1 - cp~ 
u ~+ 1 ..:....::__5_t ____:_.::.. 

lim T~m) =- rT r p u 8tcpdx5t- r p(x, 0) u(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx. 
m---++oo Jo Jo Jo 

Let us now turn to Tim). In one dimension, the mass fiuxes at the dual edges are given by, for 0 ::; n ::; 

N -1, K EM, with K =<er, er'> and s = DO"ID<T': 

Reordering the sums, we thus get, since the discretization of the convection term is centered : 

N-1 

Tim) = -~ L 5t L (p~+1u~+1 + p~;J-1 u~;J-1) (u~+1 + u~;J-1) (cp~,- cp~), 
n=O KEM,K=<<T,<T'> 

which we write Tim) = I;(m) + R~m) with : 

N-1 

'!;(m)=-~ L 5t L P?.:+1 [(u~+1)2 + (u~;J-1)2] (cp~,- cp~). 
n=O KEM,K=<<T,<T'> 

This term reads : 
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The remainder term R~m) reads : 

_ 2p~+1 ((u~+1)2 + (u~;+-1)2) J (cp~, _ cp~). 

Expanding the quantity 2 p~+ 1 ( (u~+ 1 )2 + (u;;+-1 )2) thanks to the identity 2( a2 + b2) = (a+ b )2 +(a-b )2, 
we get R(m) = R(m) + R(m) 2 2,1 2,2 

N-1 

R~']) = -~ L 5t L [ (u;~+1- p~+1) u~+1 + (p~;+-1- p~+1) u~t1) 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

N-1 

nt:} = ~ 2:: 5t 2:: p~+1 (u~+1 _ u~t1)2 (cp~, _ cp~). 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

First we study R~']). Thanks to the definition of the upwind approximation, reordering the sum by faces, 

we get: 

N-1 

R~']) = ~ L 5t L (p1+1- p~+1) u~+1 (u~+1 + u~;+-1) (cp~- cp~, ), 
n=O <IE£int, ri=L--+K, K=(ri,ri 1

) 

where the notation er = L ---+ K means that the face er separates K and L and the flow goes from L 

to K, K = (er, er') means that er and er' are the faces of K and s = ±1. Since lcp~ - cp~,l ::; C'P IKI ::; 

c'P (ID(II +ID"' I), we get: 

N-1 

IR~'])I::; ~'P L 5t L (ID" I+ ID"' I) IP2+1 - p~+ 1 llu~+ 1 1 lu~+ 1 + u~/ 1 1. 
n=O riEE;nt,ri=LIK,K=(ri,ri') 

Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get : 

N-1 

IR~']) I ::; ~'P h1/2 L 5t [ L lu~+11 (p2+1 - p~+1 )2 r/2 
n=O riEE;nt,ri=LIK,K=(ri,ri 1

) 

[ 2:: (ID"I+ID"'I)Iu~+ 1 1 (u~+ 1 +u~t 1 ) 2r
12

. 
<IEE;nt, ri=LIK, K=(ri,ri') 

Since the ratio of the size of two neighbouring meshes is bounded by regularity assumption on the mesh, 

we get from the estimates on the solution : 

IR(m)l < Crp h1/2 llu(m)ll3/2 2,1 - 4 L 3 (0x(O,T))' 

and so R~']) tends to zero when m tends to +oo. For R~7}, we have, thanks to the estimate (11.17) : 

where C does not depend on m, and, therefore, this term also tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 
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We turn to the term Tim) : 

so: 

lim Tim) =- rT 1 p u 8xcpdx5t. 
m---++oo Jo 0 

Let us finally study TJm). Reordering the sums, we get : 

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields : 

and thus, in view of the estimate (11.17), this term tends to zero as soon as vCm) tends to zero. 

Conclusion Gathering the limits of all the terms of the mass and momentum balance equation 

concludes the proof. D 

We now turn to the entropy condition. 

THEOREM 11.3.4 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R We suppose that the initial data satisfies H(po) E L 1 ( Sl) (i.e. that 

po log(po) E U(Sl) for 1 = 1 and that po E L '(Sl) for 1 > 1) and that po u6 E U (Sl). Let (M Cm), 5tCm))mEN 

be a regular sequence of discretizations in the sense of Definition 11.3.2, and (pC m) ,pC m), uCm))mEN be the 

corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence converges in LP(Sl x (0, T)) 3 , for 

1 ::; p < oo, to (p, p, u) E L00 (Sl x (0, T)) 3 . We suppose in addition that both sequences (pCm))mEN and 

(1/ p(m))mEN are bounded in L00 (Sl x (0, T)) and that the sequence of numerical diffusion coefficients 

(vCm))mEN satisfies: 

lim v(m) = 0, 
m---t+CXJ 

lim 
m---t+CXJ 

Then the limit (p, p, u) satisfies the entropy condition (11.5). 

Proof Let cp E C~ ( Sl x [0, T)), cp ;::: 0. With the same notations for the interpolate of cp as in the 

preceding proof, we multiply the kinetic balance equation (11.14) by cp~, and the elastic potential balance 

(11.15) by cpj0 sum over the edges and cells respectively and over the time steps, to get : 

L T;:+l cp~ + L T~+l 'PK =- L R~+l cp~- L g;;+l 'PK, (11.26) 
£E£int KEM £E£int KEM 
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where: 

T~+1 = 1~1 [P~+1'P(p~+1) - PK 'P(p}U J + L p~+1'P(p~+1) u~+1 nK," 

riE£(K) 

and the quantities R~+ 1 and R~+ 1 are given by (the one-dimensional version of) Equation (11.13) and 

(11.16) respectively. 

For the passage to the limit in this equation, we essentially refer to the study performed in Chapter 

IV. Indeed, the entropy inequality for the barotropic model is the same as the total energy balance for 

non-barotropic flows (up to the change from an inequality to an equality); the passage to the limit in 

this latter equation, with the same discretization as here, is detailed in Chapter IV of this document. 

The treatment of the terms at the left-hand side of (11.26) is identical, and we thus omit this proof here. 

Since we only seek here an inequality, the non-negative part of the remainder terms, i.e. the first part in 

R~+ 1 and the whole term R~+ 1 , poses no problem, and we only have to study the second part of R~+ 1 , 

which reads : 

(Rdiff)~+1 = [ L :K ( u~+1 _ u~;+-1) J u~+1. 
KEM,K=(ri,ri 1

) 

For 0 ::; n ::; N- 1 and K E M, K = ( CT, CT
1
), let us define the quantity s~+ 1 by : 

We have SK ;:::: 0, and we prove in Chapter IV that the difference between the discrete functions associated 

to ((Rdiff)~+ 1 )"EE,n,,o<;n<;N- 1 and (s~+ 1 )KEM,O<;n<;N-1 tends to zero in the distribution sense, i.e.: 

N-1 

L 5t[ L cp~ (Rdiff)~+1- L cp'K s~+1]::; c h, 
n=O <IE£int KEM 

where C only depends on cp and on bounds on the solution either assumed or given by (11.17). This 

concludes the proof. D 

11.4 Pressure correction scheme 

11.4.1 The scheme 

We derive in this section a pressure correction numerical scheme from the implicit scheme (11.8). The first 

step, is a renormalization of the pressure the interest of which is clarified only by the analysis (stability of 

the scheme and satisfaction of the entropy condition). The next step, as usual, is to compute a tentative 

velocity by solving the momentum balance equation with the known (here, the renormalized) pressure. 

Then, the velocity is corrected and the other variables are advanced in time. For stability reasons, or, in 

other words, to be able to derive a kinetic energy balance, we need that the mass balance over the dual 
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cells (11.10) to hold; since the mass balance is not yet solved when performing the prediction step, this 

leads us to perform a time shift of the density at this step. 

The algorithm reads : 

Renormalization step Solve for pn+ 1 : 

VKEM, 

Prediction step 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

Solve for un+1 
: 

\/er E £(i) \ E~~t in the MAC case, 

\/er E E \ E~~t otherwise, 

ID<TI(pnu~n+1_pn-1Un·)+ "' pn ~n+1 ID I("T~)n+1 ID I(T'7~)n+1_0 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z L....,.; cr,c uc,i - er L..l.. U cr,i + er V P cr,i - · 

EEE(Da) 

Correction step 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, 
\/er E £(i) \ E(i) in the MAC case 

ext ' 

\/er E E \ E~~t otherwise, 

VKEM, gg( n+1 _ n) + "' pn+1 = 0 
5t PK PK L.J K,<T ) 

<TE£(K) 

VKEM, n+1 _ ( n+1)' PK - PK . 

(11.27a) 

(11.27b) 

(11.27c) 

(11.27d) 

(11.27e) 

The initialization of the scheme is performed as follows. First, p- 1 and u 0 are given by the average of 

the initial conditions p0 and u 0 on the primal and dual cells respectively : 

'ilK EM, Pi/= ~~~ i po(x) dx, 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, 
\/er E £(i) \ E~~t in the MAC case, 

V er E E \ E~~t otherwise, 

(11.28) 

The initial pressure, p 0 , is obtained from p- 1 through the equation of state. Finally, we compute p0 by 

solving the mass balance equation (11.27d). This procedure allows to make the first prediction step with 

(p;;1 )<TEE, (//,.)<TEE and the dual mass fiuxes satisfying the mass balance. 
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11.4.1.a The discrete kinetic energy balance equation 

To derive a discrete kinetic energy balance equation, we multiply the velocity prediction equation by the 

corresponding d.o.f. of the predicted velocity, i.e. Equation (11.27b) by it~t 1 , to obtain: 

( nitn+1 - n-1un ·) itn+1 + ""' pn itn+1 itn+1 Per cr,z Per cr,z cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z cr,z 

EEE(Da) 

-IDITI(t::,.Tit)n+1 itn+1 + IDITI (Vp)n+1 itn+1 = 0. cr,z cr,z cr,z cr,z (11.29) 

We then write the velocity correction equation as : 

and square this relation, sum with (11.29) and get, applying Lemma A.0.2 (again on the dual mesh) to 

the first two terms of (11.29) : 

~ IDITI [pn(un+1)2 _ pn-1(un .)2] + ~ 
2 5t IT IT,~ IT IT,~ 2 

11.4.2 Stability estimates 
PROPOSITION 11.4.1 

+ID I (V )n+1 un+1 = -Rn+1- pn+1 
er P cr,z cr,z cr,z cr,z ' (11.30) 

hd-2 (u~n+1 _ u~n+l)] u~n+1 
V c cr,z cr',z cr,i ' 

(11.31) 

Let 1 ;:::: 1, and let P be the elastic potential, satisfying p' ( s) = rp( s )/ s2 = z'-2 , so P( s) = s'- 1 / (r- 1) 

if 1 > 1 and P( s) = log( s) if 1 = 1. Let H be the function defined by H( s) = sP( s ). We suppose that 

the initial density is positive. 

Then there exists a solution ( un) o<;n<;N and (pn) o<;n<;N to the scheme, the density satisfies p > 0 and, 

for 1 ::; n ::; N, the following inequality holds : 

(11.32) 

where C only depends on the initial conditions and on the density field p0 computed at the initialisation 

of the algorithm. The remainder term R is non-negative, and gathers some estimates of the space and 

time translates of the unknowns : 

nn = ~ t L IDITI p~- 2 lit~- u~- 1 1 2 + t 5t L V h~- 2 lit~- it~,l 2 
k=1 ITE£ k=1 EE£,E=DaiDa' 

with P~,, equal to either P'K or P1 and such that (P~,,)'- 2 
= min((p'K)'- 2

, (pi)'-2
). 
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Proof Essential arguments of the proof of this proposition are given in [20], and we only briefly recall 

here how to obtain this estimate, for the sake of completeness. As in the implicit case, we sum the kinetic 

energy balance equation (11.30) over the faces, and the elastic potential balance (11.15) (which is the 

same, and obtained by the same computation, as in the implicit case) over the cells, and finally sum the 

two obtained relations. We obtain a "local in time" version of Equation (11.32), which reads : 

(11.33) 

where: 

Tn+l = L IKI H(p?.:+ 1) + ~ L ID<TI P~ lu~+ 1 1 2 . 
KEM <TE£ 

and: 
Rn+l 

cr,z ' 
pn+l = pn+l 

cr,z ' 
<TE£, l<;i<;d 

with R~r and P:,{ 1 given by Equation (11.31) (the latter sum being restricted to the internal faces since 

the pressure discrete gradient vanishes at external ones). The term pn+l thus reads : 

pn+l = L ID<T~5t2 [1(V'p)~+ll2 -I(V'p)~+112] 
<TE£int PO" 

Before summing over the time steps, we need to transform pn+l to get a difference between a same 

expression written at two consecutive time levels, which is possible thanks to the renormalization step. 

Indeed, multiplying (11.27a) by J3?.:+ 1 and summing over the cells yields, after a discrete integration by 

parts and use of the identity 2( a - b) a = a2 + (a - b )2 - b2 : 

L ID0"~5t
2 

I(Vp)~+ll2::; L ID:I_~t
2 

I(Vp)~l2· 
<TE£int PO" <TE£int P<T 

Summing this relation with (11.33) and summing over the time steps yields the estimate (11.32) with : 

C = L IKI H(/k) + ~ L IDO"I p-;; 1 lu;l 2 + L IDO"~:t
2 

I(Vp);l 2. 
KEM <TE£int <TE£int P<T 

D 

Remark 6 (Regularity assumptions for the initial conditions) 

For a given mesh, the quantity denoted above by C is bounded as soon as p0 is positive and belongs to 

U ( Sl) and u 0 belongs to U ( Sl) d respectively. When dealing with a sequence of discretizations to pass to 

the limit in the scheme, we will have to suppose that C is controlled independently of the mesh and time 

step, which necessitates (i) that the initial kinetic energy and (ii) that H(/}.;) are bounded in U(Sl), and 

( iii) than the last term involving the discrete pressure gradient does not blow-up. 

Assumption ( ii) (and, of course, ( i)) may be obtained by supposing that both u 0 and p0 belongs to 

L00 (Sl) and L00 (Sl)d respectively and that 5tjh is bounded (possibly by a number far greater than I); 

indeed, p0 is then obtained in this case by a single time step of a (discrete) transport equation with a 

velocity field the divergence of which is controlled by 1/ h, so p0 is controlled in L 00 
( Sl). 

Assumption ( iii) may be inferred from the fact that the initial pressure (i.e. the pressure obtained from 

the initial density through the equation of state) is bounded in L00 (Sl) n BV(Sl), 1/ p0 is bounded in 

1 00 (0), and that 5t2 decreases at least as fast as the space step. This is the assumption we make for the 

passage to the limit in the scheme. 
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11.4.3 Passing to the limit in the scheme 

As for the implicit scheme, we show in this section, in the one dimensional case, that, if a sequence of 

solutions is controlled in suitable norms and converges to a limit, this latter necessarily satisfies a (part 

of the) weak formulation of the continuous problem. With the same adaptation to one dimension of the 

scheme as in the implicit case, we get the following result. 

DEFINITION 11.4.2 (Regular sequence of discretizations, pressure correction case) 

We define a regular sequence of discretizations (M(m), 5tCm))mEN as a sequence of meshes and time steps 

satisfying : 

(i) both the time step 5t(m) and the size h(m) of the mesh M(m) tend to zero as m---+ oo, 

( ii) there exists C > 0 such that : 

h h (m) . h w ere_ = mmKEM<=> K· 

( ii) there exists e > 0 such that : 

THEOREM 11.4.3 

e < diam(K) < ~ 
- diam(L) - B' 

\/mEN, 
5t(m) 
-(-) <C, h m -

Vm EN and K, LE M(m) sharing an interface. (11.34) 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R We suppose that the po, 1/ po and uo are bounded in L00 (Sl) 

and that the initial pressure (i.e. the pressure obtained from the initial density p0 through the equation 

of state) is bounded in BV(Sl). 

Let (M(m), 5tCm))mEN be a regular sequence of discretizations in the sense of Definition 11.4.2, and 

(pCml,pCml,uCml,uCm))mEN be the corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence 

converges in LP(Sl x (0, T))\ for 1 ::; p < oo, to (p, p, u, u) E L00 (Sl x (0, T)) 4 . We suppose in addition 

that both sequences (pCm))mEN and (1/ p(m))mEN are uniformly bounded in L00 (Sl x (0, T)) and that the 

sequence of numerical diffusion coefficients (vCm))mEN satisfies : 

lim v(m) = 0, 
m---t+CXJ 

lim 
m---t+CXJ 

Then u = u and the triplet (p, p, u) satisfies the system (11.19). 

Remark 7 (On the "non appearance of void assumption") 

The assumption that (1/ p(m))mEN is bounded in L00 (Sl x (0, T)) is used twice in the proof of this theorem. 

First, to obtain u = u. Here, the hypothesis may be circumvented by replacing this conclusion by pu = pu 

(or, in other words, u = u everywhere p # 0), which is easily obtained from Inequality (11.35) below. The 

second time is, as for the implicit case, to obtain an "unweighted" estimate of the density space translates 

for 1 ;::: 2, and we do not repeat here the above discussion on this issue. 
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Proof Let m E N be given. Dropping for short the superscript (m), the estimate of Proposition 11.4.1 

yields : 
n 

2:5t L IDO"I p~- 1 (u~- u~- 1 ) 2 ~ c 5t, (11.35) 
k=1 <TE£int 

where, by the assumption on the initial data, the real number C is independant of m. We thus get : 

Letting m tend to +oo in this equation yields u = u. 

The passage to the limit in the mass balance equation is the same as in the implicit case, and we only 

need to address here the momentum balance equation. Let cp E c;;xo ( 0 x [0, T)), and let us define the 

interpolate 'P£ and its discrete derivatives as in the implicit case. Summing the velocity prediction and 

correction equations, multiplying the result by 5t cp~ and then summing over the edges and time steps, 

we get T(m) + T.(m) + T.(m) + T(m) = 0 with · 1 2 3 4 ) . 

N-1 

T1(m) = L L ID()" I [p~u~+ 1 - p~- 1u~] cp~, 
n=O aEEint 

N-1 

T2(m) = L 5t L [ L F:,Eu~+ 1 ] cp~ 
n=O <TE£int EE£(Da) 

n=O <TE£int, <T=K <L 

N-1 

Tim) = L 5t L [ L :K (u~+1- u~)1)] cp~. 
n=O <TE£int K=(<T,<T 1

) 

The passage to the limit in T~m) is the same as for the implicit scheme, just noting that the sequence 

(pCml(-, ·- 5t))mEN converges top as (pCm))mEN· 

Let us now turn to Tim). By a computation similar to the implicit case, we get : 

which we write Tim) =~(m) + R~m) with : 

This term reads : 

so: 
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The remainder term R~m) reads : 

Expanding the quantity 2pK ( u~ u~+ 1 + u~, u~;+- 1 ) thanks to the identity 2( ab+ cd) = (a+ c) (b + d) -

(a- c)(b- d) we get R(m) = R(m) + R(m) · ) 2 2,1 2,2 . 

N-1 

R~']_) = -~ L 5t L [((p~ -pK) u~+(p~, -pK) u~,) 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

N-1 

R(m) = ~ """'5t """' pn (un- un) (un+1 - un+1) (rnn - rnn) 
2,2 4 L...,.; L...,.; K er er' er er' r er' r er · 

n=O KEM, K=<ri,ri'> 

First we study R~'J_). Thanks to the definition of the upwind approximation, reordering the sum by faces, 

we get: 

where the notation er = L ---+ K means that the face er separates K and L and the flow goes from L 

to K, K = (er, er') means that er and er' are the faces of K and s = ±1. Since lcp~ - cp~,l ::; C'P IKI ::; 
c'P (ID(II +ID"' I), we get: 

N-1 

IR~'])I::; c; 2:5t L (ID"I+ID"'I) IP1-PKIIu~llu~+ 1 +u~) 1 1-
n=o riEE;nt,ri=LIK,K=(ri,ri 1

) 

Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get : 

N-1 1/2 

[2:5t L (ID"I+ID"'I) lu~l (u~+ 1 +u~) 1 ) 2 ] . 

n=O <IEE;nt, ri=LIK, K=(ri,ri') 

Since the ratio of the size of two neighbouring meshes is bounded by regularity assumption on the mesh, 

we get from the estimate (11.32) on the solution : 

where C does not depend on m, and so R~']_) tends to zero when m tends to +oo. For R~7}, we have, by 

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality : 

N-1 

IR~~)I::; C'P L 5t L IKI P?.:+ 1 lu~ +u~,l (u~+ 1 - u~) 1 ) 
n=O KEM 

h(m) N- 1 (m) 1/2 
C 11 (m)ll 11 (m)ll ["""' (5 """' V (-n+1 -n+1)2] ::; 'P (vCm))l/2 P L= u L2 L.J t L.J hK u" - u", ' 

n=O KEM 
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and thus, thanks to the estimate (11.32) : 

where C does not depend on m. Therefore, this term also tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 

Finally, terms Tim) and Tim) are dealt with as in the implicit case. 

85 

D 

We now turn to the satisfaction of the entropy condition. Let us introduce the following discrete U (0, T; BV(Sl)) 

norm, defined for any function q piecewise constant on primal cells by : 

N 

llqiiT,x,BV = L 5t lq£- q}(l. (11.36) 

We are now in position to state the following result. 

THEOREM 11.4.4 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R We suppose that the po, 1/ po and uo are bounded in L00 (Sl) 

and that the initial pressure (i.e. the pressure obtained from the initial density p0 through the equation 

of state) is bounded in BV(Sl). 

Let (M(m), 5tCm))mEN be a regular sequence of discretizations in the sense of Definition 11.4.2. Let 

(pC m), p(m), u (m) )mEN be the corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence converges 

in LP(Sl x (0, T))\ for 1 ::; p < oo, to (p, p, u, u) E L00 (Sl x (0, T)) 4 . We suppose in addition that both 

sequences (pCm))mEN and (1/ p(m))mEN are uniformly bounded in L00 (Sl x (0, T)), and that (pCm))mEN is 

uniformly bounded in the discrete U(O, T; BV(Sl)) norm defined by (11.36). 

Finally, we assume that the sequence of numerical diffusion coefficients (vCm) )mEN satisfies : 

lim v(m) = 0, 
m---t+CXJ 

lim 
m---t+CXJ 

Then the limit (p, p, u) satisfies the entropy condition (11.5). 

Proof Let cp E C': ( Sl x [0, T)), cp ;:::: 0. With the same notations for the interpolate of cp as in the preceding 

proofs, we multiply the kinetic balance equation (11.30) by cp~, and the elastic potential balance (11.15) 

by cp}(, sum over the edges and cells respectively and over the time steps, to get : 

L T;:+l cp~ + L T~+l cp}( =- L R~+l cp~- L R']/1 cp}( 
£E£int KEM £E£int KEM 

- 2:: p;:+l cp~, (11.37) 

where: 

Tn+l = ~ ID<TI [pn(un+1)2 _ pn-l(un)2] + ~ 
0" 2 5t 0" 0" 0" 0" 2 

T~+l = 1~1 [P~+l'P(p~+l) _pi( 'P(p}() J + L p~+l'P(p~+l) u~+l nK,<T 

<TEE(K) 

£E£int 

<TE£(K) 
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and the quantities R~+ 1 and P;:+ 1 are given by (the one-dimensional version of) Equation (11.31). 

As in the implicit case, we refer to Chapter IV for the passage to the limit in the terms at the leftt-hand 

side of (11.37). The term associated to R~+ 1 is dealt with as in the implicit case, and g;;+1 is non-negative. 

Hence, the essential additional difficulty lies in the control of the additional remainder term involving 

the pressure gradients, i.e. the last term of (11.37). We first give the main steps of this bound in the 

semi-discrete setting. In this formalism, this remainder term reads in the kinetic energy balance : 

pn+1 = 5~ [IVpn+112 -IVJ5n+112], 
p 

So multiplying pn+ 1, as above, by an interpolate of cp(-, tn ), denoted by cpn, and integrating with respect 

to space and time, we get : 

On the other hand, the pressure renormalization step reads, at step n + 1 : 

1 1 
div(pn V'pn+1) = div((pn-1pn)l/2 V'pn). 

Multiplying by 25t pn+1cpn and integrating over space and time, we get : 

N-1 

2' ""' ' r [ 1 T7-n+1 1 T7-n] 1 T7(-n+1 n)- 0 
ut f::o ut Jo (pn)l/2 vp - (pn-1)1/2 vp . (pn)l/2 v p cp - . 

Develop ping the last gradient term and using the identity 2 (a- b, a) = (a, a) + (a- b, a- b) - (b, b), valid 

for any inner product (-, ·), we get Pren + Rren ::; 0 with : 

N-1 

Pren = L 5t r [ 5~ IVJ5n+112 - ~~11VJ5nl 2 ] cpn dx, 
n=O Jo P P 

N-1 

R - ""' ' r [ 5t T7-n+1 5t T7-n] T7 n n+1 
ren- 2 f::o ut Jo pn vp - (pn- 1pn)l/2 vp · vcp p . 

The term Rren is bounded as follows : 

1 
IRrenl::; c'P 11-11 IIPIIL= IIVPIIv 5t, 

p L= 

and thus tends to zero as 5t (with, at the discrete level, the U norm of the pressure replaced by its BV 

norm). On the other hand, we get : 

N-1 _ ""' J[ 1 I n+112 1 I n12] n Pkin + Pren- 5t L.J 5t --;;:;; V'p - n-1 V'p cp dx. 
n=O 0 p p 

By a discrete integration by parts with respect with the time, we get : 

Pkin + Pren = 5t2 r ~1 IVp0 l2 cp0 dx- 5t ~
1 

5t r In IVpn+ 112(cpn+1 - cpn) dx. 
Jo P n=O Jo P 

Thanks to the regularity of cp, we have : 
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and, in the fully discrete setting, we will conclude that this term tend to zero by invoking the inverse 

inequality IIVPIIL=::; C IIPIIL=/h, with C only depending on the regularity of the mesh, which yields: 

1 [ ] 5t
2 

Pkin +Pren::; c'P 11-piiL)IPIIL= IIPoiiBv(O) + IIPIIT,x,BV h. 

So, finally, we have Pkin ;:::: Pkin + Pren + Rren and we have proved that, when the time step tends to zero, 

the sum at the right-hand side of this relation tends to zero, which is the result we are seeking. 

Let us now undertake this program in the discrete setting. We multiply the pressure renormalization 

relation (11.27a) by f5?.:+1 cpK, which yields: 

VKEM, 

Summing over the cells and reordering the sums, we get : 

"""' 1 [ 1 (-n+1 -n+1) 1 ( n n)] [P-nK+1 rnnK -p-nL+1 rnnL] = 0. L.J h --;;:;; PK -pL - ( n-1 n)1/2 PK -pL r r 
erEEint, er=KIL er Per Per Per 

Let us now split the difference f5?.:+ 1 'PK -f51+1 cp£ using the identity 2( ab-ed) = ( a-c)(b+d)+( a+c)(b-d). 

Multiplying by 5t we get pn+1 + Rn+ 1 + Rn+1 = 0 with · .. .. ' ren ren, 1 ren,2 · 

[PnK+ 1 - PnL+ 1] cp~' 
(p;;) 1/2 

with, for er= KIL, cp~ = (cpK + cp£)/2 and j5~+ 1 = (f5?.:+1 + f52+ 1)/2. Thanks to the regularity of cp, we 

obtain: 
N-1 

L 5t [ IR~e~\ I + IR~e~~21] ::; c'P 5t 11 ~ 11 liP II L= liP II T,x,BV. 
n=O p L= 

Using the identity 2 (a- b) a= a2 +(a- b)2- b2, we get for Pr";,t1 : 

Let us recall the expression of P:;+ 1 : 

Defining pn+1 = "' pn+1 cpner, summing with prne+n 1 and integrating with respect to the time, we DaEEint er 

obtain: 

N-1 N-1 

L5t[pn+1+pr~t1];:::: L5t2 L :er [ 1n(P?.:+1_P2+1)2- }_1(PK-p£)2] cp~. 
n=O n=O erEEint, er=KIL Per Per 
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By a discrete integration by parts, we get : 

Using the fact that, for 0::; n::; Nand er= KIL E Eint, (PK.- PrY ::; IIPIIL= IPK.- p£1, we get, thanks 

to the regularity of cp : 

N-1 5t2 
L 5t [ pn+l + Pr~! 1 ] ~ -C'P h IIPIIL= [11P0 IIBV(O) + IIPIIT,x,BV]' 
n=O 

which is the desired estimate. D 



CHAPITRE 

An unconditionally stable 

pressure correction scheme for 

N avier-Stokes equations 

I 
n this paper we present a pressure correction scheme which is an exten

sion to the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations of a scheme which 

was recently introduced for the compressible barotropic Navier-Stokes 

equations {20} and for the drift-Bux model {26} . The space discretization is 

staggered, using either the Marker-A.nd Cell (MA. C) sheme or a nonconforming 

low-order finite element approximation; general quandrangular or triangular 

meshes may thus be considered. The pressure correction scheme is shown to 

preserve the stability properties of the continuous problem, irrespectively of the 

space and time steps. To ensure the positivity of the energy, a key ingredient 

is to couple the mass and energy balance in the projection step. The existence 

of a solution to each step of the scheme is proven. 
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111.1 Introduction 

The main object of this paper is to study the behaviour of a pressure correction scheme for the full 

compressible Navier-Stokes equations, with a low order finite element- finite volume discretization or 

with the MAC scheme. In particular, we wish to design a scheme for which we are able to prove the 

existence of a solution at each step of the scheme, and such that the approximate density and internal 

energy thus obtained are non-negative and the approximate total energy is controled. Let us consider the 

compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which may be written as : 

8tp+div(pu) =0, 

8t(pu) + div(pu ® u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

8t(pE) + div(pEu) + div(pu) + div(q) = div(T(u) · u), 

1 
E = 21ul2 + e, 

p=SJ(p,e). 

(lll.la) 

(lll.lb) 

(lll.lc) 

(lll.ld) 

(lll.le) 

where t stands for the time, p, u, p, E and e are the density, velocity, pressure, total energy and internal 

energy of the flow, T ( u) stands for the shear stress tensor, which satisfies 

(111.2) 

q stands for the heat diffusion flux, and the function SJ is the equation of state (EOS). The problem is 

supposed to be posed over Sl x (0, T), where Sl is an open bounded connected subset of JR.d, d ::; 3 and 

(0, T) is a finite time interval. This system must be supplemented by suitable boundary conditions, initial 

conditions and closure relations. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that u is prescribed to zero on 

the whole boundary 80, and that the system is adiabatic, i.e. V q · n = 0 on 80. The initial conditions 

for p, e are assumed to be positive; finally, the closure relations for T(u) and for q, are given by: 

t 2f-t . T(u) = t-L(Vu +Vu)- 3 d1vuJ, q = -AVe, (111.3) 

where A and 1-L are two positive parameters, possibly depending on x. In the sequel, we shall assume A= 1 

for the sake of simplicity. Let us suppose, again for the sake of simplicity, that u is prescribed to zero on 

the whole boundary 80, and that the system is adiabatic, i.e. V q · n = 0 on 80. 

Replacing the total energy E by its expression (111.1d) in the total energy equation (111.1c), we obtain: 

1 1 
8t(pe) + div(peu) + pdivu + div(q) + 2at(P lul 2) + "2div(p lul 2 u) + Vp · u = div(T(u).u). 

Noting that we have : 

~8t(P lul 2) + ~div(p lul 2 u) = l•f [8t(P) + div(pu)] + pu · 8t(u) + p lul 2div(u) 

= [p8t(u) + 8t(p)u + div(pu)u + pdiv(u)u]· u 

= [8t(pu) + div(pu ® u)] · u 

(III.4) 
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we get from the total energy equation (111.4) and from the momentum balance equation (111.1 b) : 

8t(pe) + div(peu)- D.e + pdiv(u) = T(u) :Vu. (111.5) 

Formally, taking the inner product of (111.1b) with u and integrating over Sl, integrating (111.5) over Sl, 

and summing both relations yields the stability estimate : 

(111.6) 

Since we assume the initial condition for p to be positive, the mass balance (111.1a) formally implies that 

the density p remains positive. 

We assume that the equation of state (111.1e) is such that there exists a function f : JR2 ---+JR. such that 

p = f(p, e) with f(-, 0) = 0 and f(O, ·) = 0, which we prolong by continuity to: 

p = f (p, e) with f (p, e) = 0 V p ::; 0 or e ::; 0. (Ill. 7) 

Equation (111.5) then implies (thanks to (111.2)) that the internal energy e remains positive (again at least 

formally), and so (111.6) yields a control on the unknown u. Mimicking this computation at the discrete 

level necessitates to check some arguments, among them : 

( i) a discrete counterpart to the relation : 

( ii) the equality of the integral of the dissipation term at the right-hand side of the discrete counterpart 

of (111.5) and the (discrete) U inner product between the velocity and the diffusion term in the 

discrete momentum balance equation (111.13). 

(iii) the non-negativity of the right-hand side of (111.5) in order, to preserve the positivity of the 

internal energy. 

The point (i) is extensively discussed in [25] (see also [38]), and will not be treated here. 

111.2 Meshes and unknowns 

Let M be a discretization mesh of the domain Sl consisting of discretization cells which are either convex 

quadrilaterals ( d = 2) or hexahedra ( d = 3), or simplices. If the shape of Sl allows, we whall consider 

rectangular cells (d = 2) or rectangular parallelepipedic cells (d = 3). By E and E(K) we denote the 

set of all edges er of the mesh and of the element K E M respectively. The set of edges included in the 

boundary of Sl is denoted by Eext and the set of internal edges (i.e. E \ Eext) is denoted by Eint· The 

mesh M is supposed to be regular in the usual sense of the finite selement literature (e.g. [9]), and, in 

particular, it satisfies the following properties : .2 

s.1 = UKEM K 

for K, L E M, the intersection K n L is either reduced to the empty set, or to a vertex if d = 2 

and a segment if d = 3, or else it is (the closure of) a common ( d- 1 )-edge of K and L, denoted by 

KIL. 
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For each internal edge of the mesh er = K I L, n K L stands for the normal vector to er, oriented from K to 

L. The outward normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· For K E M and er E E, we denote 

by IKI the measure of K and by lerl the (d -I)-dimensional measure of the face er. For any K EM and 

er E E(K), we denote by dK," the Euclidean distance between the center XK of the mesh and the edge 

er. For any er E E, we define d" = dK," + dL,"' if er E Eint and d" = dK," if er E Eext· For any er and er' 

elements of E, we denote by d""' the Euclidean distance between er and er'. 

The space discretization is staggered, using either the Marker-And Cell (MAC) scheme [37, 36], or non

conforming low-order finite element approximations, namely the Rannacher and Turek (RT) element [65] 

for quadrilateral or hexahedric meshes, or the Crouzeix-Raviart (CR) element [11] for simplicial meshes. 

For all discretizations (MAC, RT and CR), the degrees of freedom for the pressure, the density and the 

internal energy are associated to the cells of the mesh M. The degrees of freedom are therefore : 

The approximate density, pressure and internal energy therefore belong to the space Lh of piecewise 

constant functions : 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, the degrees of freedom for the ith component of the velocity are associated to a subset of 

E, denoted by £(i) C E, and are denoted by 

The definition of the sets £(i) depends on the choice of the discretization : 

MAC discretization. In this case the set £(i) is the set of edges that are orthogonal to the i-th 

basis vector eCi). 

RT and CR discretization. In this case the set £(i) is the whole set Eint, and the degrees of 

freedom u",i are the components of the velocities with respect to the finite element shape functions. 

More precisely : 

+ The reference element K for the Rannacher-Turek rotated bilinear element is the unit 

d-cube (with edges parallel to the coordinate axes). The discrete functional space on K 
is C,h (K)d, where C,h (K) is defined as follows : 

+ The reference element for the Crouzeix-Raviart is the unit d-simplex and the discrete 

functional space is the space P 1 of affine polynomials. 

The mapping from the reference element to the actual one is, for the Rannacher-Turek element, 

the standard Q1 mapping and, for the Crouzeix-Raviart element, the standard affine mapping. The 

discrete space wh is then defined as follows : 

Wh = {u E (L2 (0))d : uiK E W(K)d, 'ilK EM, 

1 uiKdr = 1 uiLdr'iler = KIL E Eint and 1 ud1 = 0, \/erE Eext }. 
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where TV ( K) is the space of functions on K generated by the reference clement and the ahoye 

described mapping. \Ve define Uer = L_~=l V-er,i eCi) where eCi) is the ith yector of the canonical 

basis of JRd. 

In order to write a discrete momenhnn conseryation, we need to introduce a dual mesh. For any K E M 

and any face erE E(K), let DK,er he the cone with basis er and with Yer tex the mass center of Kin both 

the RT and CR cases and let D K,er he the rectangle of basis er and of rneasure ID K,er I ec1ual to half the 

measure of Kin the .:VIAC case. The yolume DK,er is referred to as the half-diamond cell associated to K 

and CJ. For CJ E Eint, CJ = KIL, we now define the diamond cell Der associated to CJ by Der = D K,er U D L,er; 

for an external edge er E Eext n E(K), Der is set identical to DK,er· \Ve denote by s = DeriDer' the face 

separating two diamond cells D er and D er' (see Figure 111.1). 

F lG. 111.1 - Rarmacher-Turek and Crouzeix-RaYiart elements. 

111.3 The time-implicit numerical scheme 

111.3.1 Semi-discrete algorithm 

Let us consider a partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < tN = T of the time interyal (0, T), which, for the sake of 

simplicity, we suppose uniform. Let 5t = tn+l - tn for n = 0, 1, ... , N- 1 he the constant time step. In 
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a time semi-discrete setting, the implicit-in-time numerical scheme reads. 

n+1 n 
P - P + div( n+ 1 un+ 1) = 0 

5t p (Ill. Sa) 

(111.8b) 

(111.8c) 

(111.8d) 

111.3.2 The fully discrete algorithm and its first properties 

Let us now give the space discretization of the various steps of the algorithm (111.8). 

111.3.2.a Mass balance 

The mass balance equation (111.8a) is always discretized by an upwind finite-volume technique in order 

to ensure the positivity of the density; more precisely, the discretized mass balance reads : 

VKEM, j!g( n+1 _ n) + """' pn+1 = 0 5t PK PK L.J K,O" ) (111.9) 
O"E£(K) 

where F~;;} stands for the numerical mass flux across er outward K. On the internal edges, the numerical 

flux is defined by : 

w c _ K I L pn+ 1 _ I I -n+ 1 n+ 1 vCJ E Gint, (J- ) K,O" - (J PO" u!]" . nK,O") (111.10) 

where u~+ 1 · nK,O" is the approximation of the normal velocity to the face er outward K, and ~+1 is the 

upwind density at the edge er = KIL, that is : 

(111.11) 

Since u is assumed to be equal to 0 on the boundary, we impose : 

\/er E Eext, CJ = KIL, FKn+ 1 
= 0, ,O" (111.12) 

As mentioned previously, with such an upwind discretization, we get the positivity of the density : 

LEMMA 111.3.1 (POSITIVITY OF THE DENSITY) 

(see e.g. [27, Lemma 2.1]) Let (u~+ 1 )0"in£,n, be a given discrete velocity field, let (pK)KEM be a discrete 

density field for a given nE N. Assume that PK;:::: 0 'ilK EM. If a family (p?.:+ 1)KEM satisfies (111.9)~ 

(111.11), then P?.:+ 1 ;:::: 0, 'ilK EM. 
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111.3.2.b Momentum balance 

Because of the choice of a staggered discretization, the momentum equation is discretized on a dual 

mesh, the dual cells of which are related to the faces where the velocity unknowns are located. On 

rectangular grids, it is approximated by the MAC scheme. Otherwise we use a combined finite volume 

finite element method with low-degree finite elements for the diffusive terms, Crouzeix-Raviart element 

for simplicial meshes, Rannacher-Turek element [65] for quadrangles and hexahedra, and with a finite 

volume technique on the dual mesh for the time derivative term and convection term. The fully discretized 

momentum balance equations read, for 1 ::; i ::; d, \/er E £(i) : 

1 ~; 1 (p~+ 1u~r- p~u~,i) + L F:,t 1u~f +ID()" I (V'pn+l)~) -ID()" I (diVT(un+ 1 ))~) = 0, (111.13) 
EEE(Da) 

where p~+l (resp. p~) stands for an approximation of the density on the edge er at time tn+l (resp. tn ), 

F;:t 1 is the discrete mass flux through the dual edges outward DO", u~t 1 stands for an approximation 

of ~~+l on s, ( divT( un+l) )~) is an approximation of the i-th componen~ of the viscous term associated 

to er, and (V'pn+l )~) is the i-th component of the discrete gradient of the pressure pat the face er. Let 

us give some details on these approximations. 

Discrete dual densities and mass fluxes The approximate densities p~+l and discrete mass fluxes 

on the dual edges are chosen such the following discrete mass balance over the dual cells is satisfied : 

"""' pn+l = 0 .L....,.; cr,c ' (111.14) 
EE£(Da) 

This relationship may be obtained from the primal mass balance (111.9) by defining p~ as a weighted 

average with respect to the primal unknowns : 

\/erE Eint, er= KIL, (111.15) 

choosing for the discrete flux F::,t 1 through the dual face s of the half dual cell DO" the value of the flux 

through s of a constant divergence lifting of the mass fluxes (lerlu()" · n<Tp<T )<TEE through the faces of the 

primal cell K; for a detailed construction of this approximation, we refer to [25, I] in the finite element 

case in 2D, and to [38] in the MAC case. The additional unknowns u~J 1 may be chosen centered or 

upwind. In the centered case, for an internal sides= DO" ID()",, we thus get u~J 1 = (u~r +u~~l)/2 while, 

in the upwind case, we have u~t 1 = u~t 1 if F;:t 1 
;:::: 0 and u~t 1 = u~)} otherwise. 

' ' ' ' ' 
Because the velocity unknowns are located on the edges, the dual discrete balance equation (111.14) is 

crucial in order to obtain the following stability result, which is a discrete equivalent of the kinetic energy 

theorem: 

(p~ u~tl - p~ u~ i) + """' F;:tl u~tl] u~tl ;:::: 
' ' .L...,.; ' ' ' 

EEE(Da) 

d 

~"""'"""' ID<TI [pn+l lun+ll2 -pn lun-12]. 2 ~ ~ 5t 0" <T,~ 0" <T,~ 

(111.16) 

i=l <TEE,~~ 

We refer to [27] and [38] for the proof of this result in the finite element case and MAC case respectively. 
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Viscous term The MAC discretization of the dissipation term ( T( un+l) : vun+l) K associated to K 

is detailed in the appendix (see formula (111.44), see also [2]), and the following property is satisfied : 

(111.17) 

It is clear that (111.17) also holds with a low order finite element discretization. Multiplying the approxi

mation of the viscous term by the corresponding unknown of the velocity u~r and summing over the 

edges and the components, we obtain: 

d 

L L ID<TI (divT(un+l))~)u~tl =- L IKI (T(un+l): Vun+l)K. (111.18) 
i=l <TE£(i) KEM 

This equality is the analogue of fo di VT ( u) · u = - fo T ( u) : Vu. For the proof of the property (111.17) 

and the equality (111.18), we refer to [2]. 

Pressure gradient term The finite element discretization for the pressure gradient term at the internal 

face er= KIL reads : 

where r.p~) = cp<T eCi) and where cp()" is the scalar finite element basis function (for the CR finite element, 

it is affine on each element, equal to 1 at the center of er and equal to 0 at the center of all other edges). 

Since the pressure is piecewise constant, the transposed of the discrete gradient operator takes the form 

of the finite volume standard discretization of the divergence based on the finite element mesh, which 

coincides with the MAC discretization of the divergence; indeed, the previous relation can be rewritten 

as follows : 

IDO"I(Vpn+l)~) =- L r pn+l divr.p~) dx = lcrl (P2+l- P?.:+ 1 ) nK,<T. e(i). 
KEMJK 

(111.19) 

Multiplying this equality by u~r and summing over the edges and the components, we obtain : 

d 

L L IDO"I (Vpn+l)~) u~r 
i=l <TE£(i) 

=- L P?.:+l L lcrl u~+l · nK,<T =- L 1Kip?.:+1(divun+l)K, (111.20) 
KEM <TE£(K) KEM 

where we have introduced the discrete divergence 

(d. n+l) _ 1 """' 1 1 n+l 1vu K- TKT ~ er u<T · nK,<T· 

<TE£(K) 

This equality is also valid in the case of the MAC discretization; it is the discrete analogue to fo V p · u = 

- fop div( u). The finite element discretization for this term reads : 

IDO"I(diVT(un+l))~) =- L r T(un+l): Vr.p~) dx. 
KEMJK 
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111.3.2.c Energy balance 

The internal energy equation (111.5) is discretized in a similar way to the momentum equation. The 

resulting discrete internal energy equation reads : 

VKEM, ~(pn+1en+1 _ pn en)+ ~ pn+1en+1 
5t K K K K L.J K,O" !]" 

O"E£(K) 
en+1 _ en+1 

+ L 10"1 K d L +1Kip';(+ 1(div(un+ 1))K=IKI(T(un+1):Vun+1)K, (111.21) 
O"E£(K) O" 
O"=KIL 

where e~+ 1 is the internal energy at the edge O" = KIL, computed with the upwind technique : 

n+ 1 if U n+ 1 · n > 0 
eK ' er K,cr- ' 

(111.22) 
en+ 1 otherwise. 

L ' 

Again, this upwind choice allows to to ensure the positivity of the internal energy, as we shall prove 

thanks to the following lemma, which states the stability of an appropriate discretization of a convection 

operator; it gives, in particular, the conservation of the kinetic energy (111.16) which we mentioned earlier 

(see also [20]). 

LEMMA 111.3.2 

[27, Lemma 2.2] Let (PK )KEM and (pk )KEM be two families of real numbers satisfying the following set 

of equations : 

VKEM, IKI ( *) ~ Tt PK-PK + L.J FK,O" =0 
O"=KIL 

where FK,O" is a quantity associated to the edge O" and to the control volume K. We suppose that, for any 

internal O" = KIL, FK,O" = -FL,O"· Let (zK )KEM and (zk )KEM be two families of real numbers. Then 

the following stability property holds : 

- L YJ( [l~l (PKZK- pkz'K) + L (F1:,0"zK- FJ(,O"zL)J ~ 
KEM O"=KIL 

Let us now state the positivity result. Note that this result together with the positivity of the density 

(Lemma (111.3.1)) and the stability inequality (111.16) are a priori result since we have not yet shown the 

existence of a solution to the scheme (111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.22). In fact, these a priori estimates 

are used to prove the existence of a solution in Section 111.3.2.e below. 

LEMMA 111.3.3 (POSITIVITY OF THE INTERNAL ENERGY) 

Under assumption (111.7) and (111.2), let nE N, let (pK_, uK_, eK_ )KEM E JRcardM x (lRcard£)d x ]RcardM) 

and assume that eK_ ~ 0 'ilK EM; let (p';(+1, u';(+l, e';(+ 1)KEM satisfy (111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.22), 

then e';(+ 1 ~ 0 'ilK EM. 
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Proof For n E N we assume that eK ;:::: 0 for all K E M. Multiplying the discrete internal energy 

equation (111.21) by (-(e';(-+1)-), using the fact that e~+l is given by the upwind choice (111.22) and 

summing over the mesh, we obtain: 

E, 
n+l n+l - L L lo(K ; eL (e';(-+1)-- L IKip';(+l(divun+l)K(e';(-+1)-

KEM <IE£(K) " KEM 

E3 

L IKI (T(un+l): Vun+l)K (e';(-+1)-. 
KEM 

By virtue of Lemma 111.3.2, the first term E 1 can be estimated as follows : 

El;::::~ L 1~1 [p';(+l((e';(-+1)-)2 -pK((eK)-)2] = ~ L l~lp';(+l((e';(-+1)-)2. 
KEM KEM 

Thanks to (111.7), we have E3 = 0 and thanks to (111.17), we have E4 ::; 0. Reordering the sum in the 

term E2, we obtain : 

E __ "' J.d[ n+l _ n+l][( n+l)- _ ( n+l)-] 2- ~ eK eL eK eL . d(I 
ri=KIL 

Since the function x f--.+ x- is non-increasing, we obtain that E 2 ;:::: 0; Gathering all the terms, we obtain : 

0 < ~ "' @] n+l((en+l)-)2 < O 
- 2 ~ 5t PK K -

KEM 

which shows that (e';(-+1)- = 0, for all K EM; this concludes the proof. D 

111.3.2.d Discrete EOS 

Finally, the equation of state (111.1e) is easily discretized by 

(111.23) 

111.3.2.e Existence of a solution to the fully discrete scheme 

We recall the following theorem, which is a consequence of the topological degree theory, see e.g. [13], and 

which is a very powerful tool for the proof of existence of non linear systems arising from the discretization 

of non linear partial differential equations (see [16] for other examples of its use). 

THEOREM 111.3.4 (APPLICATION OF THE TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE, FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE) 

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space on JR., 11-11 a norm on V, let f be a continuous function from V 

to V and let R > 0. Let us assume that there exists a continuous function F : V x [0, 1] ---+ V satisfying : 

(i) F(., 1) = j, 
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(ii) \la E [0, 1], if v E V is such that F(v, a)= 0 then v E BR= {v E V; llvll < R}, 

(iii) the topological degree of F(.,O) with respect to 0 and BR is equal to do# 0. 

Then the topological degree ofF(., 1) with respect to 0 and to BR is also equal to do# 0; consequently, 

there exists at least a solution v E BR such that f(v) = 0. 

THEOREM 111.3.5 (EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION TO THE IMPLICIT SCHEME) 

Under assumption (111.7) and (111.2), assume that /J.: > 0 and ek > 0, for all K E M. There exists a 

solution (pK_, uK_, eK_ )KEM, n<:.N to the implicit scheme (111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.22) which satisfies 

pK_ > 0, eK_ > 0 for all K E M and n ::; N, and such that the following inequality holds for all n ::; N : 

L IKI pK_eK_ + ~ L ID()" I P~ lu~l 2 ::; L IKI Pkek + ~ L IDO"I /; lu;I
2

- (111.24) 
KEM <TE£int KEM <TEE;nt 

Proof 

Let us first show that under the assumptions of the theorem, if the family (pK_, uK_, eK_) KEM, n<:.N satisfies 

(111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.22), then the inequality (111.24) holds. Multiplying the discrete momentum 

balance equation (111.13) by the corresponding unknown of the velocity u~r and summing over the 

edges and the components i, by virtue of the stability of the discrete advection operator (111.16) and the 

equality (111.20) and (111.18) we obtain : 

~ L ~~;I [p~+l lu~+ 1 1 2 - p~ lu~l 2 ] - L 1Kip~+ 1 (div(un+ 1 ))K 
<TE£int KEM 

+ L IKI (T(un+l): Vun+l)K::; 0. (111.25) 
KEM 

Noting that, by conservativity, FK,<T = -FL,<T for er= KIL, and that 

KEM<TE£(K) 
<T=KIL 

=0, 

and summing (111.25) with the sum of the discrete internal energy equation (111.21) over K EM, we get: 

"" IKI [ n+l n+l n n] + 1 "" ID I [p~+l lu~+ll2- n~ lu~l2] ::; 0, L.J PK eK - PK eK 2 L.J 0" V V tev V 

KEM <TEE;nt 

which concludes the proof of (111.24). 

Let us now show the existence of a solution to the sheme (111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.23). For a E [0, 1] 

and a fixed n E N, we consider the following discrete set of equations, for K E M and EinEint· For 

a = 0, it is an invertible linear system, and for a = 1, it is the fully discrete scheme (111.9)~(111.19), 

(111.21 )~(111.23). 
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j!g(pn+l _ pn) +a """' pn+l = 0 5t K K L.J K,O" , 
O"E£(K) 

ID!]" I (pn+lun+l _ pnun ·)+a ( """' pn+lun+l +ID I (V'pn+l)(i) _ID 1 (divT(un+l))(i)) = 0 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z · er er er er ' 

EEE(Da) 

IKI r n+l n+l 1 Tt(pr;;+ler;;+l- p?.:e?.:) +a L F~~le~+l + L lo{K ~ eL + IKipr;;+l(div(un+l))K 
O"E£(K) O"E£(K) 

O"=KIL 

= aiKI (T(un+l): Vun+l) K, VK EM, 

By the same analysis that we performed for the study of the scheme (111.9)~(111.19), (111.21)~(111.23), any 

family (pr;;+l )KEM and ( er;;+l )KEM satisfying the above scheme is such that pr;;+l and er;;+l are positive 

for all K. Moreover, the conservativity of the mass balance discretization yields that 

KEM KEM 

which yields an L 00 bound on the family (pr;;+l )KEM; finally, the above stability result (111.16) also holds; 

we thus have an uniform control over the families of real numbers (PK )KEM, (pKeK )KEM and vectors 

(p!]"u!]" )O"EEint. For a = 0, the system is linear and invertible with respect to these unknowns. We conclude 

thanks to a topological degree argument. D 

111.4 Pressure correction scheme 

111.4.1 Semi-discrete algorithm 

A pressure correction numerical scheme is obtained by complementing the scheme presented in the prece

ding section by an incremental projection method. Writing this algorithm in a semi-discrete time setting, 

this yields the following three steps : 

1 - solve for pn+l 

(111.26) 

2- Solve for un+l : 

(111.27) 
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n+l n+l n n 
p e -p e +div(pn+len+lun+l)-.6en+l+pn+ldiv(un+l)=T(un+l):Vun+l (111.28c) 

5t 
pn+l = SJ(en+l, pn+l). (111.28d) 

The first step is a renormalization of the pressure which is used in the stability analysis. 

The second step is a classical semi-implicit solution of the momentum blance equation to obtain a pre

dicted velocity. 

Finally the last step is an original nonlinear pressure correction step, which couples the mass balance 

equation (111.28b) with the internal energy balance equation (111.28c). This coupling is important to 

ensure the positivity of the energy : indeed, in the proof of Lemma alll.3.3, we used the fact that the 

pressure vanishes in the term pn+l div( un+l) when en+l is negative. 

111.4.2 Discrete algorithm 

The space discretization is again staggered, using either the Marker~And~Cell (MAC) scheme, or non

conforming low-order finite element approximations. 

The finite element discretization for the pressure prediction step at the internal face er= KIL reads : 

which coincides with the MAC discretization and may be rewritten as follows : 

VKEM, '""' L J:_ (-n+l _ -n+l) _ '""' L 1 ( n _ n) 
L.J ID I n PK PL - L.J ID I V PK PL 

<T=KIL <T PO" <T=KIL <T p":; p"/;~ 1 
(111.29) 

The discretization of projection equation (111.28a) is consistent with that of the momentum balance 

(111.27) , i.e. we use a mass lumping technique for the unsteady term in both cases and a standard finite 

element formulation for the gradient of the pressure increment in the finite element case : 

\/er E Eint, for 1 ::; i ::; d, ID<TI pn (un+l- un+l)- '""' 1 (pn+l -p-n+l) \7. lll(i) dx = 0 
(5t er cr,z cr,z L....,.; Tcr ' 

KEM K 

which can be rewritten as follows : 

\/er E Eint, er= KIL, 

We may then write the general form of the fully discrete to the pressure correction scheme : 
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1- Renormalization step :'ilK EM, 

(111.31) 

2 - Velocity prediction step : for 1 ::; i ::; d, and for any er E Ei~~, 

ID()" I (pnun+l- pn-lun .) + ""' pn un+l +ID I (Vp-n+l)(i) -ID I (divT(un+l))(i) = 0 (111.32) 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z er er er er ' 

EEE(Da) 

where F:.:,E is the dual edge mass flux. 

3 - Projection step : 

ID<TI n ( n+l _ -n+l) +I I [( n+l _ -n+l) _ ( n+l _ -n+l)] n _ 0 bt PO" u<T,i u<T,i CJ PL PL PK PK KL- , 

for 1::; i::; dander= KIL E Ei~~' 

<TE£(K), 

<T=KIL 

+1Kip'](+ 1(div(un+l))K = IKI (T(un+l): Vun+l)K, 'ilK EM, 

where F~;;} is the primal edge mass flux. 

111.4.3 Properties of the scheme 

THEOREM 111.4.1 

(111.33a) 

(111.33b) 

(111.33c) 

There exists a solution to the scheme (111.31)-(111.33d), which satisfies pf.c > 0, ef.c > 0 for all K E M 

and nE N, and such that the following inequality holds : 

L IKI pf.ceJ.c + ~ L ID<TI P~-l~u~l 2 
+ 

5~
2

1Pnl~n-1, M ::; 
KEM <TE£~ (111.34) 

where 

Proof 

The positivity of the density p'](-+ 1 and the internal energy e'](-+ 1 and the existence of a solution are 

obtained by repeating arguments similar to those invoked in the implicit-in-time scheme. There remains 

to prove that (111.34) holds. 
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Multiplying the discrete momentum balance equation (111.32) by the corresponding unknown of the 

velocity u~r and summing and the components i and their associated edges, by virtue of the stability 

of the discrete advection operator (111.16) and the equalities (111.20) and (111.18) we obtain : 

+ L IKI (T(un+1): Vun+1)K::; 0. 
KEM 

Summing the discrete internal energy equation (111.33c) over the cells K E M and with the previous 

relation, we obtain : 

er;;+1- lk e'K] + ~ L I~; I [P~ lu~+ 1 1 2 - P~- 1 lu~l 2 ] 
aEEint 

+ L 1Kip?.:+1(div(un+1))K- L IKIJ5?.:+1(div(un+1))K::; 0 
(111.35) 

KEM KEM 

Reordering the first relation of the projection step (111.33a) and multiplying by (p~)- 11 2 we obtain, for 

1 ::; i ::; d and er = KIL E Ei~~ : 

Squaring the previous relation and multiplying by 5t/2ID<T I and summing over the edges and the com

ponent i, we obtain : 

Summing this last relation with (111.35) and multiplying by 5t, we get : 

+ 5t
2 

"' 2_ J.:f_( n+1 _ n+1)2 _ 5t
2 

"' 2_ l:f_(-n+1 _ -n+1)2 _ 0 
2 LJ n ID I PL PK 2 LJ n ID I PL PK -

<T=KIL p<T <T <T=KIL p<T <T 

M M 

Thanks to the renormalization step (111.31), we have: 

1-n+ 112 < 1 n 12 p pn, M _ P pn-1, M 

which concludes the proof. D 
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111.5 Appendix : the MAC discretization of the dissipation term 

111.5.1 The two-dimensional case 

Let us first propose a discrctization for the diffusion term -div(T(v.)) in the momentum cc1uation (lll.lb) .. 

\Vc begin with the x-componcnt of the wlocity, for which we write a balance ec1uation on K;:"- ~ ,j 
(x;_ 1 , x;) x (Yj-~' YJ+~) (sec Figures 111.2 and 111.3 for the notations). 

D : K:r 1. 
'l,-2,] 

. O"'r. 
• 'l,,J 

F lG. 111.2 - Dual cell for the x-componcnt of the yclocity 

Integrating the x component of the momenhnn balance cc1uation oyer K:"_ l . , we get for the diffusion 
z, 2 ,J 

term : 

(111.36) 

where eCr) stands for the first wctor of the canonical basis of JR2 . \Ve denote by O"jr:j the right face of 

K;:"-~,J' i.e. O"jr:j = {x;} x (Yj-~' YJ+~). Splitting the boundary integral in (111.36), the part of T;'lif~,j 

associated to O"jr:j, also referred to as the Yiscous flux through O"ir:j, reads : 

-[1x. T(u) ndr] . eCr) = -21x. {t a,ru'r dr + ~ 1x. {t (D,ru'r + OyuY) d,, 
'l,J 'l,J 'l,J 

and the usual finite difference tedmic1ue yields the following approximation for this term : 

where {t;,j is an approximation of the Yiscosity at the face O"jr:j. Similarly, let O"L ~ ,j+ ~ = ( x;_ 1 , x;) x {y J+ ~} 
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be the top edge of the cell. Then : 

- [1x T(u) nd1] ·e(x) = -1x f.L (8yux+8xuY)dr 

i-~,j+~ i-~,j+~ 

where 1-Li- ~ ,J+ ~ stands for an approximation of the viscosity at the edge O"~_ ~ ,J+ ~. 

Let us now multiply each discrete equation for ux by the corresponding degree of freedom of a velocity 

field v (i.e. the balance over K~_l 
1
. by v~_l 

1
.) and sum over i and j. The viscous flux at the face O"i,j 

2' 2' 

appears twice in the sum, once multiplied by v~_l 
1
. and the second one by -v~+l 

1
., and the corresponding 

2' 2' 

term reads: 

(111.38) 

Similarly, the term associated to O"~_l 
1
.+l appears multiplied by v~_l 

1
. and by -v~_l 

1
.+ 1 ' and we get: 

2' 2 2' 2' 

Ti~s~.J+~(u,v) = 1-Li-~,J+~ h~_~h~+~ 
X X Y Y X X 

[ ui-~,j~~- ui-~,j + ui,J+~ :X ~i-l,J+~ J vi-~,j~~- vi-~,j 

J+~ ~-2 J+~ 

(111.39) 

Let us now define the discrete gradient of the velocity as follows : 

The derivatives involved in the divergence, a;tux and a;tuY) are defined over the primal cells by : 

(111.40) 

For the other derivatives, we introduce another mesh which is vertex-centred, and we denote by Kxy 

the generic cell of this new mesh, with Kx+yl ·+l = (xi,xi+l) x (YJ,YJ+d· Then, Vx E Kx+yl ·+l: 
1, 2 ,J 2 1, 2 ,J 2 

(111.41) 

With this definition, we get : 

Tdis(u v) = f.L. r [iaMux- ~aMuy]aMvxdx 
~.J ) ~.J J K. . 3 X 3 y X ) 

"·1 

and: 

Let us now perform the same operations for the y-component of the velocity. Doing so, we are lead to 

introduce an approximation of the viscosity at the edge O"i-~.J+~ ={xi-~} x (yj, YJ+l) (see Figure 111.3). 
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D :a~ 1 ..: 1 
:t - 2 aJ + 2 

uY. 3 
.t..,·,J+., 

Y j+ ~ r---------r---Tt------.---------, 
I 

FlG. 111.3 - Dual cell for they-component of t.he Yelocit.y 
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Let us suppose that we take the same approximation as on O"L ~ .J+ ~. Then, the same argument yields 

that multiplying each discrete ec1uation for u'r and for uY by the corresponding degree of freedom of a 

yelocity field v, we obtain a dissipat-ion term which reads : 

Tdis(u,v) = l TM(u): vMvdx, (111.42) 

where V'M is the discret-e gradient defined by (111.40)-(111.41) and TM the discret.e t.ensor : 

(111.43) 

where {t is the Yiscosity defined on the primal mesh by {t( x) = {ti.,j, Vx E K;,j and {Cry is the Yiscosity 

defined on the wrtex-centred mesh, by ft(x) = ftH~ .J' + ~· Vx E K;r;~ ,J+ ~· 

Now the form (111.42) suggest.s a natural to discret.ize t.he Yiscous dissipation term in the internal energy 

balance in order for the consistency property ( ii) to hold. Indeed, if we simply set on each primal cell 

K;,J: 

(111.44) 

then, thanks to (111.42), the property ( ii) which reads : 

Tdis(u,u) = 2)K;,jl (T(u): Vu)i.,j· 
i,j 

holds. Furthermore, we get from Definit.ion (111.43) t.hat. TM(u)(x) is a symrnetrical tensor, for any i,j 

and x E K;,j, and therefore an elementary algebraic argument yields : 
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FlG. 111.4 - The xy-staggcred cell K;n;~ J+ ~.k' used in the definition of a;tu'r, 8;:tuY, and TM(u),r,y = 

TM(u)y,:r· - -

Rernark 8 ( Appro:r:irnation of the viscosity) 

N otc that, for the symmetry of TM ( u) to hold, the choice of the same viscosity at the edges O"~r'_ ~ J+ ~ and 

O"Y_ ~ •. H ~ is crucial eyen though other choices may appear natural. Assuming for instance the Yiscosity 

to he a function of an additional yariahlc defined on the primal mesh, the following construction seems 

reasonable : 

l. define a constant Yaluc for ft on each primal cell, 

2. associate a Yalue of ft to the primal edges, by taking the aycragc between the Yaluc at the adjacent 

cells, 

3. finally, split the integral of the shear stress oyer O";'_ ~ .j+ ~ in two parts, one for the part included 

in t.he (top) boundary of K;-1 ,j and t.lte second one in the boundary of K;,j. 

Then the Yiscosities on O" jr:_ ~ oi+ ~ and O"f_ ~ ,j + ~ coincide only for uniform meshes, and, in the general case, 

the symmetry of TM ( u) is -lost~ - -

111.5.2 Extension to the three-dimensional case 

Extending the computations of the preceding section to three space dimensions yields the following 

construction. 

First, define three new meshes, which arc "edge-centred" : K:ry l ·' + l k = (x;, xHl) x (y;, YJ+d x 
'l! "'t 2 w 2' 

(zk-~• zk+~) is staggered from the primal mesh K;,j,k in the x and y direction (see Figure 111.4), 

K:r+•z l . k+ l in the x and z direction, and Kyz+ l L+ l in the y and z direction. 
z, 2 ,J l 2 l-,J 2 I rij 2 

The partial deriyatiws of the yelocity components are then defined as piecewise constant functions, 

the Yaluc of which is obtained by natural finite differences : 

for CJ,;:tu'r, CJ;tuY and CJ:;tuz, on the primal mesh, 

for EJYMu'r and 8;:tuY on the cells (IC+'Yl -+ l k), 
"t 2 r3 2' 
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Then, define four families of values for the viscosity field, f-L, 1-Lxy, 1-Lxz and 1-Lyz, associated to the 

primal and the three edge-centred meshes respectively. 

The shear stress tensor is obtained by the extension of (111.43) to d = 3. 

And, finally, the dissipation term is given by (111.44). 





CHAPITRE 

Consistent staggered schemes 

for compressible flows - Euler 

equations. 

I 
n this paper, we propose an implicit scheme and a pressure correction 

scheme for the Euler equations, based on space discretizations of stag

gered type : l\!L4.C scheme or low-order (Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix

Raviart) finite elements. Both schemes rely on the discretization of the internal 

energy balance equation, which offers two main advantages: first, we avoid the 

space discretization of the total energy, the expression of which involves cell

centered and face-centered variables; second, we obtain algorithms which boil 

down to usual schemes in the incompressible limit. To obtain correct weak solu

tions (in particular, with shocks satisfying the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions), 

we need to introduce a source term in the internal energy balance, which we 

build as follows. We first derive a discrete kinetic energy balance. This relation 

involves source terms, which are then, in some way, compensated in the internal 

energy balance. Since the kinetic and internal energy equation are associated 

to the primal and dual mesh respectively, they cannot be summed to obtain 

a total energy balance. However, we theoretically prove, in the lD case, that, 

if the scheme converges, the limit indeed satisfies a weak form of this latter 

equation. Finally, we present numerical results which confort this theory. 
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IV.l Introduction 

Let us consider the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which reads : 

8tp + div(pu) = 0, 

8t(pu) + div(pu ® u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

8t(pE) + div(pEu) + div(pu) = div(T(u) · u), 

p = (r -1) pe, 
1 

E = 21ul2 +e, 

(IV.1a) 

(IV.1b) 

(IV.1c) 

(IV.1d) 

where t stands for the time, p, u, p, E and e are the density, velocity, pressure, total energy and internal 

energy in the flow, T(u) stands for the shear stress tensor, and 1 > 1 is a coefficient specific to the 

considered fluid. The problem is supposed to be posed over Sl x (0, T), where Sl is a open bounded 

connected subset of JR.d, d::; 3 and (0, T) is a finite time interval. This system must be complemented by 

suitable boundary conditions, and initial conditions for p, e and u, which are positive for p and e. The 

closure relation for T ( u) is assumed to be : 

(IV.2) 

where 1-L stand for a (possibly depending on x) non-negative parameter. 

We suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that u is prescribed to zero on the whole boundary 80. 

Let us suppose that the solution is regular. Taking the inner product of the momentum balance equation 

(IV.1b) by u and using the mass balance equation, we obtain the so-called the kinetic energy balance 

equation: 

(IV.3) 

Subtracting this relation from the total energy balance, we obtain the internal energy balance equation : 

8t(pe) + div(peu) + pdiv(u) = T(u): Vu. (IV.4) 

Since, 

(i) from Equation (IV.2) (and from thermodynamical arguments), T(u) :Vu;::: 0, 

(ii) thanks to the mass balance equation, the first two terms in the left-hand side of (IV.4) may be 

recast as a transport operator: 8t(pe) + div(peu) = p [8te + u · Ve], 

( iii) and, finally, because, from the equation of state, the pressure vanishes when e = 0, 

this equation implies that e remains non-negative at all times. 

The aim of this paper is to build a numerical scheme for the Euler equations (i.e. System (IV .1) with 

1-L = 0) based on staggered space discretizations, the motivation for this choice being that we would like 

to obtain a scheme taht is stable and accurate at all Mach numbers, and, in particular, boils down to a 

usual scheme for incompressible flows (or, more generally, for the asymptotic model of vanishing Mach 

number flows [54]) when the Mach number tends to zero. In incompressible models, the natural energy 

balance equation is the internal energy equation (IV.4). In addition, discretizing (IV.4) instead of the 

total energy balance (IV.1c) presents two advantages : 
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first, it avoids the space discretization of the total energy, which is rather unatural for staggered 

schemes since the degrees of freedom for the velocity and the scalar variables are not colocated, 

second, a suitable discretization of (IV.4) may yield, "by construction" of the scheme, the positivity 

of the internal energy. 

However, for solutions with shocks, Equation (IV.4) is not equivalent to (IV.Ic); more precisely speaking, 

one can show that, at the locations of shocks, positive measures should replace T( u) : Vu (which 

formally vanishes since 1-L = 0) at the right-hand side of Equation (IV.4). Discretizing (IV.4) instead 

of (IV.Ic) may thus yield a scheme which does not compute the correct weak discontinuous solutions, 

the manifestation of this non-consistency being that the numerical solutions present shocks which are 

not consistent with the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions associated to (IV.Ic). The essential result of this 

paper is to provide solutions to circumvent this problem. To this purpose, we closely mimick the formal 

computation performed above : 

Starting from the discrete momentum balance equation, with an ad hoc discretization of the convec

tion operator, we derive a discrete kinetic energy balance; residual terms are present in this relation, 

which do no tend to zero with space and time step (they are the discrete manifestations of the the 

above mentionned measures). 

These residual terms are then compensated by source terms in the internal energy balance. 

We provide a theoretical justification of this process by showing that, in the ID case, if the scheme is 

stable enough and converges to a limit (in a sense to be defined), this limit satisfies a weak form of 

(IV.Ic) which implies the correct Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. Then, we perform numerical tests which 

substantiate this analysis. Two different time discretizations are proposed : first, a fully implicit scheme (a 

solution to which may be rather difficult to obtain in practice) and, second, a pressure correction scheme 

(the algorithm which is indeed used in the tests presented here, and in the industrial open-source code 

ISIS [40], developed at IRSN on the basis of the software components library PELICANS [63]). Let us 

mention also that fully explicit versions may be built, and are now under study [59]. 

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing the space discretizations (Section IV.2). We 

then study the implicit scheme (Section IV.3) : we first give the general form of the algorithm (Section 

IV.3.I), then derive the kinetic energy balance and deduce the source terms to be included in the internal 

energy balance (Section IV.3.2), and, finally, we pass to the limit in the scheme to prove (in ID) the 

consistency of the scheme (Section IV .3.3). Section IV .4 follows the same lines for the pressure correction 

scheme. Finally, we present some numerical tests in Section IV.5. 

IV.2 Meshes and unknowns 

Let M be a decomposition of the domain Sl, supposed to be regular in the usual sense of the finite element 

literature ( eg. [9]). The cells may be : 

for a general domain Sl, either convex quadrilaterals ( d = 2) or hexahedra ( d = 3) or simplices, 

both type of discretizations being possibly combined in a same mesh, 

for a domain the boundaries of which are hyperplanes normal to a coordinate axis, rectangles 

( d = 2) or rectangular parallelepipeds ( d = 3) (the faces of which, of course, are then also necessarily 
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normal to a coordinate axis). 

ByE and E(K) we denote the set of all ( d-1 )-faces er of the mesh and of the element K E M respectively. 

The set of edges included in the boundary of Sl is denoted by Eext and the set of internal ones (i.e. E\ Eext) 

is denoted by Eint; a face er E Eint separating the cells K and L is denoted by er = KIL. The outward 

normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· ForK EM and erE E, we denote by IKI the measure 

of K and by I cri the ( d- 1 )-measure of the face cr. For 1 ::; i ::; d, we denote by £(i) C E the subset of the 

faces of E which are perpendicular to the ith unit vector of the canonical basis of JR. d. 

The space discretization is staggered, using either the Marker-And Cell (MAC) scheme [37, 36], or non

conforming low-order finite element approximations, namely the Rannacher and Turek element (RT) [65] 

for quadrilateral or hexahedric meshes, or the Crouzeix-Raviart (CR) element [11] for simplicial meshes. 

For all these space discretizations, the degrees of freedom for the pressure, the density and the internal 

energy are associated to the cells of the mesh M, and are denoted by : 

Let us then turn to the degrees of freedom for the velocity. 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations The degrees of freedom for the velo

cities are located at the center of the faces of the mesh, and we choose the version of the element 

where they represent the average of the velocity through a face. The set of degrees of freedom 

reads : 

{ u",i' erE E, 1 ::; i ::; d}. 

MAC discretization The degrees of freedom for the ith component of the velocity, defined at the 

centres of the face er E £(i), are denoted by : 

IV.3 An implicit scheme 

IV.3.1 The scheme 

Let us consider a uniform partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < tN = T of the time interval (0, T), and 

let 5t = tn+l - tn for n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1 be the constant time step. We consider an implicit-in-time 
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numerical scheme, which reads in its fully discrete form : 

VKEM, j!g( n+l _ n) + """' pn+l = 0 5t PK PK L.J K,O" ) (IV.5a) 
O"E£(K) 

\/er E £(i) in the MAC case, 
For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

\/er E E otherwise, 

(IV.5b) 

VKEM, 

VKEM, 

Equation (IV.5a) is obtained by the discretization of the mass balance over the primal mesh, and F~;;/ 

stands for the mass flux across er outward K, given by : 

\/erE Eint, er= KIL, pn+l = lerl p-n+l un+l . n 
K,cr er er K,cr· 

In this relation, the notation u~+l · nK,O" stands the approximation of the normal velocity to the face 

er outward K. For the MAC discretization, this quantity is given (up, possibly, to a change of sign) by 

the velocity degree of freedom located at the face; for the RT and CR discretizations, it is computed by 

taking the inner product of the (vector valued) velocity on er, u~+ 1 , and the outward normal vector nK,O" 

(i.e. doing exactly what the notation says). The density at the face er= KIL, ~+1 , is approximated by 

the upwind technique : 

otherwise. 

We now turn to the discrete momentum balance (IV .5b). For the MAC discretization, but also for the 

RT and CR discretization, the time derivative and convection terms are approximated in (IV .5b) by a 

finite volume technique over a dual mesh, which we now define : 

Rannacher-Turek or Crouzeix-Raviart discretizations For the RT or CR discretization, the 

dual mesh is the same for all the velocity components. When K E M is a simplex, a rectangles or 

a cuboid, for erE E(K), we define DK,O" as the cone with basis er and with vertex the mass center 

of K. We thus obtain a partition of K in m sub-volumes, where m is the number of faces of the 

mesh, each sub-volume having the same measure IDK,O"I = IKI/m. We extend this definition to 

general quadrangles and hexahedra, with a partition still of equal-volume sub-cells, and with the 

same connectivities; note that this is of course always possible, but that such a volume D K,O" may 

be no longer a cone : indeed, if K is far from a pallelogram, it may not be possible to built a cone 

having er as basis, the opposite vertex lying inK and a volume equal to IKI/m. The volume DK,O" 

is refered to as the half-diamond cell associated to K and er. 
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FlG. IV.l - Primal and dual meshes for the Rannacher-Turek and Crouzeix-RaYiart elements. 

For erE Eint, er = KIL, we now define the diamond cell DO" associated to er by DO" = DK,O" U DL,O"; 

for an external face erE Eext n E(K), DO" is just the same Yohnne as DK,O"· 

MAC discretization For the .:VIAC scheme, the dual mesh depends on the component of the 

yelocity. For each of them, its definition differs from the RT or CR dual mesh only by the choice 

of the half-diamond cell, which, for K E M and er E E(K), is now the rectangle of basis er and of 

measure IDK,O"I ec1ual to half the measure of K. 

\Ve denote by ID!]" I the measure of the dual cell ID!]" I, and by s = DO" I DO"' the face separating two diamond 

cells D !]" and DO"' (see Figure IV .l). 

To make the discretization of the time deriyatiye term comple te, we must. provide a definition for the 

p~+ 1 and p~, which approximate the density on the edge er at time p lt 1 and t 11 respectiwly. They are 

giwn by the following weighted awrage : 

\/er E Eint , er = KIL , (IV.6) 

\Ve now turn to the corwection term. The first task is to define the discrete mass flux through the dual 

edge s outward D !]", denoted by F~',t 1, the guideline for its construction being that we need a finite yohnne 

discretization of the mass balance equation owr the diamond cells to hold : 

\fer E E, ID l
p:;+1- p:! 

V V + ~ pn+1 = 0 
0" 5t ~ O",E l 

(IV.7) 
EEE(Da) 

in order to be be able to deriye a discrete kinetic energy balance (see Section IV.3.2 below). For a dual edge 

s included in the primal cell K, this flux is computed as a linear combination (wi th constant coefficients, 

i.e. independent, of t.he edge and the cell) of the mass fluxes through the faces of K, i.e. t.he c1uantities 

(F~;;} )O"EE(K) appearing in the discrete mass balance (IV .5a). \Ve do not giye here this set of coefficients, 

and refer to [1, 38, 25] for a detailed construction of this approximation. 
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The quantity u~J 1 stands for an approximation of u~+l on s wich may be chosen centered or upwind, 

so, fors= D<TID<T'' reads: 

C t d . n+l _ ( n+l n+l)/2 en ere case . uE,i - u<T,i + u<T, ,i . Upwind case : u~,t 1 = 
if pn+l > 0 

cr,c - ' 

otherwise. 

The last term (Vpn+l )<T,i stands for the i-th component of the discrete pressure gradient at the face er, 

which reads : 

for CJ E Eint, CJ = KIL, 

Finally, Equation (IV.5c) is a approximation of the internal balance over the primal mesh K. To ensure 

the positivity of the convection operator [50], we use an upwinding technique for this term : 

if pn+l > 0 
K,cr- ' 

otherwise. 

The divergence of the velocity, ( div ( un+l)) K' is discretized ar follows : 

(d. ( n+l)) _ 1 """' I I n+l 1v u K- TKT ~ er u<T ·nK,<T· 
<TE£(K) 

Note that this definition implies that the discrete gradient and divergence operators are dual with respect 

to the U inner product : 

KEM E,i 

where the notation l::t:,i means that the summation is performed for 1 ::; i ::; d and, for a given index 

i, on er E £(i) for the MAC scheme and on er E E for the RT or CR discretization. The right-hand side, 

s~+l, is derived using consistency arguments in the next section. 

IV.3.2 The discrete kinetic energy balance equation and the corrective source 

terms 

Let 5up be a coefficient defined by 5up = 1 if an upwind discretization is used for the convection term in 

the momentum balance equation and 5up = 0 in the centered case. With this notation, the momentum 

balance equation reads : 

1 IFn+ll ( n+l n+l) ID I (V n+l) - 0 2 CT
1
E Ucr,i - Ucr 1 ,i + CT P cr,i - · (IV.8) 

E=DaiDa' 
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We begin with deriving a discrete kinetic energy balance equation. To this purpose, we multiply equation 

(IV.8) by the corresponding velocity unknown u~r, which yields T~~nv + T:,~ + T;',i = 0, with : 

T;',i ID I (V'pn+l) . un+l 
a a,z a,z · 

Lemma A.0.2 of the appendix yields : 

Let us define R~,t 1 by the sum of - T:,~ and the opposite of the last term of this equation : 

With this notation, we thus obtain the following relation : 

ID I (
T'7 n+l) n+l _ Rn+l + er v P cr,i ucr,i - cr,i · (IV.9) 

We recognize at the left-hand side a conservative discrete kinetic energy balance. The next step is now to 

deal with the residual term at the right-hand side. To this purpose, our guideline is to recover a consistent 

discretization of the total energy balance. The first idea to do this could be just to sum the (discrete) 

kinetic energy balance with the internal energy balance : we show in [59] that it is indeed possible for 

a colocated discretization But here, we face the fact that the kinetic energy balance is associated to the 

dual mesh, while the internal energy balance is discretized on the primal one. The way to circumvent this 

difficulty is to remark that we do not really need a discrete total energy balance ; in fact, we only need 

to recover (a weak form of) this equation when the mesh and time steps tend to zero. To this purpose, 

we choose s~+l in such a way to somewhat compensate the terms (R~r) : 

VKEM, 

L ID~,o-1 P'k (u~+l- u~)2 + 5up (IV.IO) 
o-E£(K) 

The coefficient aK,E is fixed to 1 if the faces is included inK, and this is the only situation to consider 

for the RT and CR discretization. For the MAC scheme, some dual edges are included in the primal cells, 
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but some lie on their boundary ; for s being in the latter case, we denote by NE the set of cells M such 

that M n s # 0 (the cardinal of this set being always 4), and compute aK,E by : 

For a uniform grid, this formula yields aK,E = 1/4. 

The expression of the (s~+l )KEM is justified by the passage to the limit in the scheme (for a one

dimensional problem) performed in Section IV.3.3. However, its expression may be anticipated, making 

the following remarks. First, we note that : 

L s~+l + L R~,tl = o. (IV.ll) 
KEM £,i 

Indeed, the first part of S K, thanks to the expression (IV .6) of the density at the face Prn results from a 

dispatching of the first part of the residual over the two adjacent cells : 

affected to K affected to L 

For the second part of the remainder (or of s~+ 1), a standard reordering of the sum yields : 

where the notation l::t,i (E=<TI<T') means that we perform the sum over the components 1 ::; i ::; d and the 

faces of the dual mesh associated to the component i, and that the dual cells separated by a a generic 

dual faces in the summation are denoted by DO" and D<T'· 

However, we may wonder why we do not use in s~+l the expression of this term as it is written in the 

remainder, i.e. , in other words, use the numerical diffusion mutiplied by u instead of the dissipation. A 

first answer is that we mimick what happens at the continuous level : the term which appears in the 

kinetic energy balance is div(T(u)) · u and the corresponding term in the internal energy balance is 

T(u) :Vu. A more involved argument is that the expression in s~+l provides a positive source term to 

the internal energy balance, and we may hope that the difference between both expressions tends to zero 

(because the numerical diffusion tends to zero) in the sense of distributions. To have an intuition of this 

fact, let us consider the toy elliptic problem, posed over Sl : 

V- f-L!::,.V = j, 

where 1-L is a positive parameter and f E L 2(Sl). Assuming homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, 

we obtain by standard variational arguments llvlbco) + t-L 11211Vvll ::; C, with C only depending on Sl 

and f. We thus get, with cp E C~(Sl) : 

l [1-L(!::,.v)v + f-LIV'vl 2] cpdx = f-L l div(vVv)cpdx = -t-L l vVv · Vcpdx, 

and so, finally, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality : 

IL [1-L(!::,.u)u + t-LIV'u12] cpdxl ::; CIIVcpiiL=(o) /-Ll/2. 
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A discrete analogue of this simple computation is used to pass to the limit in the scheme in the next 

section (with a control on the unknown assumed and not proven). 

Since, in the equation of state, the pressure vanishes fore= 0, and that s;~+ 1 is a non-negative continuous 

function of the unknowns p, u and p, adapting the proof of Chapter 3 to cope with this additional term, 

we obtain that the scheme admits at least one solution, which satisfies p ;:::: 0, p ;:::: 0 and e ;:::: 0. In addition, 

Equation (IV.ll) shows that the scheme conserves the total energy. 

IV.3.3 Passing to the limit in the scheme 

The objective of this section is to show, in the one dimensional case, that, if a sequence of solutions is 

controlled in suitable norms and converges to a limit, this latter necessarily satisfies a (part of the) weak 

formulation of the continuous problem. 

We suppose given a sequence of meshes and time steps (M(m), 5tCm))mEN, such that the time step and 

the size h(m) of the mesh M(m), defined by : 

h(m) = h 
SUPKEM(=) K, 

tend to zero as m ---+ oo, where hK stands for the diameter of K. Note that, since we are dealing with a 

ID problem, hK = IKI. 

Let p(m), p(m), eCm) and uCm) be the solution given by the scheme (IV.5) with the mesh M(m) and the 

time step 5t(m), or, more precisely speaking, a ID version of the scheme which may be obtained by taking 

the MAC variant, only one horizontal stripe of meshes, supposing that the vertical component of the 

velocity (the degree of freedom of which are located on the top and bottom boundaries) vanishes, and 

that the measure of the faces is equal to 1. To the discrete unknowns, we associate piecewise constant 

functions on time intervals and on primal or dual cells, so the density pC m), the pressure pC m), the internal 

energy eCm) and the velocity uCm) are defined almost everywhere on Sl x (0, T) by : 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L p~ XK X(n,n.+1), 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

e(m)(x, t) = L L e~ XK X(n,n.+1), 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

p(m)(x, t) = L L p~ XK X(n,n.+1), 

n=O KEM 

N-1 

u(m)(x, t) = L L u~ XDa X(n,n.+1)' 

n=O riE£ 

where XK, XDa and Xcn,n.+ 1) stand for the characteristic function of K, D" and the interval (n,n + 1) 

respectively, and, for short, we have dropped the superscript (m) in M(m), £(m), N(m) and in the local 

values of the discrete functions. 

We suppose that the sequence (pCml,p(m), eCm), uCml)mEN is uniformly bounded in L00 ((0, T) x Sl), i.e.: 

(IV.I2) 

and: 

(IV.I3) 
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We also suppose a uniform control on the translates in space and time, which we now state. For discrete 

function q and v defined on the primal and dual mesh, respectively, we define a discrete U ( (0, T); BV(Sl)) 

norm by: 

N N 

llqiiT,x,BV = L 5t lq£- q}(l, llviiT,x,BV = L 5t 

and a discrete U (Sl; BV( (0, T))) norm by : 

N-1 N-1 

llqiiT,t,BV = L hK L lq~+ 1 
- q}(l, llviiT,t,BV = L h!J L lv~+ 1 - v~l, 

KEM n=O <JE£ n=O 

where, for er= KIL, h!J = (hK + hL)/2. We suppose that the sequence of solutions satisfies the following 

uniform bounds with respect to these two norms : 

(IV.l4) 

and: 

llu(m) IIT,t,BV ::; C, V m E N, (IV.l5) 

Of course, we are not able to prove the estimates (IV.l2)-(IV.l4) for the solutions of the scheme; however, 

such inequalities are satisfied by the "interpolation" (for instance, by taking the cell average) of the 

solution to a Riemann problem, and are observed in computations (of course, as far as possible, i.e. with 

a limited sequence of meshes and time steps). 

A weak solution to the continuous problem satisfies, for any cp E C~ ([0, T) x Sl) : 

-1 [Patcp + pu 8xcp] dx -1 p(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, 
Ox(O,T) 0 

-1 [pu 8tcp + (pu 2 + p) 8xcp] dx -1 p(x, 0) u(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, 
Ox(O,T) 0 

-1 [pE 8tcp + (pE + p) u 8xcp] dx -1 p(x, 0) E(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx = 0, 
Ox(O,T) 0 

p=(r-1)pe, 
1 2 

E= 2u +e. 

(IV.l6a) 

(IV.l6b) 

(IV.l6c) 

(IV.l6d) 

Note that these relations are not sufficient to define a weak solution to the problem, since they do not 

imply anything about the boundary conditions. However, they allow to derive the Rankine-Hugoniot 

conditions ; so, if we show that they are satisfied by the limit of a sequence of solutions to the discrete 

problem, this implies, loosely speaking, that the scheme computes the right shocks, which is the result we 

seek. It is stated in the following theorem. 

THEOREM IV.3.1 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of R Let (M(m), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time 

steps such that h(m) and 5tCm) tend to zero as m tends to infinity. Let (pCm) p(m) eCm) uCml) be 
' "' ' ' ' mEN 

the corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence satisfies (IV.l2)-(IV.l4) and 

converges in U ( (0, T) x Sl) 
4

, for 1 ::; r < oo, to (p, p, e, u) E L00 
( (0, T) x Sl ( 

Then the limit (p, p, e, u) satisfies the system (IV.l6). 
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Proof The fact that the limit (p, p, u) satisfies (IV.l6a) and (IV.l6b) is proven in Chapter 2, using 

milder estimates and convergence assumptions. On the other hand, the fact that (p, p, e, u) satisfies the 

equation of state is straightforward, in view of the supposed convergence. We thus only need to prove 

that (p, p, e, u) satisfies (IV.l6c). 

Let cp E c;;xo(O x [0, T)). Let mEN, M(m) and 5tCm) be given. Dropping for short the superscript (m), 

we define cp M and 'P£, an interpolate of cp on the primal and dual mesh respectively, by : 

N-1 

'PM= L L cp7<: XK x(tn,tn+l), 
n=O KEM 

where, for 1 ::; n::; N, K EM and erE E, we set : 

and 

N-1 

'P£ = L L cp~ XDa x(tn,tn+l), 
n=O CIE£ 

(IV.l7) 

with XK the mass center of K and xCI the abscissa of the face cr. We also define the time discrete derivative 

of these discrete functions by : 

(IV.l8) 

and their space discrete derivatives : 

(IV.l9) 

where the notation er= K < L means that er= KIL with the orientation XK <XL, K =<er, er' >means 

that K = (xCI, xCI' ), with xCI < xCI' and, for er= KIL, dCI = (hK + hL)/2. Finally, we define ocpM,£ by: 

N-1 

Ox'PM,£ = L 
n=O 

(IV.20) 

Thanks to the regularity of cp, the piecewise constant functions 'PM, cp£, Ot'PM, Otcp£, Ox'PM, Ox'P£ and 

Oxcp M,£ converge in U ( 0 x (0, T)), for r ;::: 1 (including r = +oo), to cp, cp, 8tcp, 8tcp, 8xcp, 8xcp and 8xcp 

respectively. 

On one hand, let us multiply the discrete kinetic energy equation (IV.9) by 5t cp~ and sum over the edges 

and the time steps. On the other hand, let us multiply the discrete internal energy equation (IV.5c) by 

5t cp7<:, and sum over the primal cells and the time steps. Finally, let us sum the two obtained relations. 
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We get: 

T(m) + T.(m) + T.(m) + T(m) + T,(m) _ R(m) 
1 2 3 4 s-' with: 

N-1 
T~m) = ~ L 5t L ~~;I [p~+1(u~+1)2- p~(u~)2] cp~, 

n=O riE£ 

N-1 
T.(m) _ '""'5t '""' @] [ n+1 n+1 _ n n] n 

2 - L.J L.J bt PK eK PKeK cpK, 
n=O KEM 

N-1 
Tim) = ~ L5tL 

n=O riE£ 

N-1 
T(m) = '""'5t'""' '""' pn+1en+1 cpn 

4 L.J L.J L.J K,ri " K' 
n=O K riE£(K) 

N-1 N-1 
T~m) = L 5t LID" I (V'pn+1)" u~+ 1 cp~ + L 5t L IKI P?.:+ 1 (div(un+1))K cpK, 

n=O KEM 

N-1 N-1 
R(m) = L 5t L R~+ 1 cp~ + L 5t L sr;;+1 cpK. 

n=O KEM 

We first study T~m). Since the support of cp is compact in Sl x (0, T), for space and time steps small 

enough (or, equivalently, m large enough), the interpolates of cp vanish for n = N, and, at any time, on 

the cells and faces located in a neighbourhood of the boundaries; we suppose that it is the case for the 

element m of the sequence under consideration, for the term T~m) as well as for the remainder of the 

proof. Reordering of the sums and then using the definition (IV.6) of the density at the edges, we thus 

get: 

Since, by assumption, the sequence of discrete solutions and of interpolates converge in U ( Sl x ( 0, T)) 

for r ;:::: 1, and by definition of the initial conditions, we get : 

By a similar computation, we get for Tim) : 

N-1 n+1 n 

Tim) =- L 5t L IKI P?.:+ 1 er;;+ 1 cpK 
5
; cpK - L IKI /l ek cpk 

n=O riE£ <IE£ 

and therefore : 

lim Tim) = - rT r pe 8tcpdx5t- r p(x, 0) e(x, 0) cp(x, 0) dx. 
m---++oo Jo Jo Jo 
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Let us now turn to Tim). ForK=< er, er' >and s the dual face included inK, the dual mass flux reads: 

pn+1 = ~ (Fn+~ _ pn+1). 
cr,c 2 K,cr K,cr 

We thus get, reordering the sums : 

1 
N-1 

T(m) = --4 """'5t """' (Fn+1- pn+1) un+1 un+1 (rnn rnn) 
3 .L....,.; .L....,.; K,cr K,cr' er' er r er - r er' 

n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

1 
N-1 

=-4 2:5t 2: 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

1 
N-1 

=-2 2:5t 2: 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

Let us denote by ~(m) the first term. We have : 

~(m)=-~ faT L p(m) (u(m))3 Ox'P£ dx5t, 

The residual term R~m) reads : 

N-1 

R~m) = -~ L 5t L 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

so 

(IV.21) 

[ (~+1u~+1 + p;;+-1u~;+-1) u~;+-1 u~+1 _ p';(-+1 (( u~+1 )3 + ( u~;+-1 )3) J ( cp~ _ cp~,) (IV. 22) 

Expanding the quantity ( u~+ 1 )3 + ( u~;+- 1 )3 thanks to the identity a3 + b3 = (a + b) (ab + (a - b) 2), and 

then reordering the sums we obtain R(m) = R(m) + R(m) with· ' 3 3,1 3,2 . 

N-1 

R~'])= -~2:5t L [(~+1_p';(+1)u~+1+(f3::)1-p';(+1)u~;+-1] 
n=O KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

In the term R~']), the differences ~+1 - p';(-+ 1 and p;:;+-1 - p';(-+ 1 either vanish or compare the density in 

two adjacent cells. We thus get : 

and R~']) tends to zero when m tends to +oo. By similar arguments : 

IR~~)I::; hC'P 11/m)IIL= llu(m)ll~= llu(m)IIT,x,BV, 

and thus R~~) also tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 

Expressing the mass fiuxes as a function of the unknowns in Tim), we get, choosing for er = KIL the 

orientation such that pn+ 1 > 0 so p-::n+ 1 = pn+ 1 and en+1 = en+1 · 
K,ri- ' " K " K · 
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where the quantity n" is equal to + 1 if x L ;:::: x K and to -1 otherwise and the notation er = K ---+ L 

means that er= KIL, with a flow leaving K and entering L. We decompose Tim) =~(m) + R~m), with : 

We have: 

SO lim ~(m)=- rT r peu 8xcpdx5t. 
m---++oo Jo Jo 

Expanding the quantity (p?.:+ 1 er;;+ 1 - P1+ 1 e2+1) in the residual term R~m) thanks to the identity 2( ab

cd) = (a + c) ( b - d) + ( b + d) (a - c), we get : 

IR~m)l::; Ccph llu(m)IIL= [IIP(m)IIL= lle(m)IIT,x,BV + lle(m)IIL= IIP(m)IIT,x,BV], 

so that R~m) tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 

The term T~ m) reads : 

N-1 N-1 

T~m) = L 5t LID" I (V'pn+1)" u~+ 1 cp~ + L 5t L IKI P?.:+ 1 (div(un+1))K cpK 
n=O riE£ n=O KEM 

N-1 

= L 5t [ L (P1+1 - P?.:+1) u~+1 cp~ + L P?.:+1 ( u~;+-1 - u~+1) cpK J 
n=O riE£,ri=K<L KEM,K=<ri,ri'> 

N-1 

= 2:: -5t 

We thus obtain : 

and so: 

T,(m) 
5 

Finally we study R(m), which we decompose in R(m) = R~m) + R~';), the first part gathering the terms 

which are not linked to a possible upwinding. We have for this residual : 

N-1 

R~m) = ~ L [2::-ID"I P~ (u~+ 1 -u~) 2 cp~+ L L IDK,"I PK (u~+ 1 -u~) 2 cpKJ 
n=O riE£ KEM riE£(K) 
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We thus obtain : 

and R(m) tends to zero when m---+ oo. We now turn to the upwind case. The corresponding terms read: 

N-1 

R~';) = ~ L 5t[2: 
n=O riE£ 

+2: IF:,t11 (u~+1_u~)1)2 cp'K] 
KEM ECK,E=DaiDa' 

As explained at the end of Section IV.3.2, the general idea is now to recast this term as a discrete version 

of the integral over space and time of a quantity of the form -u 8xu 8xcp scaled by a numerical viscosity 

vanishing with the space step ; then, the supposed controls on the solution imply that the term tends to 

zero. We thus reorder the sums in R~';), which yields : 

and thus: 

We thus get, using the definition (IV.21) of the mass fiuxes at the dual faces : 

which yields the desired control. 

Gathering the expression of the limits of each of the terms T~m) to T~m) and R(m) concludes the proof. 

D 

IV .4 A pressure correction scheme 

IV.4.1 The scheme 

We derive in this section a pressure correction numerical scheme from the implicit scheme (IV.5). The 

first step, as usual, is to compute a tentative velocity by solving the momentum balance equation with the 

begining-of-step pressure. Then, the velocity is corrected and the other variables are advanced in time, 

here, which is less standard, by a single coupled step; this is motivated by stability reasons detailed in 

Chapter 3. Still for stability reasons, or, in other words, to be able to derive a kinetic energy balance, we 

need that a mass balance over the dual cells (IV.7) holds; since the mass balance is not yet solved when 

performing the prediction step, this leads us to perform a time shift of the density at this step. 
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The algorithm reads : 

Prediction step Solve for un+ 1 
: 

\/er E £(i) in the MAC case, 
For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

\/er E E otherwise, 

(IV.23a) 

Correction step Solve for pn+ 1, pn+ 1 , en+ 1 and un+ 1 : 

\/er E £(i) in the MAC case, 
For 1 ::; i ::; d, 

\/er E E otherwise, 

(IV.23b) 

VKEM, j!g ( n+ 1 _ n ) + """' pn+ 1 = 0 
5t PK PK L.J K,O" ' (IV.23c) 

O"E£(K) 

VKEM, 

(IV.23d) 

VKEM, (IV.23e) 

IV.4.2 The discrete kinetic energy balance equation and the corrective source 

terms 

We repeat the same process that we have followed for the implicit scheme, to determine the numerical 

term source SJ(. We thus begin with deriving the discrete kinetic energy equation. To this purpose, we 

sum the momentum balance equation (IV.23a) with the velocity correction equation (IV.23b), which 

yields : 

Multiplying this equation by the corresponding degree of freedom of the predicted velocity u~r, we 

obtain: 
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Let us recast the first two terms of this equation as T~~) + T~~), with : 

The term T~~) has the structure which allows to apply Lemma A.0.2 of the appendix, and we get : 

"""' pn ~n+l ~n+l R(l) 
.L....,.; CT 1 E Ucr,i UCT 1 ,i + cr,i' 

with: 

Using the identity 2 (a-b) a= a2 - b2 + (a-b )2, valid for any real numbers a and b, we get for T2 

T(2) = ~ ID()" I [pn(un+l)2 _ pn(un .)2] + R(2) 
cr,z 2 (5t er cr,z er cr,z cr,z' 

with: 

Summing, we get the discrete kinetic energy balance equation : 

~ ID<TI [pn(un+1)2 _ pn-l(un .)2] + ~ 
2 5t 0" <T,~ 0" <T,~ 2 

+ ID I (T'7 n+l) ~n+l _ Rn 
er v P cr,i ucr,i - cr,i, (IV.24) 

with: 

By the same arguments as in the implicit case, we get : 

(IV.25) 

Note that, now, the term SK may be negative, which we have indeed observed in computations; however, 

even in very severe cases (as, for instance, Test 3 of [68, chapter 4]), at least with a reasonable time step, 

we still obtained a positive internal energy. 
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IV.4.3 Passing to the limit in the scheme 

As for the implicit scheme, we show in this section, in the one dimensional case, that, if a sequence of 

solutions is controlled in suitable norms and converges to a limit, this limit necessarily satisfies a (part 

of the) weak formulation of the continuous problem. 

Let (M(m), 5tCm))mEN be a sequence of meshes and time steps, such that 5t(m) and h(m) tend to zero 

as m ---+ oo. Let p(m), p(m), eCm), uCm) and uCm) be the associated solution of the pressure correction 

scheme (IV.23), obtained, as in the implicit case, with the ID version of the scheme. We suppose that 

this solution satisfies similar controls as in the case of the implicit scheme, so, in addition of the already 

written bounds for p(m), p(m), eCm) and uCm), we also assume : 

l(u(m))~l ::;c, VcrEE(m), forO::;n::;N(m), \/mEN, 

and llu(m)IIT,x,BV::; C, IIP(m)IIT,t,BV::; C, Vm EN. (IV.26) 

Note that we do not need any control on llu(m)IIT,t,BV· Then we get the following "passage to the limit" 

theorem. 

THEOREM IV.4.1 

Let Sl be an open bounded interval of of R Let (M Cm), 5t(m) )mEN be a sequence of meshes and time 

steps such that h(m) and 5tCm) tend to zero as m tends to infinity. Let (pCm) p(m) eCm) uCm) uCml) 
' "' ' ' ' ' mEN 

be the corresponding sequence of solutions. We suppose that this sequence satisfies (IV.l2)~(IV.l4) and 

(IV.26) and converges in LP ( (0, T) x Sl) 
5

, for 1 ::; p < oo, to (p, p, e, u, u) E L00 
( (0, T) x Sl t 

Then u = u and (p, p, e, u) satisfies the system (IV.l6). 

Proof. Let cp E C~(Sl x (0, T)). Let mEN, M(m) and 5tCm) be given, and let the interpolates, and time 

and space discrete derivatives of cp associated to this discretization be defined, as in the implicit scheme, 

by (IV.l7), (IV.l8), (IV.l9) and (IV.20). 

We begin with checking that u = u. To this purpose, it is sufficient to note that the correction step yields : 

\/er = KIL E E, and for 0 ::; n ::; N- 1, 

so: 

which, passing to the limit when m---+ +oo, yields the result. 

We now turn to the proof that the limit satisfies (IV.l6). On one hand, lets us multiply the discrete 

kinetic energy equation (IV.24) by 5t cp~ and sum over the edges and the time steps. On the other hand, 

let us multiply the discrete internal energy equation (IV.23d) by 5t cpj0 and sum over the primal celles 
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and the time steps. Finally, let us sum the two obtained relations. We get : 

with: 

N-1 

T~m) = ~ L 5t L ~~;I [p~(u~+1)2- P~-1(u~)2] cp~, 
n=O riE£ 

N-1 

Tim) = ~ L 5tL 
n=O riE£ 

pn un+1 un+1 cpn 
cr,c er' er er' 

EEE(Da), E=DaiDa' 

N-1 N-1 

R(m) = L 5t L R~+ 1 cp~ + L 5t L s~+ 1 
cpK, 

n=O riE£ n=O KEM 

the terms Tim), TJm) and T~m) being the same as in the implicit scheme. 

The passage to the limit in the term T~m) is done as in the implicit case, just remarking that pC m)(-,·- 5t) 

strongly converges to p. For the term Tim), still by a computation similar to the implicit case, we get : 

Let us denote by ~(m) the first term. We get : 

so: 

The residual term R~m) reads : 

We thus get: 

Using the identity 2(ab- cd) =(a- c)(b +d)+ (a+ c)(b- d) for D 1 and D 1 , we conclude that: 

and thus R~m) tends to zero when m tends to +oo. 
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Finally we study R(m), which we split in R(m) = R~m) + R~';), the first part, namely R~m), gathering the 

terms which are not associated to the upwinding : 

N-1 

+ ~ L L L IDK,<TI [P~- 1 (u~+ 1 - u~) 2 - P'K (u~+ 1 - u~+ 1 ) 2 ] cp'K 
n=O KEM <TE£(K) 

Thanks to the definition of the density on the edges, we get : 

N-1 

R~m) = ~ L L L IDK,<TI [P~-1 (u~+1- u~)2- P'K (u~+1- u~+1)2] (cp'K- cp~), 
n=O KEM <TE£(K) 

so: 
N-1 

IR~m)l::; hC'P L L L IDK,<TIIP~-1(u~+1_u~)2 -p'K(u~+1_u~+1)21· 
n=O KEM <TE£(K) 

Developping : 

yields : 

IR~m) I ::; h c'P IIP(m) IIT,t,BV (llu(m) 11~= + llu(m) 11~=) 

+ IIP(m)IIL= llu(m)IIT,t,BV (llu(m)IIL= + llu(m)IIL= ), 

and so R~m) tends to zero as m tends to +oo. Replacing uCm) by uCm), the term R~';) takes the same 

expression as in the implicit case, and so also tends to zero. Gathering all the limits yields the result we 

are seeking. D 

IV.5 Numerical tests 

In this section, we assess the behaviour of the scheme on a one dimensional Riemann problem. We choose 

initial conditions such that the structure of the solution consists in two shock waves, separated by the 

contact discontinuity, with sufficiently strong shocks to allow to easily discrimate between convergence 

to the correct weak solution or not. These initial conditions are those proposed in [68, chapter 4], for the 

test refered to as Test 5 : 

r
PL

1 
r 5.99924

1 
left state : uL = 19.5975 

PL 460.894 r
PR

1 
r 5.99242

1 
right state : uR -6.19633 

PR 46.0950 

The problem is posed over Sl = ( -0.5, 0.5), and the discontinuity is initially located at x = 0. 

We obtain a one dimensional scheme by simply taking one horizontal stripe of meshes (of constant size) 

with the MAC discretization, and applying perfect slip boundary conditions at the top and bottom 
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boundary. At the other boundaries, since, in this test, the flow is entering the domain, the solution 

is prescribed (which, in fact, is unimportant, the solution being constant at any time in a sufficiently 

large neighbourhood of these boundaries). Passed numerical experiments addressing barotropic flows (see 

Chapter I) showed that, at least for one dimensional computations with schemes similar to the one under 

study here, it was not necessary to use upwinding in the momentum balance equation; consequently, we 

only employ a centered approximation of the velocity at the dual edges. 

The computations are performed with the open-source software ISIS [40], developed at IRSN on the basis 

of the software component library and programming environment PELICANS [63]. 

The density fields obtained with h = 1/2000 (or a number of cells n = 2000) at t = 0.035, with and 

without assembling the corrective source term in the internal energy balance (SK )KEM, together with 

the analytical solution, are shown on Figure IV.2. The density and the pressure obtained, still with and 

without corrective terms, for various meshes, are plotted on Figure IV.3 and IV.3 respectively. For these 

computations, we take 5t = h/20, which yields a cfl number, with respect to the material velocity only, 

close to one. The first conclusion is that both schemes seem to converge, but the corrective term is 

necessary to obtain the correct solution. In this case, for instance, we obtain the correct intermediate 

state for the pressure and velocity up to four digits in the essential part of the corresponding zone : 

(analytical) intermediate state : 

numerical results : 

= for x E (0.028, 0.428) [p*] [1691.65] 
u* 8.68977 

p E (1691.6, 1691.8) 

u E (8.689, 8.690) 
for x E (0.032, 0.417) 

Without corrective term, one can check that the obtained solution is not a weak solution to the Euler 

system : indeed, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition applied to the total energy balance, with the states 

obtained numerically, yields a right shock velocity slightly greater than the analytical solution one, while 

the same shock velocity obtained numerically is clearly lower. 

We also observe that the scheme is rather diffusive, specially for representing the contact discontinuity, 

where the beneficial compressive effect of the shocks does not apply. More accurate variants may certainly 

be derived, using for instance MUSCL-like techniques. Finally, let us also mention that a fully explicit 

version of the scheme is currently under testing. 
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ANNEXE 

Some results associated to finite 

volume convection operators 

We gather in this section some results concerning the discretization by the finite volume method of two 

convection operators : 

- the first one reads, at the continuous level, p----+ C(p) = 8tp + div(pu), where u stands for a given 

velocity field, which is not assumed to satisfy any divergence constraint, 

- the second one is z----+ Cp(z) = 8t(pz) + div(pzu), where p and u stands for two given scalar and 

vector fields, which are supposed to satisfy 8tp + div(pu) = 0. 

Multiplying these operators by functions depending on the unknown is currently used to obtain convection 

operators acting over different variables, possibly with residual terms : one may think, for instance, to 

the theory of renormalized solutions (for the first one), or, in mechanics, to the derivation of the so-called 

kinetic energy transport identity (for the second one). The results provided in this section are discrete 

variants of such relations. 

We begin with a property of C, which, at the continuous level, may be formally obtained as follows. Let 

1/J be a regular function from (0, +oo) to JR.; then : 

1/J'(p) C(p) = 1/J'(p) 8t(P) + 1/J'(p) u ·V p + 1/J'(p) p divu 

= 8t(1/J(p)) + u · V''I/J(p) + p'I/J'(p) divu, 

so adding and subtracting 1/J(p) divu yields : 

1/J'(p) C(p) = 8t( 1/J(p)) + div( 1/J(p)u) + (p'I/J'(p) -1/J(p)) divu. (A. I) 

Obtaining a proof of this last identity, in a weak sense and with minimal regularity assumptions for p 

and u and increasing properties of 1/J is the object of the theory of renormalized solutions. The following 

lemma states a discrete analogue to (A.l). 
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LEMMA A.O.l 

Let K EM. Let PK and PK be two positive real numbers. For erE E(K), let F!]" be a quantity associated 

to the face er and the control volume K, defined by 

\/erE E(K), 

where p!]" and VI]" are a positive real number and a real number respectively, both associated to the edge 

cr. Let 1/J be a twice continuously differentiable function, defined over (0, +oo ). 

Then the following identity holds : 

[ 1 ~ 1 (pK-Pk)+ L F!]"]1/J
1

(PK)= 1 ~ 1 [1/J(PK)-1/J(pk)]+ L 1/J(p!]")V!]" 
O"E£(K) O"E£(K) 

+ [PK1/J
1 

(PK) -1/J(PK)] L VI]"+ RO",bt (A.2) 
O"E£(K) 

where 

and, Vcr E E(K), PK E [min(pK, PK ), max(pK, PK )] and p!]" E [min(p!]", PK ), max(p!]", PK )]. If we suppose 

that the function 1/J is convex and that p!]" = PK as soon as VI]" ;:::: 0, then the residual RO",bt is non-negative. 

Proof Let be a twice continuously differentiable function, defined over (0, +oo ), and K E M. We have : 

+ L [p0"1/J
1 

(PK) -1/J(p!]")] VI]". 
O"Ef:(K) 

By the regularity assumption for 1/J, we may write Taylor expansions of 1/J to obtain that there exists reals 

numbers PK E [min(pK, PK ), max(pk, PK )] and, for all the faces erE E(K), p!]" E [min(p!]", PK ), max(p!]", PK )] 

such that: 

(PK- PK )1/JI (PK) = 1/J(PK) -1/J(pk) + ~1/J" (PK )(pK- PK )2
, 

I I 1 1/ _ 2 
p!]"'I/J (PK) -1/J(p!]") = PK'I/J (PK) -1/J(pK)- 21/J (p!]")(p!]"- PK) , 

which yields the result. D 

We now turn to the second operator, for which we have, at the continuous level and formally, using twice 

the assumption 8tp + div(pu) = 0 : 

1/J'(z) Cp(z) = 1/J'(z) [8t(pz) + div(pz u)] = 1/J'(z)p[8tz + u · Vz] 

= p[8t1/J(z) + u · V''I/J(z)] = 8t(P1/J(z)) + div(p'I/J(z) u). 

Taking for z a component of the velocity field, this relation is the central argument used to derive the 

kinetic energy balance. The following lemma states a discrete counterpart of this identity. 
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LEMMA A.0.2 

Let K EM. Let PK and PK be two positive real numbers. For erE E(K), let F!]" be a quantity associated 

to the face er, such that the following identity holds : 

1~1 (PK- PK) + L F!]" = 0. (A.3) 
O"E£(K) 

Let uk and uK be two real numbers, and, to each erE E(K), we associate a rela number u!]". Let 1/J be a 

twice continuously differentiable function, defined over (0, +oo ). Then the following relation holds : 

[1~1 (PKUK -pkuk) + L F!]" uEJ 1/J'(uK) 
O"E£(K) 

= l~l [PK'I/J(uK)-pk'I/J(uk)] + L F!]" 1/J(u!]")+RK,bt (A.4) 
O"Ef:(K) 

where: 

1 IKI * "(- )( * )2 1 L "(- ) ( )2 RK bt = --pK 1/J UK UK- uK -- F!]" 1/J u!]" u!]"- UK , 
' 2 5t 2 

O"Ef:(K) 

with, uK E [min(uK, uk ), max(uK, uk )] and, V erE E(K), u!]" E [min(u!]", uK ), max(u!]", uK )]. If we suppose 

that the function 1/J is convex and that u!]" = uK as soon as F!]" ;:::: 0, then the residual RO",bt is non-negative. 

If we now take for 1/J the function 1/J(s) = s2 /2 and write, Vcr E E(K), u!]" = (uK + u 
1 

)/2 (or, in other 
K • 

words, define u 
1 

as u 
1 

= 2 u!]" - u K), we get the following identity : 
K • K • "' !]" !]" 

(A.5) 

Proof Let 1/J be a twice continuously differentiable function, defined over (0, +oo ). Using Equation (A.3), 

we obtain: 

TK= [l~l (PKUK-pkuk)+ L F!]" u!]"]'I/J'(uK)= 
O"E£(K) 

[I~IPk(uK-uk)+ L F!]"(uO"-uK)]'I/J'(uK). 
O"E£(K) 

By a Taylor expansion of 1/J, then there exists a real number uK E [min( uk, uK ), max( uk, uK )] such that : 
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Then, using once again (A.3), we have: 

IKI * ( ( ) ( * )) 1 IKI * "(- ) ( * )2 TK =M PK 1/J UK -1/J UK + 2TtPK 1/J UK UK- UK 

+ L F!]" (u!]" -uK)'I/J'(uK) 
O"E£(K) 

= l~l (PK'I/J(uK)- Pk'I/J(uk )) + L F!]" [1/J(uK) + 1/J'(uK )(u!]"- UK )] 
O"E£(K) 

Once again by a Taylor expansion of 1/J, for any face er E E(K), there exists a real number u!]" E 

[min(uO",uK),max(uO",uK)] such that: 

Hence: 

TK=@]pk('I/J(uK)-1/J(uk))+ "'F!]"'ljJ(u!]")+RK,bt, 
5t L.J 

O"EO"(K)) 

where RK,bt is given by the expression given in the statement of the lemma. This yields the first assertion 

of the lemma; the last two ones are straightforward consequences of this equality. D 



ANNEXE 

The Riemann problem for the 

homegeneous model 

In this section, we show how to solve the Rlemann problem for the homogeneous model. 

B.l The system of conservation laws and its mathematical pro

perties 

The model We address in this section a model for two-phase flows (without phase change), which 

reads, in the one-dimensionnal case : 

8tp + 8x(pu) = 0, 

8t(pu) + 8x(pu2 + p) = 0, (B.l) 

8t(py) + 8x(pyu) = 0, 

where u stands for the fluid velocity, p for the pressure, p for the fluid density and y stands for the gas 

mass fraction. This system must be complemented by an equation of state, which takes the form : 

1 
p= y 1-y' 

-+--
Pg Pt 

(B.2) 

where p9 and pz stand for the (phasic) gas and liquid density respectively. We assume that the liquid 

density pz is constant, and that the gas phase obeys the perfect gas law p9 = pj (RT), where where R is 

the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. This allows to compute the pressure from relation 

(B.2), in order to obtain an expression of the quantity 8xp as a function of the conservative variables : 

p= 
RTpz (py) 

Pt + (py)- P. 
(B.3) 
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We define q = pu, z = py, U = (p, q, z)t. With these definitions, the system (B.l) reads: 

q2 
with F(U) = (q, - + p(p, z), z)t, 

p 
( ) 

RTpzz 
p p,z = 

Pt + z- P 
(B.4) 

We suppose that the variable U belongs to the convex subset of JR3 (sometimes referred to as the set of 

states of the system) : 

C={(p,q,z)ElR3
, p>O, O<z::;p, pz+z-p>O}, 

which ensures in particular that the equation of state makes sense. For a regular solution, System (B.4) 

may be set in non-conservative form : 

with: 
0 

q2 
--+8 p 

A= 
p2 p 

qz 
- p2 

and, by (B.3) : 
ap= RTpzz 

P (pz+z-p) 2 ' 

1 0 
2q q2 

2+8zp p p 

z q 
p p 

azP = RTpz (pz- p) 
(pz+z-p) 2 . 

Hyperbolicity, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system 

DEFINITION B.l.l (hyperbolic problems) 

Let C be an open subset of JR.n. We consider the nonlinear system of conservation laws : 

8tU + B(U) · 8x (F(U, x, t)) = 0, X E JR., t > 0, 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

where U E C is a vector function of x an t, and F E JR.n stands for a regular vector function depending 

on U as well as, possibly, on x and t. We denote by A the n x n-matrix associated to the differential ofF 

with respect to U; A depends on U as well as, possibly, on x and t. System (B.6) is said to be hyperbolic 

if, for each x, t and U, all the eigenvalues of the matrix A belong to JR. : 

To each eigenvalue >..k(U), we associate an eigenvector rk(U) : 

A(U) · rk(U) = >..k(U) rk(U). 

The kth characteristic field is said to be genuinely nonlinear if : 

VU EC, 

where D stands for the differential operator in JR.n (i.e. D>..k stands for the derivative of Ak with respect 

to U ). The kth characteristic field is said to be linearly degenerate if: 

D>..k(U) · rk(U) = 0, VU EC. 
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Returning, to alleviate notations, to non-conservative variables, the matrix A reads : 

1 

2u (B.7) 

y 

We denote by a the positive real number such that : 

This quantity a is referred to as the sound velocity of the mixture. The matrix A has three eigenvalues, 

which, with this notation, read : 

.A2(U) = u, 

and the system is thus hyperbolic. The corresponding eigenvectors are given by : 

1 

u 

zj(p- pz) 

A tedious but straightforward computation shows that the characteristic fields associated to the eigenva

lues >. 1 and >.3 are genuinely nonlinear, while the characteristic field associated to >.2 is linearly degenerate. 

Riemman invariants 

DEFINITION B.l.2 (Riemann invariants) 

Fo 1 ::; k ::; n, a smooth function W : C ---+JR. is called a k-Riemann invariant if it satisfies : 

DW(U) · rk(U) = 0, VUE C. 

A k-Rieman invariant W is constant on a curve V:~ E JR.---+ V(~) E JR.n if: 

~ W(V(~)) = DW(V(~)).V'(~) = 0, (B.8) 

which holds if V is an integral curve ofrk, i.e. satisfies that V'(~) is colinear to rk(V(~)). There exist 

locally ( n - 1) k-Rieman invariants whose gradients are linearly independent. 

Let us now search for the Riemann invariants associated of the system equation (B. I). According to the 

definition B.l.2, we have two Riemann invariants for each eigenvalue of A. 

the 1-Riemann invariants are : 

W1,1 = y, 
~ p-z 

w1,2 = u +V IL1 ylog( ). 
Pt + z- P 

(B.9) 

the 2-Riemann invariants are given by : 

w2,1 = u, W2,1 = p. (B.IO) 

the 3-Riemann invariants are : 

w3,1 = y, 
~ p-z 

w3,2 = u- V IL1 ylog( ). 
Pt + z- P 

(B.ll) 
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Rarefaction waves System (B.4) satisfies the property of self-similarity, i.e. is invariant under 

the transormation t f--+ at, x f--+ ax, a > 0. If the intial data of the problem is also invariant under the 

transformation x f--+ ax, we thus conclude that a regular solution to (B.4) must satisfy U (x, t) = U ( ax, at) 

whatever a> 0 may be, i.e. U(x, t) = U(xjt), fort> 0. Such a (regular) solution is called a rarefaction 

wave. 

Let~= xjt, and V(~)= U(xjt), and substitute this expression for U in (B.4), to obtain: 

A(V) V'(~)=~ V'(~)-

We deduce for this relation that either V' is zero, which corresponds to the trivial case of a constant 

state, or this vector is necessarily colinear to an eigenvector rk (V) of the matrix A(V) : 

(B.l2) 

The rarefaction waves are always associated to genuinely nonlinear fields, so, for the problem at hand, 

there are two possible families of rarefaction waves, the first one associated to >. 1 and the second one to 

>.3 ; a solution of the first class is called a !-rarefaction wave, and a solution of the second class is called 

a 3-rarefraction wave. Thanks to (B.8), Riemann invariants are kept constant in rarefaction waves, so an 

1-wave satisfies : 

wl,l (x, t) = y = cste, 
~ p-z 

w1,2(x, t) = u +V IL1 ylog( ) = cste, 
Pt + z- P 

(B.l3) 

and a 3-wave satisfies : 

w3,1 (x, t) = y = cste, 
~ p-z 

w3,2(x,t)=u-yn1ylog( )=cste. 
Pt + z- P 

(B.l4) 

Discontinuous solutions and entropy condition It is wellknown that hyperbolic problems do 

not always have continuous solutions. This leads to introduce the notion of "weak solution", defined 

as a solution in the distribution sense of the problem in conservative form, here System (B.l). Let us 

suppose that such a solution is piecewise constant, consisting (locally) in two constant states separated 

by a discontinuity. Exploiting the definition of weak solutions yields algebraic relations (one per equation) 

which links the jump through the discontinuity of the solution, the associated fiuxes and the velocity of 

the discontinuity, defined by er= d(xs )/ dt, where x 8 stands for the discontinuity location; such a relation 

is called a Rankine-Hugoniot condition, and the system constituted by these relations reads : 

cr[U] = [F(U)], (B.15) 

where [U] (resp. [F(U)]) stands for the jump of U (resp. F(U)) through the discontinuity. Unfortunately, 

this algebraic system is not sufficient to ensure the uniqueness of the solution (of course, in the class of 

piecewise constant functions). Hence, we need to introduce some criterion that enables us to choose the 

"physically relevent" solution among all the weak solutions of the problem. This criterion is called the 

"Lax entropy conditions". 
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DEFINITION B.l.3 (Lax entropy conditions) 

Let U be defined by U = U L if x < O"t, and U = U R if x > O"t, where U L and U R are two constant states 

(i.e. two constant vectors of JR.n). We say that the discontinuity satisfies the Lax entropy conditions if 

there exists an index k E { 1, 2 ... , n} such that we have either : 

(B.16) 

if the kth characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear (setting, in this relation, Ao = -oo and An+l = +oo ), 

or : 

(B.17) 

if the kth characteristic field is linearly degenerate. 

Shocks For System (B.1), we have two class of discontinuities associated to genuinely nonlinear fields, 

which we call shocks : a 1-shock is associated to >. 1 and a 3-shock is associated to >.3 . Exploiting the 

Rankine-Hugoniot and Lax entropy conditions, we find that the quantity y is left constant through the 

shocks, and that a state ( u, p) may be connected to U L and U R respectively by a 1-shock wave and a 

3-shock wave if : 

1-shock wave : 

3-shock wave : 

L p-pL 
U=U ----

yfp 

R 
u=uR+p-p 

v'P 

(B.18) 

(B.19) 

Contact discontinuity The possible discontinuity associated to the linearly degenerated field is 

called a contact discontinuity. The Riemann invariants are known to be kept constant through such a 

discontinuity, so such is the associated eingenvalue of the system. The Lax condition thus implies that the 

velocity of the discontinuity is necessarily equal to this constant value. Here, the contact discontinuity is 

associated to the second eigenvalue >. 2 = u, and thus, thanks to (B.10) : 

B.2 Solution of the Riemann problem 

A Riemann problem consists in searching for the solution to an hyperbolic problem with a piecewise 

constant initial data, with a single discontinuity, usually located at the origin. For fluid mechanics problem, 

it is often called a "shock tube problem", since it can be thought of as an infinitely long (in order to avoid 

reflections) tube where the left and the right regions are separated by a diaphragm, and filled by the 

same fluid in two different physical states. At the bursting of the diaphragm, the discontinuity between 

the two initial states breaks into leftward and rightward moving waves, wich are separated by a contact 

surface. 

For the system under consideration, according to the wave structure described in the previous section, 

each wave pattern is composed by a contact discontinuity (C) in the middle, and a shock (S) or a 
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R 

two-fluid 

Fw. B.1 Geometry of tube 

rarefaction waye (R) a t the left and right hand sides separating uniform states (sec Figure B.2). All the 

ayailable combinations produce four waw paUems; RCR, RCS, SCR,SCS, which are self-similar, that is 

only depend on x jt. 

Let U L he the left state and U R be the right one. The unknown region between the left and right waws 

is diyided by the middle wayp (contact discontinuity) into two intermediate states ul and u2 such that : 

U2 is connected to the state U L by a 1-wayc, 

ul is connected to the state u2 by a 2-waw, 

U R is connected to the state U1 by a 3-wayc. 

\Ve use the fact that the pressure p and the wlocity v. arc constant through the contact discontinuity, 

and the gas mass fraction y is a Riemarm inyariant for both the 1-waw and the 3-waw, to obtain : 

* V.l = l.l-2 = l.f, ' Pl = P2 = p*, Y2 = YR-

where (p* , v.*) stands for the pressure and ycloci ty in the two intermediate states. The problem thus 

boils down to determine this pair of Yalues. To this purpose, we use the results obtained in the preyious 

section : 

contact discontinuity 

>dU2) tt 
I 
I 
I 

COll$tant state U1 

0 

3-rarefaction 
or 

F lG. B.2 Solution of the Ricmann problem in (x, t) space. 
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1-wave If p* > PL, the 1-wave is a shock, and the pair (u*,p*) satisfies (B.18) with uL = UL: 

* p*- PL 
U = U£ - --==--

# 
pzRTyL 

p* ;:::PL· 
pzRT PL YL + PL PL (1- YL)' 

Otherwise, the 1-wave is a rarefaction wave, and, using the expression (B.9) of the second associated 

Riemann invariant, we obtain that (u*,p*) satisfies: 

u* = U£ + vRTyL log(PL ), 
p* 

with p* ::; PL· 

Equation (B.18) and this latter relation define a curve C1 in the plane ( u,p ), representative of a function 

of p*, p* E (0, +oo); for YL > 0, this function is strictly increasing, and one-to-one from (0, +oo) to JR. 

(limp*--+ou* = +oo, and limp*--++oou* = -oo). 

3-wave Similarly, If p* > PL, the 3-wave is a shock, and the pair (u*,p*) satisfies (B.19) with 

uR = uR: 
p* -PR 

U * = U R + =------==o:=-
y/p* 

p*;::: PR· 

Otherwise, the 3-wave is a rarefaction wave, and, using the expression (B.ll) of the second associated 

Riemann invariant, we obtain that (u*,p*) satisfies: 

with p* ::; p R· 

Equation (B.19) and this latter relation also define a curve C3 in the plane (u,p), representative of 

a function of p*, p* E (0, +oo); for YR > 0, this function is strictly decreasing, and one-to-one from 

(O,+oo) to JR. (limp*--+ou* = -oo, and limp*--++oou* = +oo). 

The pair (u*,p*) is located at the (unique) intersection of the curves C1 and C3. 

We give below two exemples of application of this strategy to find the solution of particular Riemann 

problems. 

B.2.1 Sod shock tube 

We assume here that the gas mass fraction is set to y = 1 (one phase problem); the equation of state is 

given by p = pRT, and the two-phase problem just boils down to the isothermal Euler equations. The 

two initial constant states are given by : 

The parameters R and T are adjusted to produce RT = 1. 

0.125 

0 )· 
We start by determining the intermediate states by drawing the set of accessible states from the left and 

right in the space (p, u) (see Figure B.3), and we determine the intersection: 

(p*, u*) = (0.34, 1.06). 

The wave structure of this system consists in a shock travelling to the right with a velocity equal to 1.66 

and a rarefaction wave travelling to the left, which reads : 

1 
p(x) = ex+l and u(x) = x + 1, for - t :::; x :::; 0.061 t. 

This solution is drawn in Fig B.4. 
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- 1-rarefaction - 2-rarefaction - 1-shock - 2-shock 

5 

4 

3 

2 

u 1 

0 

-1 

-2 

-3 

0 2 3 4 5 

p 

FlG. n.3 - curyes of the shock-rarefaction in the space (p, u) 

1- pressurel 

1,2 ---------·-·---···---····---·----···----··--···--··----··---·--·--···----- 1,2 -------------------------------------------------------------------------

+----..---················· · ······· - ·························-···· 

0,8 .... ............................ ....................................... . 0,8 

u 0, 6 p 0,6 ..................... ···················-· •············ •················· 

0,4 0,4 .... .. .. .. . . .... . . . .... . . . . · ··· · ···· ·· · · · · · ·· · ···· ···· ······ · ·· · · ·· ···· · 

0,2 0,2 .............. . ................................ . ..... j ................... . 

-2 -1 -2 -1 

X 

F lG. D.4 - Sod shock tube problem - Exact solution at t = 1 

B.2.2 Two-fluid shock tube 

\Vc now address a two-phase problern, the equation of state (D.3) of which we recall : 

RTpepy 
p = 

Pe + PY- P 

The parameters R and T are adjusted to produce RT = 10 and the lictuid density is constant and set to 

pe = 0.8. The two initial constant states arc giycn by : 

\Ve determine the intermediates states by drawing the set of accessible states from the left and right in 
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1- 1-rarefaction - 3-rarefaction - 1-shock - 3-shock I 

30 -------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 - ---- - --- -- - - ---- - - - - -- ----- -- -·- - -- - - - - -- - - -------- - -- ---------- - - - ---- -

10 ~---------------iii";u"l-----------·--------------------- - ----------

u o~- ------------------------------------------------- - - -- -- - -- - 

-10 ------------------------------- - ----- - ----------- - --------------------- - -

-20 -------------------------------·--·------------------------------·-------

-30 ----- - ----------------------·-----·--------------·---------------------·-

40~----------~----------~----------~--------~ 

0 100 150 200 

p 

FlG. n.5 - CurYCS of the shock-rarefaction in the space (p, v.) 

the space (p, v.) (sec Figure D.5), and then compute the intersection: 

(v.*,p*) = (3.14, 67.06). 
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The associated waws are a 1-shock and a 3-shock. The waw structure of this system thus consists in 

a shock wayc traYelling to the left and a shock waye trayclling to the right, separated by a contact 

discontinuity in the middle, see Figure D.6. The solution reads : 

(v.L,pL) is connected to (v.*,p*) by 1-shock with a shock wlocity ec1ual to -18.16, and (v.*,p*) is 

connected to v.R by a 3-shock with a shock yclocity ec1ual to 9.18, 

y = YL up to the contact discontinuity, and then ec1ual to YR; the contact discontinuity yclocity is 

cc1ual to v.* = 3.14. 

PL is cormccted to p1 by the 1-shock (shock wlocity ec1ual to -18.16), then p1 is connected to p2 by the 

contact discontinuity (wlocity ec1ual to v.* = 3.14), then, finally, P2 is connected to PR by the 3-shock 

(shock wlocity ec1ual to 9.18). 
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FlG. D.6 - Two-phase: shock - contact discontinuity - shock- Exact. solution at t = 0.1. 



ANNEXE 

Staggered discretizations, 

pressure corrections schemes 

and all speed barotropic flows 

W 
e present in this paper a class of schemes for the solution of the 

barotropic Navier-Stokes equations. These schemes work on ge

neral meshes, preserve the stability properties of the continuous 

problem, irrespectively of the space and time steps, and boil down, when the 

Mach number vanishes, to discretizations which are standard (and stable) in 

the incompressible framework. Finally, we show that they are able to capture 

solutions with shocks to the Euler equations. 
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C .1 Introduction 

The problem addressed in this paper is the system of the so-called barotropic compressible Navier-Stokes 

equations, which reads : 

8tf5 + div(pu) = 0, 

8t(f5u) + div(pu ® u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = o, 

p = SJ(p), 

(C.1a) 

(C.1b) 

(C.1c) 

where t stands for the time, p, u and p are the density, velocity and pressure in the flow, and T( u) 

stands for the shear stress tensor. The function SJC) is the equation of state used for the modelling of 

the particular flow at hand, which may be the actual equation of state of the fluid or may result from 

assumptions concerning the flow; typically, laws as SJ(p) = p1h, where 1 is a coefficient which is specific 

to the considered fluid, are obtained by making the assumption that the flow is isentropic. This system 

of equations is posed over Sl x (0, T), where Sl is a domain of JR.d, d::; 3 supposed to be polygonal ( d = 2) 

or polyhedral ( d = 3), and the final time T is finite. We suppose that the boundary of Sl is split into 

ao = aoD uaoN, and we suppose that the velocity and density are prescribed on aoD, while Neumann 

boundary conditions are prescribed on aoD. The flow is assumed to enter the domain on aoD and to 

leave it on ON. This system must be supplemented by initial conditions for p and u. 

The objective of this paper is to present a class of schemes which enjoy three essential features. First, these 

schemes work on quite general two and three dimensional meshes, including locally refined non-conforming 

(i.e. with hanging nodes) discretizations. Second, they respect the (expected) stability properties of 

the continuous problem at hand, irrespectively of the space and time step : positivity of the density, 

conservation of mass, energy inequality. Third, they boil down, for vanishing Mach numbers, to usual 

stable coupled or pressure correction schemes, which means that the discretization enjoys a discrete inf

sup condition. Note, even if this aspect is left beyond the scope of this paper, that this implies that a 

control of the pressure will be obtained through a control of its gradient; this property is used as a central 

argument to obtain convergence results on model problems [21, 18, 17]. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the general form of the schemes (Section C.2). 

Then we show how stability requirements are taken into account to design the discretization of the 

velocity convection term (Section C.3). The final expression for the schemes is given in Section C.4, and 

their stability properties are stated. Finally, we discuss their capability to capture solutions of the Euler 

equations with shocks (Section C.5). 

C. 2 The schemes : general form 

C.2.1 Meshes and unknowns 
A finite volume mesh of Sl is defined by a set M of non~empty convex open disjoint subsets K of Sl (the 

control volumes), such that sl = UKEM K. We denote byE the set of edges (in 2D) or faces (in 3D), by 

E(K) C E the set of faces of the cell K E M, by Eext and Eint the set of boundary and interior faces, 

respectively. The set of external faces Eext is split in EN and ED, which stand for the set of the faces 

included in aoN and aoD, respectively. Each internal face, denoted by (J E Eint, is supposed to have 

exactly two neighboring cells, say K, LE M, and K n L = iJ which we denote by er= KIL. By analogy, 
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we write er = Klext for an external face er of K, even if this notation is somewhat incorrect, since K may 

have more than one external edge. The mesh M will be referred to hereafter as the "primal mesh". 

The outward normal vector to a face er of K is denoted by nK,ri· For K E M and er E E, we denote by 

IKI the measure of K and by lcrl the (d- I)-measure of the face cr. 

Then, for er E E and K E mesh such that er E E(K) (in fact, the only cell if er E Eext and one among 

the two possible ones if erE Eint), we denote by DK," a subvolume of K having er as a face (see Figure 

C.l), and by IDK,"I the measure of DK,ri· For er E Eint, er = KIL, we set D" = DK," U DL,"' so 

ID"I = IDK,"I + IDL,"I (see Figure C.l), and for erE Eext,CJ = Klext, D" = DK,"' so ID" I= IDK,rii· The 

set of faces of the dual cell D" is denoted by E(D" ), and the face separating two adjacent dual cells D" 

and D"' is denoted by s =crier'. 

For 1 ::; i ::; d, the degree of freedom for the ith component of the velocity are assumed to be associated 

to a subset of E, denoted by £(i) C E, and are denoted by: 

{ (i)} u",i' er E E . 

The sets of internal, external, Neumann and Dirichlet faces associated to the component i are denoted 

by Ei~~' E~~t' E~) and t:£l (so, for instance, Ei~~ = Eint n £(i)). We consider the following assumption: 

(HI) for 1 ::; i ::; d, V K E M, 

and 
<IE£(i) n£(K) 

which means that the volumes DK,"' er E £(i), are disjoint, and that, for 1 ::; i ::; d, (D" )"E£(i) is a 

partition of Sl. The sets of faces, internal faces and Neumann faces of this dual mesh are denoted by £(i), 

Ei~~ and £~) respectively. 

We suppose that the degrees of freedom for the pressure and the density are associated to primal cells, 

so they read 

We denote by V the approximation space for the velocity, by y(i), 1 ::; i ::; d the approximation spaces 

for the velocity components and by Q the approximation space for the pressure and the density, and we 

identify the discrete functions to their degrees of freedom : 

For the velocity, since the concerned degrees of freedom at located on the boundary, the Dirichlet boundary 

conditions are enforced in the approximation space : 

For 1 <_; <_ d, \/erE cD(i)' U l j U drv 
" G <I,i = ~ (I D,i I' 

where uD,i stands for the ith component of the prescribed velocity. 
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F lG. C.l Notations for control yohnnes and diamond cells. 

C.2.2 The schemes 
\Ve now introduce the following notations and assumptions : 

for K E M and er E E(K), by u · nK,rn we denote an approximation of the normal wlocity to the 

face er outward K, 

for v E V, 1 ::; i ::; d and er E £(i), we denote by ( divT( v)) ~) an approximation of the Yiscous term 

associated to er and to the component i, and we suppose that the following assumption is satisfied : 

d 

(H2) L L IDO"I (diVT(v))~) v<T,i ~ 0. 
~= 1 <TEE(i) 

for q E Q, 1::; i::; dander E [Cil, we deno te by (Vq)~) the component i of the discrete gradient 

of q at the face er, and we suppose that the following assumption is satisfied for any q E Q and 

V E V: 
d 

(H3) L L ID()" I (Vq)~) v<T,i = L qK L lcrl v · nK,<T· 

KEM <TEE(K) 

\Vith these notations, we arc able to write the general form of the implicit scheme : 

VK EM, (C.2a) 

F 1 < · < d w cCi) U cCi) or - z- ., vCJ E Gint GN ' 

I~; I (p<Tu<T,i- p~u~,J + L F<T,EuE,i (C.2b) 
EEE(Da) 

+ID()" I (Vp)~) + ID()" I (diVT(u))~) = 0, 

VK EM, (C.2c) 

where FK,<T stands for the mass flux lcaYing K through er, p<T stands for an approximation of the density 

at the face, and F<T,E is a mass flux lraying DO" through s. For the flux FK,<T at the internal edge er = KIL, 

we choose an upwind approximation of the density : 

(C.3) 
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OnerE ED, the density p~P is given by the boundary condition, and, onerE EN, er= Klext, p~P = PK, 

which, since the flow is supposed to enter the domain on 8QD and to leave the domain on 8QN, is 

consistent with the upwind choice. For the velocity components at the dual edges, uE,i, we choose either 

the centered or upwind approximation on the internal faces, and the value at the face for the outflow 

ones. 

A pressure correction scheme is obtained from (C.2) by splitting the resolution in two steps : 

1- Velocity prediction step Solve for u E V the momentum balance equation with the beginning

of-step pressure : 

For 1 < i < d \/er E E(i) u E(i) 
- - ' 1nt N' 

I~; I (p!Ju!J,i- p~u~,i) + L F!J,EuE,i (C.4) 
EEE(Da) 

+IDIJI (Vp*)~l + IDIJI (diVT(u))~l = o, 

2 - Correction step Solve for u E V and p E Q : 

VKEM, 1~1 (PK- p*j.;) + L FK,<J = 0. (C.5a) 
<JEE(K) 

For 1 <_ i <_ d, \/er E E(i) u E(i) 
mt N' 

(C.5b) 

VKEM, (C.5c) 

The equations of the correction step are combined to produce a nonlinear parabolic problem for the 

pressure, which reads, V K E M : 

IKI pup 
- (SJ(p K) - p*j.;) + "' _<!_ 
5t L.J p 

<J=KIL !J 
(C.6) 

where cp E Q is defined by cp =p-p*. Note that the second and third terms at the left-hand side look like 

a finite volume discretization of a diffusion operator, with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 

on ED and Dirichlet boundary conditions on EN for the pressure increment, as usual in pressure correction 

schemes (see [12] for a discussion on the effect on these spurious boundary conditions). 

The standard discretizations entering the present framework are either low-degree non-conforming finite 

elements, namely the Crouzeix-Raviart element [11] for simplicial meshes or the Rannacher-Turek element 

[65] for quadrangles and hexahedra, or, for structured cartesian grids, the MAC scheme [37, 36]. We 

describe here the construction of the diffusion and pressure gradient term for the finite element schemes, 

supposing for the sake of simplicity that the velocity obeys homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 

on 80. Let er E Eint and cp!J be the finite element shape function associated to er. In Rannacher-Turek or 
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Crouzeix-Raviart elements, a degree of freedom for each component of the velocity is associated to each 

edge, so Ei~~ = Eint, for 1 ::; i ::; d. Let 1 ::; i ::; d be given, let eCi) be the ith vector of the canonical basis 

of JR.d and let us define <p~) by : 

Then the usual finite element discretization reads, for a constant viscosity Newtonian fluid (so supposing 

divT(u) = fhl:!.U + (f-h/3)Vdiv(u), with 1-h the viscosity) : 

(divT(u))~) = L 1-h r Vu: V<p~) dx + ~ r divu div<p~) dx. 
KEM JK JK 

The pressure gradient term at the internal face er = KIL reads : 

(Vp)~) = L r p div<p~) dx = lcrl (PL- PK) nK,ri. e(i). 

KEMJK 

C.3 The stability issue and consequences 
C.3.1 A stability result for the convection 
At the continuous level, let us assume that the mass balance 8tp + div(f3) = 0 holds, with ,13 a regular 

vector-valued function. Then, for all scalar regular functions u and v, we have : 

fo[at(pu) +div(uf3)] vdx = 

f[at(pu)-~(8tp)u] vdx+s(u,v)+~ { uvj3-nd1 (C.7) 
lo 2 2 laoN 

where s is the following skew-symmetric bilinear form : 

s(u,v)=~ r vf3·V'udx-~ r uf3·V'vdx. 
2 lo 2 lo 

Taking u = v = ui and summing over i, the first term gives the time derivative of the kinetic energy, the 

second one vanishes and the last one corresponds to the kinetic energy flux through the boundary of the 

domain. The following Lemma, proven in [48], states a discrete counterpart of this computation (see also 

[I] and [22] for a direct estimate of the kinetic energy, for an implicit and explicit scheme respectively). 

LEMMA C.3.1 

Let us suppose that, for an index i, 1 ::; i ::; d, the following discrete mass balance holds over the dual 

cells associated to the ith component of the velocity : 

\/er E E(i) U E(i) 
mt N' 

1 ~; 1 
(p(I- p~) + L FCI,E = 0. (C.8) 

EEE(Da) 

Let u, V E vCi)) and let us suppose that these discrete functions obey homogeneous Dirichlet boundary. 

Then we have : 

L v" [I~; I (p"u"- p~u~) + L Fri,EuE J 
£E£,~1u£~) EEE(Da) 

;:::: To,k(u,v) +To,s(u,v) +Tao(u,v), (C.9) 
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with: 

To,k(u, v) 

To,s(u, v) S(u, v)- S(v, u), 
1 

S(u,v)="2 L FO",EvE(uO"'-uO"), 

EEE;~~' E=DaiDa' 

Tao(u,v) 

Of course, To,s(u, u) = 0, and an easy computation shows that: 

Applying Lemma C.3.1 to each component of the velocity, the obtained term is thus the discrete time

derivative of the kinetic energy, and may be used to obtain stability estimates for the scheme (see Section 

C.4). 

Remark 9 (Non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions) 

The limitation to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions may be seen, from the proof, to stem from 

the fact that no balance equation is written on the dual cells associated to edges lying on aoD. The 

problem thus may be fixed by keeping these degrees of freedom and using a penalization technique. 

Remark 10 (Artificial boundary conditions) 

Lemma C.3.1 may be used to derive artificial boundary conditions allowing the flow to enter the domain 

through 8QN, by first collecting the boundary terms in the variational form of the momentum balance 

equation (i.e. adding to Tao ( u, v) the terms issued from the diffusion and the pressure gradient) and 

then imposing that the result may be written as a linear form acting on the test function (see [6] for a 

similar development in the incompressible case). The so-built boundary condition is observed in practice 

to give quite good results when modelling external flows [48]. 

C.3.2 Discretization of the convection term 
The problem to tackle is now the following one : on one side, the discrete mass balance over the dual 

cells (C.8) is necessary for the stability of the scheme; on the other side, the mass balance is only written 

by the scheme(s) for the primal cells (Equation (C.2a) or (C.5a)). We are thus lead to express the mass 

fluxes (FO",E) through the dual edges as a function of the mass fluxes (FK,O") through the primal ones, in 

such a way that the discrete balance over the primal cells implies the same property over the dual ones. 

We describe in this section how this may be done, first for the MAC (structured) mesh and second for 

the Rannacher-Turek element on general quadrangles. 

C.3.2.a MAC scheme 

We describe a possible construction of the momentum convection operator for the MAC scheme [38]. In 

two space dimensions and with the local notations introduced on Figure C.2, the mass balance on the 
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Fmv FNE 
Fo 

J{ 
Fu 

L 
FE 

Fslv FsE 

F lG. C.2 - Local notations for the definition of the mass fhiXes at the dual edges with the lVIAC scheme. 

primal cells reads : 

K: 

L: 

IKI * - (f.!K - f.!K)- Fo - Fslv + Fe + Fmv = 0, 
5t 

ILl ( *) -_- {!L-f.!L -Fe-FsE + FE + FNE = O. 
M 

.:VIultiplying both ec1uations by 1/2 and sunnning them yields, for er = KIL : 

with the usual definition of the dual cell DO", which implies that IDK,O"I = IKI/2 and IDL,O"I = ILI/2, and 

with the following definition of the density on the face : 

(C.ll) 

Equation (C.lO) thus suggests the following definition for the mass fhiXes at the dual faces : 

left face : 
1 

F!J,E = -2 [Flv + Fe]; right face : 
1 

F!J,E = 2 [Fe + FE]; 

bottom face : 
1 

F!J,E = -2 [Fslv FsE]; top face : 
1 

F!J,E = 2 [Fmv + FNE]· 

.:'{ote that this definition is rather non-standard : for instance, the flux at the left face of DKIL' which 

is included in K, may inyolw densities of the neighbouring primal cells. The extension of the a bow 

construction to the three-dimensional case is straightforward. 
C.3.2.b Rannacher-Turek element 

A construction similar to the _;VIAC scheme one may he performed for rectangular meshes. For K and 

L two neighboring cells of M, the half-diamond cell DK,O" (resp. DL,!J) associated to the common face 

er = KIL is defined as the cone baying the mass center of K (resp. L) as a wrtex and er as basis, the 

density p!J is defined by the weighted ayerage (C.ll), and the dual mass fhiXes are obtained by rnultiplying 

the mass balances oyer K and L by 1/4 and summing. vVith the local notations of Figure C.3, this yields, 

for the dual mass fhiXes, expressions of the form : 

(C.l2) 
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F 

Fs 

F lG. C.3 - Local notations for the definition of the mass fhiXes at the dual edges with the Rarmachcr-Turck 

clement 

\Ve now explain how to extend this formulation to general meshes. 

Let us suppose that we arc able to define the fhiXcs through the dual faces in such a way that : 

(Al) The mass balance owr the half-diamond cells is proportional t.o the mass balance owr the primal 

cells, in the following sense : 

VK EM, \fer E E(K), FK,O" + L FO",E = ~K L FK,O", 

EE[(Da), ECK O"EE(K) 

with, for any cell K EM, L ~K = 1 and, for any erE E(K), ~K ;:::: 0. 
O"EE(K) 

(A2) The dual fhiXes arc conscryatiyc, i.e. for any dual faces = DO" ID~, we hayc FO",E = -FO"',E· 

(A3) The dual fhiXes arc bounded with respect to the (FK,O" )O"EE(K) : 

In addition, let us define ID K ,O" I as : 

(C.l3) 

and p!]", once again, by the weighted ayerage (C.ll). Then the dual fhiXes satisfy the rcc1uircd mass 

balance. Indeed, for erE Eint, er = KIL, we haw : 

I~; I (p!]"- p~) + L FO",E 

EEE(Da) 

= ID~,O"I (PK- Pk) -1- FK,O" + L 
EE[(Da ), ECK 

IDL,O"I ( *) F "" -1-~ PL-PL -1- L,0" -1- ~ 
EE[(Da), ECL 

- eO" [IKI ( *) ""F ] eO" [ILl ( *) ""F ] -- ,K M PK-PK + ~ K,O" -1- <,£ 5t PL-PL -1- ~ L,O" - 0. 
O"EE(K) O"EE(L) 

A similar computation leads to the same conclusion for the (half-)dual cells associated to the Ncumann 

boundary faces. 

The next issue is to check whether Assumptions (Al)-(A3) arc sufficient for the consistency of the scheme. 

In this respect, the following lemma brings a decisiyc argument. 
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LEMMA C.3.2 

Let Assumptions (AI)-(A3) hold. For v E V and K EM, let VK be defined by VK = L:<TEE(K) ~K v<T. Let 

u E V, and R(u, v) be the quantity defined by: 

R(u,v) = L v<T 
crEEint 

Let us suppose that the primal fiuxes are associated to a convection momentum field {3, i.e. : 

For the schemes used here, of course, {3 is a combination of the density and the velocity, as introduced 

in Section C.2 and made precise in Section C.4. Then there exists C depending only on the regularity of 

the mesh such that : 

with llf311z= = max<TE£ 1!30"1 and the discrete H 1-norm on the dual mesh is defined by: 

lfvEV, llvll 1 = L h'f.:-2 L (u<T-u<T'?. 
KEM <T,<T'E£(K) 

The quantity R( u, v) compares two discrete analogue to J0 v div( uf3) dx, the first one being defined with 

the divergence taken over the dual meshes, and the second one with the divergence over the primal cells. 

The discrete H 1-norm of the solution is controlled by the diffusion term. Thus, when making a convergence 

or error analysis study in the linear case (i.e. with a given regular convection field {3), Lemma C.3.2 allows 

to replace the first formulation by the second one, thus substituting well defined quantities to quantities 

only defined through (AI)-(A3). It is used in [39] to prove that the scheme is first-order for the stationary 

convection-diffusion equation. The convergence for the constant density Navier-Stokes equations (so with 

{3 = u has also been proven, controlling now llullz= by llull 1 thanks to an inverse inequality. 

The last task is now to build fiuxes satisfying (AI)-(A3), which is easily done by choosing ~K = 1/4, and 

keeping for the expression of the dual fiuxes as a function of the primal ones the same linear combination 

(C.12) as in the rectangular case. Note that this implicitly implies that the geometrical definition of the 

dual cells has been generalized, since it is not possible in general to split a (even convex) quadrangle in 

four simplices of same measure. Extension to three dimensions only needs to deal with the rectangular 

parallelepipedic case, which is quite simple [I]. Finding directly a solution to (AI)-(A3) may also be an 

alternative route, to deal with more complex cases, as done in [39] to extend the scheme to locally refined 

non-conforming grids. 

C.4 Schemes and stability estimates 
To obtain the complete formulation of the considered schemes, we now have to fix the time-marching 

procedure. This is straightforwart for the implicit scheme, and we concentrate here on the pressure 

correction scheme. The problem which we face in this case is that the mass balance is not yet solved 

when dealing with the prediction step. In our implementations [40], it is circumvented by just shifting 

in time the density p<T, and the mass balance on the dual cells is recovered from the mass balance on 
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the primal cells at the previous time step. This has essentially two drawbacks. First, the trick indeed 

works only if the time step is constant; when it changes, one has to choose between loosing stability or 

consistency (locally in time, so fortunately, without observed impact in practice). Second, the scheme is 

only first order in time. 

In addition, stability seems to require an initial pressure renormalization step, which is an algebraic 

variant of the one introduced in [28]. It seems however that this step may be omitted in practice. 

The algorithm (keeping in this presentation the pressure renormalization step) reads, assuming that un, 

pn, pn and the family ( FJ(,O") are known : 

1- Pressure renormalization step Let (.AI]" )O"EE;nt be a family of positive real numbers, and let 

-div(XV')M be the discrete elliptic operator from Q to Q defined by, 'ilK EM and q E Q : 

Then pn+1 E Q is given by : 

(C.14) 

the weights (p~ )O"E£;n,u£N and (p~- 1 )O"E£;n,u£N being the densities involved in the time-derivative 

term of the momentum balance equation (next step of the algorithm). 

2- Velocity prediction step Solve for un+1 E V, for 1 ::; i ::; d and Vcr E Ei~~ U £~) : 

ID!]" I (pnun+1- pn-1un ) + ""' pn un+1 
(5t er cr,z er cr,z .L...,.; cr,c c,z 

EEE(Da) 

where the quantity (P:,JEEE(Da) are built as explained in the previous section, from the primal 

fiuxes at time tn. 

3 - Correction step Solve for un+ 1 E V and pn+ 1 E Q : 

VKEM, j!g ( n+ 1 _ n ) + ""' pn+ 1 = 0 5t PK PK L.J K,O" . (C.16a) 
O"E£(K) 

For 1 < i < d \/er E E(i) u E(i) 
- - ' 1nt N' 

ID!]" I pn (un+1- un+1) +ID I (V(pn+1 -p-n+1))(i) = 0 
(5t er cr,z cr,z er er ' 

(C.16b) 

VKEM, (C.16c) 

The algorithm must be initialized by the data of u 0 E V, p- 1 E Q, p0 E Q satisfying the discrete 

mass balance equation, and with the corresponding mass fiuxes (Fk,O" ). A possible way to obtain these 

quantities is to evaluate u 0 and p- 1 from the initial conditions, and, as a preliminary step, to solve for 

p0 the mass balance equation. 
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The upwinding in the discretization of the mass balance equation has for consequence that any density 

appearing in the algorithm is positive (provided that the initial density is positive). The existence and 

uniqueness of a solution to Steps 1 and 2 is then clear : these are linear problems with coercive operators 

(for Step 2, thanks to the stability of the convection term). The existence of a solution to Step 3 may be 

obtained by a Brouwer fixed point argument, using the fact that the conservativity of the mass balance 

yields an estimate for p, so for p, and finally for u (in any norm, since we work on finite dimensional 

spaces). The algorithm is thus well-posed. 

Let us now turn to the energy estimate. At the continuous level, this relation is obtained for the barotropic 

Navier-Stokes equations by choosing the velocity u in the variational form of the momentum balance 

equation, writing the convection term as the time derivative of the kinetic energy, and setting the pressure 

work, namely- J0 p div( u) dx, under a convenient form. This is done by the following formal computation. 

Let b(-) be a regular function from (0, +oo) to JR., and let us multiply the mass balance by b'(p): 

b'(p) [atp+div(pu)J =0. 

Using: 

b'(p)div(pu) = b'(p)[u ·V p + pdiv(u)] = u · Vb(p) + pb'(p)div(u) 

= div(b(p)u) + [pb'(p)- b(p)] div(u), 

we get: 

at [b(p)] + div[b(p) u] + [pb'(p)- b(p)] div(u) = 0. 

Choosing now the function b(-) in such a way that pb'(p)- b(p) = SJ- 1 (p), integrating over Sl and using 

the boundary conditions yields : 

-l pdiv(u) dx = ~ l b(p) dx. 

The following lemma [20] states a discrete counterpart of this computation. 

LEMMA C.4.1 

Let b(-) be a regular convex function from (0, +oo) to JR., and (pk )KEM be a positive family of real 

numbers. Then, with the upwind discretization (C.3) of the mass balance equation, the family (PK )KEM 

is also positive, and we get : 

L b'(pK)[ 1 ~ 1 (PK-Pk)+ L FK,<T] ~ ;t L IKI [b(pK)-b(pk)]. 
KEM <TE£(K) KEM 

We are now in position to state the following stability result. 

THEOREM C.4.2 

The scheme (C.14)-(C.16) satisfies the following energy identity, for 1 ::; n::; N : 

d n 

L L 10"1 p~- 1 (u~,i) 2 + 5t L L ID()" I (diVT(uk))~) u~,i 
k=1 <TE£(i) 

d 

+ L IKI b(pf<:) ::; L L 10"1 p~- 1 ) (u;,i) 2 + L IKI b(/J.:) 
KEM KEM 
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The proof of this theorem is based on Lemma C.3.1 and Lemma C.4.1, and may be found, for the essential 

arguments, in [20]. 

Remark 11 

Let us suppose that the equation of state reads p = p', with 1 E (1, +oo ). Then an easy computation yields 

b(p) = p' j(r- 1) = pj(r- 1). Theorem C.4.2 thus yields an estimate for the pressure in L00 (0, T; U )
norm. Note that this estimate is however not sufficient to ensure that a sequence of pressures obtained 

as discrete solutions converges to a function, which explains that the pressure has to be controlled from 

estimates of its gradient, in convergence studies of numerical schemes as well as in mathematical analysis 

of the continuous problem [51]. 

C.5 Euler equations and solutions with shocks 
In this section we briefly discuss the capability of the considered numerical schemes to compute irregular 

(i.e. with discontinuities) solutions of in viscid flows. 

The results obtained with the above described pressure correction scheme for the so-called one-dimensional 

Sod shock-tube problem are displayed on Figure C.4 (see [45] for a more detailed presentation). From nu

merical experiments, it seems that this scheme converges when the velocity space translates are controlled, 

either by upwinding the discretization of the velocity convection term, or by keeping a residual viscosity 

in the (discrete) momentum balance equation. Numerical experiments reported in [45] (addressing also 

an extension of this algorithm to the barotropic homogeneous two-phase flow model [26]) confirm the 

stability of the scheme, and show that the qualitative behaviour of the solution is captured up to very 

large values of the CFL number (typically, in the range of 50). 

From the theoretical point of view, for Euler equations (i.e. , precisely speaking, with a diffusion vanishing 

with the space step), the control that we are able to prove on the solution of course does not yield (weak 

or strong) convergence in strong enough norms to pass to the limit in the scheme. We can however prove 

the following result : supposing convergence for the density in LP(Sl), p E [1, +oo) and for the velocity in 

LP(Sl), p E [1, 3], it is possible to pass to the limit in the discrete equations, provided that the viscosity 

vanishes as ha, a E (0, 2) for both the implicit and the pressure correction scheme. In this case, the limit 

of a sequence of discrete solutions is proven to satisfy the weak form of the Euler equations, and so, in 

particular, the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions at the shocks. 

C.6 Discussion and perspectives 

The analysis of the schemes presented here has been undertaken, for the present time for model stationary 

problems : in [21, 18], we prove the convergence for the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of the Stokes 

equations (however, with the addition, for technical reasons, of a stabilization term); in [17], we prove 

the same result for the (this time, standard) MAC scheme. Extension, still for the MAC discretization, 

to the stationary Navier-Stokes equations is underway. 

From a practical point of view, a next step for the barotropic Navier-Stokes equations should be to derive 

an upwind explicit version of the scheme presented here; in this direction, an extension of Lemma C.3.1 

(stability of the velocity convection term) to the explicit case may be found in [22]. 
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F lG. C.4 - Solution for the Sod shock-tube problem, obtained with a uniform mesh of 800 cells, with a 

residual Yiscosity - left : yclocity, Ti_qht : pressure. 

The main objective is howewr to deal with the full (i.e. nmt harotropic, so including an energy balance) 

.:'{ayier-Stokes ec1uations. An unconditionally stable pressure correction scheme has been deriyed for this 

problem (see Chapter 3 of this document), hut extensive tes ts of this scheme remain to he done. In 

particular, stability requires that the internal energy remains nmt-negatiye (in practice, positiye), and 

the way we obtained this property was to solw the internal energy balance, with a scheme able to 

preserye the sign of the unknown ... hut it is cmmnonly agreed that, for the scheme to cmwerge toward 

t,he correct weak solution, a cmtseryative discretization of the tot,al energy balance should he used. The 

actual occurrence of this problem, awl the possibility to circumwnt it, possibly by adding stabilizing 

Yiscous terms, will deserye inyestigations in the next future; a preliminary step 011 this route may be 

found in [23]. 





ANNEXE 

Discretization of the viscous 

dissipation term with the MAC 

scheme 

W 
e propose a discretization for the MA.C scheme of the viscous 

dissipation term T(u) : Vu (where T(u) stands for the shear 

stress tensor associated to the velocity field u), which is sui

table for the approximation of this term in a conservation equation for a sca

lar variable. This discretization enjoys the property that the integral over the 

computational domain Sl of the (discrete) dissipation term is equal to what is 

obtained when taking the inner product of the (discrete) momentum balance 

equation by u and integrating over Sl. A.s a consequence, it may be used as 

an ingredient to obtain an unconditionally stable scheme for the compressible 

Navier-Stokes equations. It is also shown, in some model cases, to ensure the 

strong convergence in U of the dissipation term. 
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D.l Introduction 

Let us consider the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which may be written as : 

8tp + div(pu) = 0, 

8t(pu) + div(pu ® u) + Vp- div(T(u)) = 0, 

8t(pe) + div(peu) + pdivu + div(q) = T(u) :Vu, 

p=SJ(p,e), 

(D.la) 

(D.lb) 

(D.lc) 

(D.ld) 

where t stands for the time, p, u, p and e are the density, velocity, pressure and internal energy in the 

flow, T(u) stands for the shear stress tensor, q for the temperature diffusion flux, and the function SJ 

is the equation of state. This system of equations is posed over Sl x (0, T), where Sl is a domain of JR.d, 

d::; 3. This system must be supplemented by a closure relation for T(u) and for q, assumed to be: 

t 2f-t . T(u) = t-L(Vu +Vu)- 3 d1vuJ, q = ->.Ve, (D.2) 

where 1-L and A stand for two (possibly depending on x) positive parameters. 

Let us suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that u is prescribed to zero on the whole boundary, and that 

the system is adiabatic, i.e. V q · n = 0 on 80. Then, formally, taking the inner product of (D.lb) with u 
and integrating over Sl, integrating (D.lc) over Sl, and, finally, summing both relations yields the stability 

estimate : 

(D.3) 

If we suppose that the equation of state may be set under the form p = f (p, e) with f (-, 0) = 0 and 

f(O, ·) = 0, Equation (D.lc) implies that e remains positive (still at least formally), and so (D.3) yields 

a control on the unknown. Mimicking this computation at the discrete level necessitates to check some 

arguments, among them: 

( i) to have at disposal a discrete counterpart to the relation : 

r [at(pu) + div(pu ® u)] . udx = dd r ~p lul 2 dx. 
lo t lo 2 

( ii) to identify the integral of the dissipation term at the right-hand side of the discrete counterpart 

of (D.lc) with what is obtained from the (discrete) L2 inner product between the velocity and the 

diffusion term in the discrete momentum balance equation (D .1 b). 

(iii) to be able to prove that the right-hand side of (D.lc) is non-negative, to preserve the positivity 

of the internal energy. 

The point (i) is extensively discussed in [25] (see also [38]), and will not be treated here. Describing a 

way, implemented in the ISIS free software developed at IRSN [40], to obtain the two other issues with 

the usual Marker and Cell (MAC) discretization [37, 36] is the objective of this paper. We complete the 

presentation by showing how ( ii) may also be used, in some model problems, to prove the convergence 

in U of the dissipation term. 
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h'r 1 
·z.-2 

D : K:r 1 . 
·z.-2,] 

. O"'r. 
• ·z.,J 

F lG. D.l - Dual cell for the x-component of the wlocity 

D.2 Discretization of the dissipation term 

D.2.1 The two-dimensional case 

Let us begin with a two-dimensional case, for the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that : 

the extension of the present material to the other term in (D.2) being straightforward. 

The first, step is t.o propose a discretization for the diffusion term in the momentum ec1uation. \Ve begin 

with the x-cornponent of the yclocity, for which we write a balance equation on K;r_~,j = (x;-1, x;) x 

(Yj- ~, YJ+ ~) (see Figure D.l for the notations). Integrating the projection of the momentum balance 

equation onto O,r owr K;r_ ~ ,j, we get for the diffusion term : 

(D.4) 

where eCr) stands for the first, yector of the canonical basis of lR 2 . \Ve denote by O"jr:j the left face of K;r_ ~ ,j, 

i.e. O"jr:j = {x;} x (Yj-~• yJ+ ~). Splitting the boundary integral in (D.4), the part of Tidif~,j associated 

to O"jr:j, also referred to as the Yiscous flux through O"jr:j, reads : 

and the usual finite difference technique yields the following approximation for this term : 

') 1 ,::} er d ~ ') h3 r r -~ ~~ _ {t u,rU 1 ~ ~{ti,j (u'._l . - u_'.+· 1 ), 
V "- - hi z, 2 ,J z, 2 ,J 

'·1 
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where /-Li,j is an approximation of the viscosity at the face O"f,j. Similarly, let O";_ ~ ,J+ ~ = (xi, xi+ 1 ) x {y H ~} 

be the top edge of the cell. Then : 

- [1x T(u) ndr] · e(x) = -1x f-L (ayux + axuY) dr 

i-~,j+~ i-~,j+~ 

[ 
hx 1 hx 1 ] 

xy 1,-- ( X X ) 1,- 2 Y Y ~ 11. 1 1 -Y 2 u. 1 . - u. 1 .+ 1 + -- (u 1 - u 1 ) , 
~""i-2,J+2 h 

1 
~-2,) ~-2,) hX i-1,j+2 i,j+ 2 

H2 i-~ 

where f-Lx~l ·+l stands for an approximation of the viscosity at the edge O"x_l ·+l· 
1, 2 ,J 2 1, 2 ,J 2 

Let us now multiply each discrete equation for ux by the corresponding degree of freedom of a velocity field 

v (i.e. the balance over K;_l 
1
. by v~_l 

1
.) and sum over i and j. The viscous flux at the face O"f,j appears 

2' 2' 

twice in the sum, once multiplied by u~_l 
1
. and the second one by -u~+l 

1
., and the corresponding term 

2' 2' 

reads : 

(D.5) 

Similarly, the term associated to O";_l 1.+l appears multiplied by v~_l 1. and -v~_l 
1
.+1 ' and we get: 

2' 2 2' 2' 

X X Y Y X X 

[
u. 1 . -u. 1 .+ 1 u. 1 ·+1 -u. ·+1 J v, __ 

2
1,

1
. -v, __ 

2
1,

1
.+ 1 ~-2,J ~-2,J ~- ,J 2 ~,J 2 0 0 (D.6) 

h~+~ + h~-~ h~+~ 

Let us now define the discrete gradient of the velocity as follows : 

The derivatives involved in the divergence, a;:tux and a;tuY) are defined over the primal cells by : 

(D.7) 

For the other derivatives, we introduce another mesh which is vertex-centered, and we denote by 

Kxy the generic cell of this new mesh, with Kx+y l ·+l = (xi, xi+l) x (YJ, YJ+d· Then : 
1, 2 ,J 2 

Vx E Kx+y 1 .+ 1 . (D.8) 
1, 2,] 2 

With this definition, we get : 

Ti~js(u,v) = 2/-Li,J i . a;:tux a;:tvxdx, 
"'J 

and: 

T dis ( ) - xy 1 (aM X+ aM Y) aM X d ·_l ·+l U, V - f-L·_l ·+l y U x U y V X. 
1, 2 ,J 2 1, 2 ,J 2 Kxy 

i-~,j+~ 
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D 

Yj-~ 
xi-~ 

I 

I 

I I 

I Xi+~ Xi+~ 

F lG. D.2 - Dual cell for the y-componcnt of the yelocity 

Let us now perform the same operations for the y-component of the yelocity. Doing so, we are lead to 

introduce an approximation of the Yiscosity at the edge O"i_ ~ ,J+ ~ = {xH~} x (yj, YJ+d (sec Figure D.2). 

Let us suppose that we take the same approximation as on O"'r 1 . 1 • Then. the same arguments yield 
'l - 2 1] + 2 I •-

that multiplying each discrete equation for u'r and for uY by the corresponding degree of freedom of a 

yelocity field v, we obtain a dissipation term which reads : 

Tdis(u,v) = l TM(u): vMvdx, 

with the aboyc defined gradient and : 

,cry (uMu . + ()Mu )] 
~ ycl crY 

'> "'M ~{t uy Uy 

(D.9) 

' 
(D.lO) 

where {t is the Yiscosity defined on the primal mesh by {t( x) = {ti.,j, Vx E K;,j and {Cry is the Yiscosity 

defined on the wrtex-centercd mesh, by {t(x) = {t;.+l .; + l, Vx E K:r.y 1 .+ 1 • 
2 ~ ,} 2 ,!.;- 2 .1 2 

Then, finally, to discretize the Yiscous dissipation term in the internal energy balance, we just set on each 

primal cell K;,j : 

(T(u): Vu);.,j = -1 -~ ·I r_ TM(u): vMudx, 
J1..,.,J j Ki,j 

which, thanks to (D.9), yields the consistency property (ii) we arc searching for, namely: 

Tdis(u,u) = L IK;,jl (T(u): Vu)i.,j· 
i,j 

(D.ll) 

In addition, we get from Definition (D.lO) that TM ( u) ( x) is a symmetrical tensor, for any z, J and 

x E K;,j, so an elementary algebraic argument yields : 
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FlG. D.3 - The xy-staggered cell K;n;~ .j+ ~,k' used in the definition of attu'r, 8;tuY, and TM(u),r,y = 
TM(u)y, :r· - -

Rernark 12 (Appro:r:irnation of the viscosity) 

Note that, for the symetry of TM ( u) to hold, the choice of the same Yiscosity at the edges O"jr~ ~ ,J+ ~ and 

O"f,_ ~ ,J+ ~ is crucial. .. and that other choices may appear natural. For instance, suppose that the Yiscosity 

is a function of the temperature ; then the following construction is reasonable : 

l. define, from the discrete temperature, a constant Yalue for {t oyer the primal meshes, 

2. associate a Yalue of ft to the primal edges, by taking the awrage between the Yalue at the adjacent 

cells, 

3. finally, split the integral of the shear stress owr O"t"_ ~ J + ~ in two parts, one for the part included 

in the (top) boundary of K;-l,j and the second one in the boundary of Ki,j· 

Then the Yiscosities on O" 'r 1 . 1 and O"Y 1 . 1 coincide only for uniform meshes. and. in the general case. 
1: - ') .,J + ') ~ - ') ..;+ ') •- I I I 

the syrnetry of TM ( u) is lo~5t. - - -

D.2.2 Extension to the three-dimensional case 

Extending the computations of the preceding section to dimension three yields the following construction . 

First, define three new meshes, which are "edge centered" : K~n;~ J+ ~,k = (x.;, xHl x (y.;, YJ + 1) x 

(zk-~•zk+~) is staggered from the primal mesh K 1,j,k in the x and y direction (see Figure D.3), 

Kr+•z l . k+ l in the x and z direction, and Kyz+ l L+ l in the y and z direction. 
z, 2,], 2 l-,J 2 :1t" 2 

The partial deriyatiyes of the yclocity compmwnts are then defined as piecewise constant functions, 

the Yalue of which is obtained by natural fini te differences : 

for 8;tu'r, CJttuY and CJ.;:tuz, Oil the primal mesh, 

for [JYMu'r and 8;tuY on the cells (K:ryl ··+ l k), 
1- -r ') ..;] ')' 

for a.;:tu'r and 8;tuz Oil the cells (K;~~.j,k~~ ), 
for CJttuz and CJ(;'1uY on the cells (Ki,;~~ -k+ ~ ). 
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D.3 

A.nnexe D. Discretization of the viscous dissipation term with the MA.C scheme 

We then define four families of values for the viscosity field, f.L, f.Lxy, f.Lxz and f.Lyz, associated to the 

primal and the three edge centered meshes respectively. 

The shear stress tensor is obtained by the extension of (D.10) to d = 3. 

And, finally, the dissipation term is given by (D.ll). 

A strong convergence result 

We finally conclude this paper by showing how the consistency property ( ii) may be used, in some 

particular case, to obtain the strong convergence of the dissipation term. To this purpose, let us just 

address first the model problem : 

-~lt. = 1_ in Sl = (0, 1) x (0, 1), lt. = 0 on ao, (D.12) 

with lt. and 1_ two scalar functions, 1_ E U(Sl). Let us suppose that this problem is discretized by the usual 

finite volume technique, with the uniform MAC mesh associated to the x-component of the velocity. We 

define a discrete function as a piecewise constant function, vanishing on the left and right sides of the 

domain (so on the left and right stripes of (half-)staggered meshes adjacent to these boundaries), and we 

define the discrete H1-norm of a discrete function v by : 

Let (M(n))nEN be a sequence of such meshes, with a step hn tending to zero, and (uCn))nEN the corres

ponding sequence of discrete solutions. Then, with the variational technique employed in the preceding 

section (i.e. multiplying each discrete equation by the corresponding equation and summing), we get, 

with the usual discretization of the right-hand side : 

(D.13) 

Since the discrete H1-norm controls the L2-norm (i.e. a discrete Poincare inequality holds, [16]), this 

yields a uniform bound for the sequence (uCn))nEN in discrete H1-norm. We know [16] that this implies 

that the sequence (uCn))nEN converges in L2(Sl) to a function u E H6(Sl), and that the discrete derivatives 

(8;ttuCn))nEN and (8~u(n))nEN weakly converge in U(Sl) to 8xii and 8yu respectively. This allows to pass 

to the limit in the scheme, and we obtain that u satisfies the continuous equation (D.12), so, taking u as 

test function in the variational form of (D.12) : 

But, passing to the limit in (D.13), we get: 

which, comparing to the preceding relation, yields : 
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So the discrete gradient weakly converges and its norm converges to the norm of the limit : the discrete 

gradient strongly converges in U (0) 2 to the gradient of the solution. Let us now imagine that Equation 

(D.l2) is coupled to a balance equation for another variable, the right-hand side of which is IV11:.I 2 ; this 

situation occurs in several physical situations, as the modelling of Joule effect [5], or RANS turbulence 

models [49, 24]. Then using the expression (D.ll) for the discretization of the dissipation term in the cell 

K, which reads here : 

yields a convergent right-hand side, in the sense that, for any regular function cp E C~(Sl), we have: 

(A declination of) this argument has been used to prove the convergence of numerical schemes in [5, 49, 24]. 
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Méthodes de correction de pression pour les écoulements compressibles 
Résumé : Cette thèse porte sur le développement de schémas scmi-implicitcs à pas fractionnaires pour les équations de 

Navier-Stokes compressibles; ces schémas entrent dans la classe des méthodes de correction de pression. La discrétisation 

spatiale choisie est de type "à mailles décalées" : éléments finis mixtes non conformes (éléments finis de Crouzcix-Raviart 

ou Rannachcr-Thrck) ou schéma MAC classique. Une discrétisation en volumes finis décentrée amont du bilan de masse 

garantit la positivité de la masse volumique. La positivité de l'énergie interne est obtenue en discrétisant le bilan d'énergie 

interne continu, par une méthode de volumes finis décentrée amont, ct en couplant cc bilan d'énergie interne discret à l'étape 

de correction de pression. Une discrétisation particulière en volumes finis sur un maillage dual du terme de convection de 

vitesse dans le bilan de quantité de mouvement ct l'adjonction d'une étape de renormalisation de la pression permettent 

de garantir le contrôle au cours du temps de l'intégrale de l'énergie totale sur le domaine. L'ensemble de ces estimations a 

priori implique en outre, par un argument de degré topologique, l'existence d'une solution discrète. 

L'application de cc schéma aux équations d'Euler pose une difficulté supplémentaire. En effet, l'obtention de chocs corrects 

nécessite que le schéma soit consistant avec l'équation de bilan d'énergie totale, propriété que nous obtenons comme suit. 

Tout d'abord, nous établissons un bilan discret (local) d'énergie cinétique. Cc dernier comporte des termes sources, que 

nous compensons ensuite dans le bilan d'énergie interne. Les équations d'énergie cinétique ct interne sont associées aux 

maillages dual ct primai respectivement, ct ne peuvent donc être additionnées pour obtenir un bilan d'énergie totale; cette 

dernière équation est toutefois retrouvée, sous sa forme continue, à convergence : si nous supposons qu'une suite de solutions 

discrètes converge lorsque le pas de temps ct d'espace tendent vers 0, nous montrons en effet, en 1D au moins, que la limite 

en satisfait une forme faible. Ces résultats théoriques sont confortés par des tests numériques. 

Des résultats similaires sont obtenus pour les équations de Navier-Stokes barotropcs. 

Mots clefs : Méthodes de correction de pression, équations de Navier-Stokes compressibles, schéma MAC, éléments finis 

mixtes non conformes, stabilité, convergence, tests numériques. 

Pressure correction schemes for compressible flows 
Abstract : This thcsis is conccrncd with the dcvclopmcnt of scmi-implicit fractional stcp schcmcs, for the compressible 

Navier-Stokes equations; thcsc schcmcs arc part of the class of the pressure correction mcthods. The choscn spatial dis

crctisation is staggcrcd :non conforming mixcd finitc clements (Crouzcix-Raviart or Rannachcr-Thrck) or the classic MAC 

schcmc. An upwind fini tc volume discrctisation of the mass balanec guarantccs the positivity of the dcnsity. The positivity 

of the internai cncrgy is obtaincd by discrctising the internai cncrgy balanec by an upwind finitc volume schcmc and by 

coupling the discrctc internai cncrgy balanec with the pressure correction stcp. A special finitc volume discrctisation on dual 

cclls is pcrformcd for the convection tcrm in the momcntum balanec equation, and a renormalisation stcp for the pressure 

is addcd to the algorithm; this cnsurcs the control in timc of the integral of the total cncrgy ovcr the domain. Ali thcsc a 

priori cstimatcs imply the existence of a discrctc solution by a topological degree argument. 

The application of this schcmc to Euler equations raiscs an additional difficulty. Indccd, obtaining correct shocks rcquircs 

the schcmc to be consistent with the total cncrgy balanec, propcrty which wc obtain as follows. First of ali, a local discrctc 

kinctic cncrgy balanec is cstablishcd; it contains source tcrms which wc somchow compcnsatc in the internai cncrgy balance. 

The kinctic and internai cncrgy equations arc associatcd with the dual and primai mcshcs rcspcctivcly, and thus cannot be 

addcd to obtain a total cncrgy balanec; its continuo us countcrpart is howcvcr rccovcrcd at the limit : if wc suppose that a 

sequence of discrctc solutions converges whcn the spacc and timc stcps tend to 0, wc indccd show, in 1D at !cast, that the 

limit satisfics a wcak form of the equation. Th esc thcorctical rcsults arc confortcd by numcrical tests. 

Similar rcsults arc obtaincd for the barotropic Navier-Stokes equations. 

Key words : Pressure correction schcmc, compressible Navier-Stokes equations, MAC schcmc, mixcd non-conforming finitc 

clements, stability, convergence, numcrical tests. 
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